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CIL\l'TlJ.'U I

I NTHA}J)UC '!' I ON
The present crisia in eduoation, in which rising Bchool enrollmenta and the demands tor greater expansion of knowledge anti higher
educational requirements arc far surpassing the capacity to prOTide
adequate

teachinl~

personnel, hu.1iI challenged educators and pKychologists

to seek new ways {Vuong the 1!1Oclern e(hlotl.tional BuuUa to increaso the
eflectlTeness of tho teaching-learning process.

They haTe recently dis-

covered from stu(lielt in the behavioral .cieneef. that one excellent way
to accomplisb tbis task i . through the use ot thu latettt
innoVation, the tenohing machine.

technolo~ical

In the past tew YCHlrH, this device,

a. product of the psychology laboratory, has beon steadily gaining a
prominent place among thH newer media as a potential torce in inoreasing
the efficienoy and Boope of eduontion.

As Hively infers:

f.ii/

proves to be surpri8in!~ly effective in teaching • • • by
its carefully arranged se'lucnce ot stimuli and i1.s antomaticl\lly
reinforced responses to each stimulus. "he usn of the IlHwhine may
eliminate ao.. e of the UDllesiro.hle 8SI)octs of present classroom
learning and free the teacher to work toward goals that are hest
achieved fhroulh personal, human interclumge between teachers and
atudenta.
Al though atill in its state

"r

infanoy, the teachinlJ machine

has nlready exertod n tremendous impaot upon American education.

lWells Hively, "Implioations for the Clu.sHroom of B.F. Skinner' •
.Analysis ot Dehavior," UarTarct Educationnl Heviewt XXI>. (Iintor, 19GO),
37. (Editor's ~;ote.)

2

l:ducators throughout the country arc seriously concerned about the
possible role it might. ,)lay in improving the quality and effectiveness
of teacltinl and learning and in resolving
cationlll problems.

80llle

of t.oday·. crit.ical edu-

In a recent doctoral stucly, }'ry deHcribcs t.eaching

maohines as effective teaching devioes that:
• • • are ideaUy Buited t.o individual differenoes. They act .a
n private t.ut.or in muny ways, yet do not re€luire personal attention
of a humu.u teacber. The immediat.e knowledge of reHultfl bas been
found to be rewarding and when this is combined with rute flexibilit.y and properly pro,ramed ourriculum material, the result is
often u highly motivated teaching situntion. 2
l~ducntors.

psychologists,

all"

technologists have disI.layed more

interest and curioHi ty in this new educational innovation th.Ul in any
other single development.

Thie is probably due to:

(1) its emergence

from the psychology laboratory as an effective medium of instruction
"bicb provitles a major break in tradi tiom'll classroom procedures;
(2) its new approach to individualized instruction us opposed to maS8
instructional eduoation; and (3) the grent promise it holds IIfor quulitative improvement of learning combined with quantitative 8uving8 of
teaching. "

3

2Edward n. Fry, "Teaching lfachinee: An Investigation of
Constructed Versus .uu) tiple-Choice Heaponse Mo(le8, It (unpubl ished Ph.I>.
dissertatioll, The University of southern (;aliforllia, Loa Angeles, 1960),
p. 1. (Uicrofilm.)
3

Comml ttee on Util ization of Collelle Teaching Resources,
Better UtiUzation .!!.! Colleac Teaching ae8ouroes. Ll Summar nellort
{New York: The I~wl\:J for the AdVancement of r'dlucation, lU59 , p. 20.

3

Throughout the report ot this inve14tigation, the tel'll rtteaching
machine" ia defined aa a device (bardware or l1on-hardware) which can
pre.ent programed material in sequential steps while making uae of reinforoement.

In other worda, it poaaess•• facilities tor diaplaying

tbe progrUltl, provide. aOlle method tor making a ref>q.on8e and for showing
whether the reaponse ia correct or not.

'feaohing aachinoa are also

referred to a. teaching daviaeH, auto- or aelf-inatructional device.,
ODd autolllated teaching dOYicea.

J\

"progr8ll" conai.ttl of subject-matter

broken (town into small .. tepa and arranged sequentially in order to lead
the atudent atep-by-atep to an underatanding of the concepta basic to
the cour.e or unit.

"Autoaated teaching," aoaetilles referred to aa

progrOlDed learning, progrOlDed inatruction, auto-instruction, or teaching
machine instruction, ia defined as the method or technique of instruction a8sociated with the use of aOllle auto-instructional devioe.

01iher

tel'll. u.ed diflerently troll tho.e in the ordinary aen.e are defined at
the ti.e u8ed.

Deyel0e-ent

~ ~

reachiQl Maohine A!

Pre,.ex'. Device..

~

DeYice

Like all other u8elul .achine., the teach-

ing machine "deyeloped slowly troll the need to do a job aore eftectively
tluw it oould be dono otherwi .. e.

ft'"

IUatorioally, the teaching lInohine

"'Hurrhu8 1.". Skinner, "Teaohing Uacbinea," Soientlti,c ,\lraerican,
CCV (Noveaber, 1961), 92.

4

as a device is not nQw.

While patent reoords indioate a device by

Halcyon Skinner in 1866, and other devioes even earlier, whioh might be
tented tel,ohing maohines, nr. Sidney L. Preysey of Obio ;.,tate Univ.rsi ty
is credited with the invention of tho first eduoational teaching .aohine
5
which be described in ~jCbool and Societg, in 1026.
Originally, his
aimple meohanical apparatus was more of a teating dQvice than a teaobing
aaohine; however, its properties fer aelf-instruetion soon beoame eviden
Or. Presaey aaw in this simple devioe which provided immediate knowledge
of result. a useful tool for perforaing oertain routine fWlotions of a
teacber pn.rtioularly in drill work and reoitation.

Immediate knowledge

of reaml ts oould .,fford a aore effeotive means of teacbing than cODmionly
used cla8aroom prooedures.

It seemed evident to 1)re8a8Y that learninl

wi til tbis new devioe oould implement somo of the law8 of otfeo Uv.

lelirning.

In 1927, Pressey inoorporated a .echanislil into his device

which eliminated oorreotly anawered items from tho aeriea and allowed
only the mis.ed item. to reappear.

fhis interesting feature may be

found in a number of thu'more expensive lIlodern teaching lIIuchinos.(i
Pressey and hi. atudents continued to develop ad{li tiona! teaching device. with which they oonducted nwaerous experi.ents in oollege
teaohing.

In each case. Ieanaing proved to be more effective and muoh

r:

5idney L. Presllley, "A Simple Appllratus ,ihich Give. Tests and
Hoorea--und '{'eacbes," Sehool ..!!!!! Soct.tx, XXIII (March 20, 1926),
U

313-:)76.
6 _ _ _ _ , "A Machine for Automatic 'fellchin" of i)rill Material,"
Hohool and Sooiety, XXV (~ay 7, 1921), 549-552.

5
time waa aaved.

These claima were firmly supported both by Pressey and

his collaborators, a8 reporte(l by F'attn:
They claimed that learning was taure efficient because the
learner was actively at work, hi ... error8 "ere immediately indicated,
au.1 praotice was focuHed upon correcting hi. own errors. ~tudenta
liked to work with the devices anti ~he devices saved considerable
time and drudgery tor the toaohers.
neapi te l're.sey· s enthueia8Dl and optimism and the educational
promise resident in those sUaple, labor-saving devices, he was forced
to abandon his project in 1932.

Apparently, educators and researchers

were not prepared to accept thiff advanoed concept of teaching.

:Skinner,

in a recent article on tellching machines, of tel's the following reasona
for their failure to attract the atteution of the educntiollal world:
CuI tura} in ertia aaide, Pressey' s flu,chin.~a had 1 lmi tt\tions t.hat
probably contributed to their luiluret. 'Ithey were mainly testing
devicea to be used after some anount 01 learnill$t ht.ul already taken
place elsewhere. 'i'hey did not U88 the principlea of prograwuing
that later emerged trolD tho Atudy ot operunt reinforcement.
Automated toaching, consequently, did not take root; the
teaching-lIuual:b.'~i.tr'Ye.ent.

as an educational enterprise remained at a

standstill.
l~ven

though Pressey' a early teaching devices did not receive

public recognition at thia time, nevertholess, his inventive ideas provided the foundation and incentive tor further deyelOpIBont of the
teaching-machine movement.

Pressey hoped that enough hud been done

1

Nicholas A. I"attu, tt'truinillg nevices," li!.tlolcloeedia.!! I':ducational itosearoh (3rd etl.), (New York: 'fbe Maomillan Company, H)60),
1529.
8

Skinner, £2.

s!!., 95.

6
to atimulate other workera,
rapidly developed.

80

that this fascinating field might be

9

Military TrDining Aids. No further progress in the teachingan.cbine movet!lent occurred until 1912.

Mechanization of inlttruction

developed rapillly among tbe Aray, Navy, und Air Force peri'lonnel during
World ,{ar II.

A

sbortage of qualified instructor. and the pre:1laure of

time nece8uitated the utilization of new method. Dnd devices for making
ailitary training alt effective as possible ill the briefest. i»08sible
time.

10

Thus, Dumerous training aids, or training devices were eml,loyed

by the inatrllctor.
in«

~).id9

As wnrtime

were util ized.

prc!S~UreH

increased, mort! mul ruore train-

To the illS true tor-centered i).\ldio-visual aids

waa added a variety of electronio, lIlechanieal, electrical, visual, and
audi tory devices. 11

With pressures lIIowltiD& stUI higher, it was dis-

covered tbat tbe t.rainee's inferior performance was due primarily to
poor trainin,.

Instructors soon realized that active participatioll in

learning si tuations reau} ted in superior I)ertorllumcu.

As a rellul t, the

customary trainin" aid" were 8upplemented wi tit mockupa, or mOlle1s, which
"required the agUve participation of tho learner as well

4S

the

9Sidney L. j'ressey, "A 'fhird and f'ourth Contribution 'roward the
Coming • Indust.rial Revolution' in l~ducution, 11 i3oltool .!!!.!! :)ocietx, X.{XVI
(Novombor 19, 1932), 672.
lOhilliam
McGraw-fUll Dook

j~ltton, Audiovisual Aids ~ I.nstrl1ction (New York:
COJll})WlY,

Inc., H) 41),p. 3.

llstanley l~evine and I•• onard C. Silvern, .IThe lWolution and Hevolution of the Teaching WuchiDe," Journal ~ l:!!!. ;\aerioan Society!!
Training 01roctors. XIV (aecomber, 1900;, 6.

1

inatruotor. tt12

By 1945, the mockup had evolved into the simulator

which had begun as un instructor-centered device, but 800n iutvaneed to
provide a complete learning enviroDlllont without much human intervention!3
Training aids had thuB become learner-centered devicea aa dii:Jtinguished
froll the fOl'ller instructor-centered aids.
Business and industry tJUickly adopted tbe uninin" experience8
of i.orld War II t.o their training programs.

Apillication to education,

however, was extremely slow; "t.he learner-centered simulator r_ined
pretty much aa a ml1itary train
ourioait,x.N I4
!ikinner' s

l~evlval

1"

device and

ftS

an education

.!!! 'teashini lfachinea. A rovi talization,

leading to the current interest in the teaching Ilacltine occurred as a
result. of laboratory research done by Dr. Durrhus F. Skinner tlt Harvard
University.

Skinner improved upon Pressoy's ideas and deviaed a number

of teaching .achines whicb were oharacterized by solf-pacing and Immodiato reinforcement of responseB.

In two provocative and cballenging

articles published in 1954 and in IOGA, Skinner desoribed tho nature of
biB teaching .achine and t.he theory underlying automated teaching wbich
he called "prolr8llled learning." 15 , 16 . As a reaul t of intensive
12

teonard C. Silvern, "An Analysis of the Teaching Machine field
and Iatplioationa for HOlte Study Courees," !!!.!. l.!.!!!!. ::;tudy lteview, I
(Winter, 1961), 6.
13
1.
ll!!.9.., 1.
l.. ovine and Sll'f'ern, .u- W., 8.
15Uurrbua F. !:ikinner, nThe Hoience of Learning ond the Art of
Teaching," Uvya£d I!;ducationll Heview, XXIV (Spring, 1954), A6-tn.
16.............._ _, "l'eaching Maohines," Scionce, ellVIII (October,
195A),969-911.

8

laboratory eXlleriaents with lower organilllll., he gained knowledge concerning the functional analysis and control of behavior which led to a
.weeping revision of educational practice..

Skinner belieyes:

• • • that his machines, which present material in sucb fUIIall steps
that oorreot responding is virtually assured, oan provide a new and
better source of motivation tbay1the "aversive lIlethode" currently
..ployed to stiaulate learning.
Skinner devised about five diatinct types of teaching machines,
all 01 wbich duplicated certain features and functions of Pressey·s
early devices. \ Ifi. unique oontribution, however, was not in the hardware, but rather in the proar8llling of content for shaping responses--a
direct outgrowth of the theories and techniques which he developed from
studies with pigeons and white rats in the psychology laboratory~
})eyolol!!en'

.!!

the Al!toaatod Te8gbinG H,etboC\

Tbe Soara"ic Method &net AgtOllate4 Teaching_

Apl,lication 01 tbe

prinoiples basiC to the technique of autolllated teaching, or programed
learning, lIa,. be trnced back to the tutorial, or

dialectic~,l

used by the early Greek pllilosophers in ancient tille8.

lIlethod,

Socrates

(400 D.C.) might be considered a kind of improlllptu programer.

Through

oareful que.tlonla;, he aulded the individual student to make intellectual discoveries lor hillself.

flis .:tenius lay in his abUi ty to probe,

to pursuo, and to cross-examine tho student. 18

As in present-day

ITGene C. Fusco, "Technology in the Clas.room Challenges to tbe
School AlimiaiII trator, " :';09001 1.1Ie, (ltarch-May, 1900), 5. (Ueprint.)
18Crolt )';duc.ational Servicea, "Teaching Machines and })rogramed
Learning," Professional Growth for Teachers, VII (l>.comber, 1961), 2.
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programing, the

~)ocratic

method represented a type of automat.ed teaching

whioh followed a slow, but steady, progress toward a tenohing objective.
The subject matt.er was broken down into small part.s and reinforcement of
learning took plaoe through a series of questions related to eaoh other.
In contrast to modern progr81lling, the Sooratio approaoh was not ooncerne
with new intol"lllation, but &lade use of taots already known to the student
It pursued a line of inquiry designed to bring about enlightenment
through the ~istake. and faulty rea.oning of the student. 19

Modern

prolr8llled in.truotion, on the other hand, i. ba.ed upon a series of
r.wards, or auoc ••••••
(

In aiBlple t.el'lls, tbis new approach to learning i . an auto-

in.tructional lIlethod whioh ia a blending of the time-honoree! Socratic
met.hod of teaching by aaking questions, the Carte.ian idea of analyzing
a learning problem into its _allest part.s, and the application of
Thorndik.·a modified la.w of etfect.

It i8 surprising t.hat systematic

application of the •• simple anoient principles to Ule learning proceaa
haa taken

\

110

long to deTelov. j

Skinner' a Contribyti!tl8.

The impetua to the pre.ent-day tech-

nique of automated instruction, or progr.ed learning, wue provided by
Durrhue 1". Skinner in 1954.

In the Ua.....ard llniverai ty paychology lab-

oratory he aohieyed remarkable results from hia expertments with pigeone
and other lower oraanl....

lie aucoeeded in shaping the behaTior 01

animale by one-.tep-at-a-ti.o teaohing followed by i . .ediate

19 Ibid •

10
reinforcement or each correct

re81~on8e.

As a re8ul t 01 those condi tion-

in, experiments with lower animals, the u8olulne88 of reinlorc . . ent
principles in the pr,acticul control of human learning wus diHcoveretl.
'fo control tho proces8 of leurnillg, 8kinnor recor.wlOnded tho use of 80me
type of instrumentation, such

8S

a teaching lIlachino, "to equip students

.

~o

with lurge repertoires of verbal and nonverbal behavior. It '"

In 1957, Skinner designed tho first program--a Hurvllrd course
in psychology on the analysis of behnvior--which eaphasized tho possibiU ty of more direct al)plic;.tion to education of concepts developed in
the 11S1cho}o«y laboratory.

.Following Skinner'a lead, nu.eroua progr8llls

have been prepared, and others are beinl prepared by scbolar8 throughout.
tbe eountry in various curricular area.:
• • • ranlinl IrolD • • • ari tbmetic to calculus, fror.. modern
bebaY!or!_ t.o the Old Test_ent, fro. spelling 81U1 t;n,,11 ... grumaar to many .odem lunpage., froa biology and physicH to mellical-"l
echool cour.os, and 1n hundreds of fielda of industrial educntion.
4

•

Tbe year. 1957-58 mark the beginning of the period in which an
up.urge of intereat in teaching .achines and i tal technique of automated
teaching for more effective teaching

WBe

ini tin.ted.

namo itl 1957 re-

opened tho possibility of automated tecbnique. tor classroom use.

Uie

USUllents .erYe,i aa a forceful attempt to alert educators to the need.
and requirement. for automntion in education.

20Skinner, (1961).

22

~. s!!., 92.

21Jamoa G. Holland and B.l". Skinner, T!!j .".galx8i8 .2! Uehavior
(New York: 1icGr(Uf Hill nook Company, Inc., 10(H , p. V.
22
Sblon }tamo, "A Now Technique ill l~duoat.ion," l:qgipeerinl l!!U1
:>cie900 1I0nAA1x. XXI (uctober, 1957), 17-22.
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Skinner'. continued interest and advances in the experimental
analysis of behuvior have served 68 a major catalyst in the development
of a true technology of education.

The recent development of teaching

machine8 and the introduction of the technique of autOJllated teaohing
prediots a new aud constructive relationship between the scienoe of
loarniq and the Art of teaohing.

Many different lIIodel8 of teaching machines have beon oonstruoted
ranging in price frollt ene to fivo thousand dollars.

Despito groat vari-

otion in the structuro of these devices, they p08sess tile following
charaoteristios in
1.
2.
3.

COllllllOIU

They present information and require fre(IUent re.ponS08 by
the student.
They provide immediate feedback to the student, informin&
hi. whether hi8 response is al'propriate or not.
They allow tbe student to work individually and to adjust
his own rate of progress to his needs rutd capabili ties. 23
Growing numbers of colleges and lmiversltie8 are oonducting

research projects to study the new technique .uld to detcrrdne how it
can beet be integrated with .rad! tionnl method8.

HarYard 1;nlver81 ty

and Barlham, Huil ton and Oberlin. the UniversitieliJ of Southern California and Loyola (Loa AngeleB), and numerous other in8titution8 are
preBently enlaled in extensive study proiramB of this type.
Aa intereat and knowledge grow. more and more elementary and
8econdary sohools are taking part in experimentation eitber independentl
23navid Cram, ,!xplainigl "Teaohing )'achines" .!!l!! })rogrOlUllnl
(San Francisco: FeAron 1~bli9hers. Inc., 1961', p. 8.
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or in oonjunction with college teating and evaluation projects.

Many

of the.e studies are 8})onaored by the }<'ord Fotuldution and the United
States Otfioe of

l~ducation.

Indication of the growing .ignificanoe of teaching machine. and
progr..ed inatruct.!on ia evitt.noed by the eatablialuaent of the Cent.er
for Pro.rUled Instruction in New York City.

The oerater, which ia an

outcrowth of the Collegiate School project, proposes to of tel' the follow
ing services to eduoational oo_uniti.s:
Conauiting with and helping sohools interested in carrying on
projeots in tbe fields of progrWlled instruotion and teaching
machine8.
Creating thoroughly tested programs of instruction in all
.ubjects.
Conduoting oontrolled researoh to inyeutigate programing variable. and administrative techniques of implementing programod
inatruotion.
Supplying experi.ental progrBBed learning material. to 80hools ••
Viaa.inating obJeotive inforDlation about progrumed instruction
and teaohing maohine •••••
Conduoting in-8ervice workshops in oooperation with sohool
8y.t.. S, teacher. oolleges, and unlveraitie •• 24
Other center. with .1ailar purpose. have been established
throughout the country.

Working olosely with payohologi.ts, subjeot

aatter .peolaliata, and ola... rooa teuher., and drawin, on tbe beat
praotioal and theoretioal exporienoea on hand, theae centora are produoing and teating proaraaed oouraea and text. which will aoon be
a.al1ablo for 0laa8rooa uee.

24"Center for l'rogr.ed In8truotion," J\udi,ovi.ual Iu'!,truotion,
VI (April, 1961), 151.
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Co_ercial fin.. are entering the fiold of teaching machines at
"a rate of two per week.
every four weeka."

One ne. nonco_ercial fil'll got. into the act

25

'Wi tb this ra})ld ,rowth of educational autOilultion it aeemB a1ao.t
iapo.sible to keep pace with new developments in the field. 26
~eaction8 ~

Aytomated T!9chinl

The current appearance of the teaching IlIlchlae and teachingmacbine prolrams on the eduoational scene in the early 1960's has evoked
a host of lavorable, and not too favorable, reaotions wbicb eduoators

generally eXI,ect Irom overy new eduoational devioe.

liAs the products

01 twentieth-oentury teolmololY lind their way Int.o the classrooms, they
27

are sOllotaes lIet wi th Jlul'llmrinls of

t

gadgetry' and • autoaated teaching'."

S. .e educators see the teRchin, machine a. 9 aerioua threat to the
<'8

teacber;"

otbers olaim it will dehUllanize tbe teaohing-loarning proce •• ,

still others 141411 it will oomplete1y eliminate the teaober.
eucb a nature are unwarranted.

Fears 01

In a recent article, Skinner state. ia

eimple terms the purpose of teaobing lIachinea in eduoation:

• • • to teach rapidly, thoroughly, and expeditiously a large part
01 what. we now teach slowly, incompletely and with wast. effort on
the I)art of both student. and teacber. Some of the machines also
hold t.be I}romise 01 teaohing behavior of a kind and subtlety tbat 2
until now has .e.a.d beyond ~le reaoh of explioit teaching methode.
25

" A sohooillan'. Guide to Teaohing Uachines," 8ghool W!QR.!!.n$,
(October, 1961) 104.

26 Xbid •
27

The Ford Foundation, Time, Talen!~ ~ !eaghers, (New York:
Tbe Ford FoundatioD, 1960) p. 31.
28skinner, (1961), ~. ~.,
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neapite the tact that teaohing maohines bave Illet strong reaist·
aDoe, neyertheleaa, the laet lew years hnve witneesed successtul utilisation of a variety of teaohing device. on an experimental baai. in
olaaaroollle throughout the country.

"The potentiali tie. of tho teaching

maohine technique are beina realized ae more creative teachers explore
and tapl ..ent their ideaa and desiros.ft

30

Many diligent efforte have

been made to detel'lline ways in whicb thie new J1JediUIII oan be ueed conatrtlotlvely for upgrading the tlUali ty of the teachinl.learning proce.a.
lluch hae been learned frOll atudiee oon{lucted; but much more remains to
be learned.

With the emergenoe ot this new and promieing device, it is
imperative, therefore, in this period of educational criete to invest!gate more tully the true potential etfectivenea. of the teaobing machine
and ita related teohnique in claaBroOll aituations in order to place it
in proper perapective to other aucceaafut media.

It Is likewiee neoes-

.ary '" detenine how tbis Dew teaohing device can be utilized to optimal advent... tor areater toachinl and leorninl eftioiency.

The preaont study is cODoerned with the .ffectivenoa. of the
autoaated technique of toaohinl high 80hool aoience.
was to

d.t.~iDO

The basie probl ..

the relativo eff.ct OD the loarniDg of space biology

30llCA Eduoational servic.a, Prolr
in Servic •• tor Te.china
Mubipes .!B!!. Other A!!!.-19struotional Dev:::. fe_den, N.J.: Radio
Corporation of )\aerioa, 1961), p.l.
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by means of a st.ple teaching machine with and without a self-trainer
which provided immediate knowledge of result8.

To accomplish thia

purpoae, the study was designed to compare the elliciency 01 lour method.
01 instruction for acquiring and retaining knowledge of subject matter
related to the hu.an faotors inyolved in apace flight.

Each of four

comparable group. of science student. was taught a unit in apace biology
by one of the tollowing methods:
Method
Method
Method
Wethod

I - Teaching Machine,* Filma and Filmstripe.
II - Teaching Machine, Self-Trainer,* Filma and Filmstrips,
III - Programed Lecture,· Films and Filmstrips.
IV - Programed Lecture, Note-Taking, Films and Filmstrips.

In the course of the investigation answers were sought to the
following questions:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is the relative ellect on learning of the automated and
programed lecture methods in terms of the acquisition and retention of subject matter knowledge of space biology?
Does automated teaching produce more eflectiYe learning resulta
in atudents of high, average, or low ability? in ninth- or
tenth-,rade 8cience studenta?
What speoific increment in learning ia attributed to the use
01 a self-trainer which gives the students immediate knowledge
of results?
What differences in learning aocrue from the fact that studenta
take notes during the programed lecture?
What is the attitude and reaction of the students toward the
methods used in this study?
How does the role of the teacher change in automated teaohing?
Did the program in space biology aohieve the objectives propo"
What recommendations and suggestions may be offered for the
optimal uae of a simple teaching machine and a self-trainer in
the science classroom?

*

A coaplete description is given in Chapter III.

16
'lbe partioular unt t ot 1aat.ruetion .eleoted tor .tudy ia thia
exporiaent wu .p. .e bio10U, or the h_an ta.tor_ and probl._ In'9'Ol ye.
in

.~ft.e

flt,bt.

the ninth- and

fhe 1e.... ls at "hioh the expert.ent wa. perfomed were

ten~l-,rad ••• ience

ola•• e. of two Catholio oooduoational

hiCh .chool. (Sohool A and Sohool B) In the Chioago area.

Approxiaately

tour handre. .tudent. partioipated ia tho study wbioh extoDded over a
period of wO-Md-a-half "e.ke in Scbool B and thr.e-and-a-half in
Sohoo1 A.

Dilterenoe. in th. duration ot the expertaeDt were attributed

to dilterent ttae •• hedul •• in the aohoola.
was

aft

'lbe experiaeat ia Scheol A

exaot replieatlon of the aap.riae.t in Sobool B.

A •• thode-by-

levela-analyeie of Yariance experia.ntal da.tan wae used.

'lbe tour

treat..nta, or .othoda, deooribe. pro",ioualy .ore a •• iened at rand. .
t4 "parate aroup8 ot ninth- &ad tenth-Irade .tudent., pre"'iou81y

rank.d on the ba8t8 ot initial iatel11,ono. acore. and arran,ed iate
three ability levela. Tho exp.rta.at wa. replioated twloe in .aoh 01
tho two 8.hool..

Eaoh r.plloation oODatituted a oompleto exp.rt-ent.

All leoture .la•••• we.e oonduoted by the in",ooti,ato.1 other group.
were pro.tored by the roaular teacher.

Tho

ataor detail ....re the ••• in all .la.....

ti~s

and t11•• trips and

Thirty..six 8wI,le toachin,

.achines were used by the atudonta in Groups I and II to preaent the
500fraae pro,ram in .paoe biolocy.
RelatiTe la1Do in l.arninl yere .eaaured by a pretest adminiatered three tille. and a poat-te.t administered twioe to all participatiDg stud.nto.

Studenta in Group II u.ed a self-trainer in conneotion

with the first adminiotration ot the prete.t QRd pe.t-teat.

Data

11

concerning students· atU tudes and reactions to teaching .ochines, fil.8
and filmstrips, and other parts of the study were gathered by .eans of
atructured statements of an opinionnairo anel free co_ents.

The spaoe

biology program was evaluated by moans of a detailed analysis of errors.
1\

oomplete description 01 the experiment. and devioes used follows in

Chapter III.
Significance !! !h! Problem
During the past decade considerable attontion haa been focused
on the quality-quantity problem of seoondary soience education.

To

many science eduoators and teachers the improvement of soience teaching
has been a matter of deel) concern.

Jteoont ,Usc:lveriea in the potcmtial

use of tho teaohing machine and its related technique have alerted
science teaohers to oonaider the feasibility of employing this instru.ent developed by aoience to bring about more effeotive ,01ence inatruotion.

It Bcience is to be taught to on ever-tncreaaing nunber of stu-

dents, it will need com,)etent science teachers and the very beat methods
ao that acbools may more effectively prepare studonts tor life in tile
scienee-dominated world ot tbe future. 31 As Anderaon states: "For the
schools of America to ignore this challenge would be folly, Indeed. w32

31Iienneth E. Anderson, "The Uelative ;\ohiovement. of tbe ObjecSe~oDdary Sohool Scienoe in a Atepresentative Sampling of Fifty,six lttnneaota lIigh Schools" (unpublished PIl.D. dissertation, University
of WiDDeaota. Minneapolia, 1049) p. 1.

tives 01

--

32 Ibid
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In another place he assert.s the following:
Science teaohers should, by the very Ullt.ure of their training,
be producers of the finest tY})OS of educat.ional re8~~rch und
possess at the moment. the best met.hods of teaching.
If tho goals of science oan be achieved t.hrough t.eaching-machine
instruction as effectively

U8

through other methods, or morC' effectively

and in less til'lle, then it. is enoUlllbent upon soience eduoators to eXHlltine
this po.sibili ty wi t.h great care.

If autolllat.ed t.eaching can make the

prooe8s of learning science more effective and satisfying, then certainl
its full educational value amI place in the Hoienoe ourriculum should be
investigated by soienoe eduoators through olsssroom research and experimentation.
This study is unique insofar

8S

it is primarily ooncerned witb

/

the effectiveness of automated teaohing in tile high school science cla8sroom.

It would se_ that any method wbich tends to increase the

strength of science teaching w,d to provide more and better scienoe
learning for more students in les8 time is wortby of investigation in
view of the present national emergency.

'fllis study also offers an

example of the effeotiveness of utilizing several media in combination.
Ue.earch studies in this pbuse of autoRnted teacbing are scaroe.

l->tudioa

of tbi8 nature are furtber recluired in ordor to overcome prejudice and
bia.8 in the use of tbia new teahl1ique ill classroom learning.

Teachers

need to devebp confidenoe. understa.nding, and skill in using teaohing
machines in the regular course of the clusaroom schedule.

53 •
, "Improving Science Teuching througb !Lealistic
Ueaeuroh," SCienc,e, Education, X,\.J(VII (.l'~ebruary, 195:;), 5~).
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Throughout this study it is
their programs

CUll

8.S1I1l.D10U

tench effectively.

that teu.ching machines nnd

However, tho inveatihntor ad-

vances tho premise that no device can replace tOt' teucher completely
but

COOl

only aio him to accomplish his aU too many tusks more effec-

tively.
It was wi tb this idea in ldnd--the need for improving the teaching and learning of science througb the ueo of the toaching Du\chine
technictllO--tltat tho present study was conceived.
SUYMAilY
Tilt. chapter has been concerned with a sUllUlulry of tht! uevelopment

of the teaching machine llovell1ent, with the atatetl1ent, detini tion, and
significance of the probletll, alul defini tiona of termo.
sents a SWlII'IIlU'y of researcb relevnnt to the l)roblem.

Chapter II preIn Chapter III the

eXI)erillental data collected tor this 8tudy are reported in detail.
Chapter IV presunts the stntistical analysis ot the data using methodsby-Iev.ls analysis of variance.

Chapter V includes an analysis of the

space biology program and atudent reaotions.

In Chapter VI are givun

the swaary and oonolus10ns derived troDa this study with recOlllllendationa
for further research in the field.

CIIAPTER 11
llEVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE

A Irowing awarene •• of t.he pot.ential

i.portt~lloe

to eduoation of

notable inorease itl the publiflhed 1 i toruture on tho subjeot.

Pry,

enoe8 on toncblng, ..mohino., wherea'" through HHSO tho mUlIlun' hntl goue fur
beyond tho fiftieth .w.rk. l
1 i teraHy mushroomed to such

Today, this rOl)idly
tUl

expBndin~

f10},1 hU.8

extent thut it is dilUenl t to keel'

abreust of uow thtveluluents ill t.hi8 area.
liuch of th., eurly rosearoh in the field of tOiAch1ng .wchin ••
bna been oriented in terms of tho effeotivenoss of
WbOD usell 1n conjunction wi til conventional

approach.

tOtulbint~

The main concern in resenrch uMing this

.,

learning experience....

!fore reoontly, there

int.ereat in the uae of the teaching
etructioD--tbe

~kinner approach. 3

IUHJ

~Ulcbine 4S

tb(~

teaching naebine

flothotl ... --tho Prussoy
~'}Jproflch

bas been

developed a growing
the

801e

Nource of 1n-

The history of reaenrch iudicntes

19dwnrd U. Vry, (ilenn 1... aryan and Jo •• ph W. ltigney, "TeBeiling
ih:\cbinea: AJI Annotated Oiblio"r ... pby, & COB!!!snication «teviow, VII I
(SupplONent I, 1960), O.
If

2Lawrence M. stolurow, I!H!cqiDI.!?l U.lchlne, Cooperative flu,!u'arch
Project. lfoDogrllph ('1Bebington, f).C.: Governllent "riDting Office, H)Ol),
PI}. H)~-104.
3..l.!!.!9.. , I) • 11 7 •
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t.hu.t. many investigat.ions ut.il izin, t.he t.eaohing maohine under bot.h
approaohes huve already been undert.akon.

'rhe number of suoh studied,

however, is st.Ul limi ted, and the reaul tant findings are more provooat.ive t.han definit.lve. 4
Thi. chapter oontains a review of the previous and related
Ii terature and researoh on the teaohing maohine and its teohlliqlle uain,
tlte l're •• ey approaoh,

&.

well as 1 i terature and se1eoted c1a8srooll

studies uaing the Skinner approaoh.

Inoluded ,also in this review are:

(a) several i.port.lIDt referenoe souroe. on teaollinl .uohine .. whioh have
aided the investigator in surveying the literature; and (b) a summary
of the points cont.ributf"d by the literature to tbe present study.
The literature i8 replete with research conduoted by the Al"tfly,
Navy, and Air Jt'or08 particularly during World War 11 when 4Jual ilied
teaching An(l training peraonnel wa. wanting.

Tho.e milit.ary studies

have smaaBed a great deal of information regurding the effective U8e of
training aida.
denied.

The import.anoe and value of the result. obtuined are not

1I0wever, ainoe this study was primarily eoncerned with the

effeotiveneaa of automat.ed instruction in olassroom 8ituationa, only a
few Military .tudies were oonaidered relevant to the present experiment.
!teferenoe Sourg ••
The first published .urvey on .eohanioal teaohing aids was
Porter's oritioal review of the literaturoe which appeared in 1957.

"Lawrence l(. stoluro .. and Leonard J. \;e8 t, ttTeachi,ng lfaohinea
and Self .. Instructional l'rogramming, tt l l i Oel to. t! H{!silon .Journal,
(April, 1961), 24.
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In thi. work, Porter de8cribes teaching maohine8 and devioes other than
teaching machines; he also review. and evaluateR several early eX1,er1mental studie8.

'I'he review 18 particularly valuable:

(1) for ita

cla8alficati.on of device8 into stimulue, reeponse, and stimulua-response
devices; (2) for the 81m11arl ties and differences between jlreasey' s

early teaching-testing devices and ~kinner's tenclaing machines; and (3)
for presentatien of Skinner' 8 two import.ant innovations in tlli8 aren.,
namely the use of constructed responses vereua l'ressey' a mul tiple-choice
response mode, and the carefully organilCed programing of Bub.ject matter
oontent.

5

nue to llUlllerOU8 advances in the field of automated teaohing

8ince 1957, Porter's review was somewbat inoomplete aft fur

8S

the pre a-

ent. etudy was oonoerned.
One of tho IDoat oomplete and authoritative Mources of rORearch
on teaching lIuu,hlDelll 18 the onnotatetl bibllogl':81)hy by Fry, Bryan, and
Rigney which appearod in 1960.

6

It is a comprehon8ive reference ,le8igne

"to ahow the 800p. of the relatively Dew field that is variously referre.J
to, a8 'teaohing aaohines t or 'Autoaated instruotion,.,,7

In addition

to tho annotatioD8 to articles arHl report" OD re80arch 8tudies found in
l'art III, the SO-page publ ioation also include8 tabular etllllmarieu of

GOoulla8 I'orter, itA Critical itevie. of a Portion of tho Li t.ere.t.ure on Teaohing nevices," I!!.! Harvard l':duqational neview, xxvn
(Spring, 1951), 126-147.
6

7

Fry, Bryan, and Higney, .2I!.

.!1!.!s!..,

5.

ill.,

1-80.
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experimental studies and teaching machine development, a summary ot
teachin,~

machine d.evices, and a blbl iography of cormercially developed

teaching machines.

This extensive bibliography purports to save the

reaearch worker many hour. of library rosearch.
Another excellent 80urce 0' information tor

interested in

Olle

I)rogr8llled learning and teaching machines is tho reeently published
eource book--Teachina ltacbines ..!!1.1 Programmed Learning.

8

'fhis comprehen-

sive text brings together widely scattered literature dating trom 1926
to 1960, and makes it oonveniently availahle in a single volume.

Many

unpublished paper. not accessible through the usual Houree. are ab.tracted or annotated in tbe Appen(Ux of the book.
a highly resouroeful publication and
in the

teaching~achine

it.

Ii

This makes the book

"must" for all research workers

field.

survey of teuching-machine programs and programing techniques,

as they appeared in 1960, is reported in Current Teachins-Hacbine .!!!:!.,"r.s

.!!!.9. Pro"r8llU'll1ng '!:ecbnigues. The aim of this survey may be best

expressed in the words ot the authors:
The object of the report is to preBent an overview for the mlUlY
individuals who have a need to know "bout prolrWlUlling and progrwns •
•• • It i. an Interpret.~tive and dfuJcriptive report rather than a
survey of tbe re8elU'ch 1 i terllture •••• It describes the tYIJes of progr_. now aVllilable in terms of content and educational level. It
defines somo cOll1l1lon terms in the tield anti summarizes some progrUllUlling rules and techni(IUes. It presents an outline of the

SArthur A. I.umsdaine nnd itobert Glaser, (e(1i tors) feuchina
Machines J!W! Programmeq Learning C'iushington, n.c.: Department of
Audio Visuul Instruction of tbe Nf!.r'\., 19(0).
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educational content in which programmed loarning must fint! a place.
or in current IJrogr(i",s.9

/~tl finally it presents samples

;-;tolurow' 8 recent monogrnpb, Tea.ching.!u:

Uachin~,

contains a

wealth of information on types of toaching machines, machine systeMS,
techniquoo and concepts of

pro~JrWlling,

tlte impact of teachill!; muchlnes

on the learner, research findingo, arlit implications for education.

The

purpose of this monograph is "to examino the potentinli ties of nutoinstruction or automuted teaching us a possible solution to aOIlle of
t<)ciny' a critical })rnblema in education."

10

As early as 1926, t;idney I•• }Jressey of Ohio stat.e Uni versi ty
described the first educational teaching machine
which gives teot. and seores and teaches."

8S

"a aimple device

Thisj)aper was the first

major article published in the field of teaching machines.

Pressey

described this machine as a device which presented Illultiple-choice
queetione on a drum, and the student reSlJonded by pretuting one of four
buttons.

Thn machine kept an errol" count and would not pendt the atu-

dent to llroceed WltU the right button was pressed.

A _ajor advantage of the device was that it provided the atudent
with l . .ediate intormation regardinl tho correctllfJa8 of his reaponses.
That the device made efficient learning po •• ible in a very intereating

9 Jos.pb W. Ri&ney and }'!dward B. l-"ry, "Current Teacbing-l,laobine
Programs and i'rogrammlng Teohniques," ~ COMW1icatlop neview, IX
(SuPI)lement 3. 1961), Preface.
lOstolurow, (1961), £2.

s!!.,

p. v.
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.AnDer is evidenoed by the following paragraph:
The somewhat astounding way in whioh the functioning of the
apparatus seents to fit in with the so-coIled "laws of learning"
deserves mention in this conneotion. The "law of reoenoy"
operates to establish the correct 3m,wer in the mind of the subjeot, sinoe it is alwaya the It.st answer whioh is tbe right one.
The "Illw of frequency" also cooperates; by chanco, the right
response tends to be made lIlost otten, since it is the .!W..I.z respollse
by wbicb the subjeot co,n go on to t·lle next question. l:'urther, ••• ,
the apparatus will present the subject with a ••• reward upon his
making any given soore for whioh the experimenter may have set the
device; that i8, the "law of effeot" also CWl by .ade automatioally,
to aid in the establi8hing of tbe right answer. I
The following year Pressey rel)Ortod an effort t.o dovelop a
machine for teaching drill material.

UTho important feature • •

., .,

Pressey reports, "is the exellllll1fioation of the faot thnt macbines

08.Jl

be built which lIIeet, automatioally, oertain very important requirements

ot efficient teaohing." 12
In a third paper Pressey l)redieted the possibil i ty

0

t on.

"industrial revolution" in education during which new instruments and
materials for extensive reselU"oh would UIJpear.

No experimental studies

with these early devices have been reported by Pressey at this time.
J_.s K. I. . i ttl 0, Under Pressey's influence at Ohio

13

~tate

University, reported tho first systematio use of teuching machines
11

Sidney L. Pressey, "A Simple aevioe Whioh Gives Tests anet
Seores--and Teaches," Sohoo1 ~ Sooietx, L~III (Maroh 20, 1926). 374.
12_ _ _ _ , itA to1aohine tor Auto.aUo 'reaohing of Orill Material, I
Sohool .!!!.!! ~)ooieu, XXV (May 7, 1927), 549-552, oiting 'fea.ching Machines
Programmed Learninl, Arthur A. l.ums(laine and Robert Glaser, edi tors
(it'ashington, D.C.: Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, Nl;:'tl, 19GO),
p. 45.
13______~, "A Third and Fourth Contribution Toward the Coming
'Industrial nevolution e in Ulducation," ~chool and HooleV, XXXVI
(November 19, 1932), 668-672.

!!!!1
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in regular oollege 0)a808s to present itemo in eduoational psyohology
in H134.
In thi8 experi.ent, Little used Pl"OOsey' 8 ,h"ill maohine and
test muchine.

aeaults 01 the study indicated that both experi.ental

,roups performed significantly better than the oontrol group.

Une 01

the most intereat.ing findings was t.hat the slower students benefited
most from the use of teaching maohines.

In spite of the orude methods

used, this experiment revealed 8urprising results which demonatrated
the fea8ibility of utilizing mechanionl aids in cla8ses in education and
favored t.heir use in cont.rast to regular classroom tectmi(IUes. 14
In 1950, Pressey conduct.ed a major study with oollege students
using the punchboard which gave immediate knowledge of results.

The

findings of tlli. investigation indicated better learning performance on
the part of the experimental groups.

Pressey confirmed his bolief in

the efficacy of mechanical aids in the classroom.

aesearch results

proved them t.o be in harmony with the laws of learning proposed by
Thorndike.
SOIlO

of the Ilost significant findings of this study are pointed

out. in the following statements:
1.

2.

Tbe pu.ucbboard is a simple device which facilitates learning
by combining test-taking, scoring, and ilDlllediate knowledge
of result ••
The punchboard is useful and eflec ti ve in transforming testing
into a systematioally directed self-instructional prograa.

14James K. Little, "Uesu} ts of Use of Uachinos for resting wtd
forOrill upon Learntn, in I~ducational" Psyohology," Journal .2.! ~xper1lIental Education, III (Seltteblber, 1934), 45.... 49.
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3.

The punchhoard whon properly usod ret!fultlJ in an increase in
student.' lmderstanding of the subjeot matter.

4.

I . .ediate knowledge of results provided by the punchboard enhances the learning of a variety of 8choel 8ubjects and ia an
important factor in learning. lS
5tudies conducted by other investigators likewise SUPI)Orted the

claim that knowledge of retlul till provided by punchboards und other simple
devic.s is a key factor in mo.ximizing tile efficiency of the teachinglearning process.
Angen and Troyer reported favorable reaml ta in a college chemistry study uain, the punchboard. 18 .Angell investigated tho effect of
i_ediate and delayed knowledge of quiz results on the acquisition of
knowledge and on quantitative problema in freshman college chemistry.
The experimental group received immediate knowledge of quiz result. from
the An,ell and Troyer punchboard; delayed knowledge of results was obtained through the use of 111M answer eheets whicb were scored and discussed at tho following class meeting.

l'h(~

criterion of improvement

was the final examination soore which was statistically significant in
favor of the experiMental group. 17
In hiu doctoral investigation, 11riglls developed and appraised
two procedures for facHt tating the work of colloge students in an
U'Sldney L. Pressey, "nevelopment and Appraisal of Devices Providing Immediate Autoaa.tic ~coring of Objeotive Te.te and Concomitant
Self.Instruotion," !!u!. Joynll .2! l'sycholoiZ;, XXIX (April, 1950).417-447
18G• W. Angell and 11. E. Troyer, "A New Self-Scorin~~ nevice for
I.provinl Instruction," School ~ ~ociety. LXVII (January 31, 1948),
84-85.
17G. W. Ansell, "Effect of I_ediste Knowledge of I}ulz Helllu} te
on Final gxamination !:3core., ira Fro.gan Chemistry," Journal .2.! Eduoational itesearch, XLII (Jnnuf1ry, 1949), 391-394.
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.ducational p.ychology course.

Of the 300 students participating,

thirty superior students were a.signed to an-acoelerated seminar whioh
required out of olass work, inoluding the use of punohbonrds with in.trllctional testa.

Heaulta favored the use of self-instruotional

.ethoda tor aup.rior atudents.

In anothor part of the study, Brig,.

experimented with a four-week proficienoy exa.lnution program tor yery
.uperior and respon.ible students.

Aohieyem.nt t.st .oor.s were again
aignificantly higher when compar.d with oontrol groups. 18
Jen.en'. experi••nt with Buperior oollege .tud.nte who oompl.t.d
an educational p.ycholoay oourse in tiTe weeku in an independent-study
laboratory without toraal t.aohing, reBulted in b.tter grades, gain in
capacity tor independent atudy, and econoay ot time.

Pre ••• y·. punoh-

board and practio. teats were made available to the eXl)eriDaentul group.
for a.lf-testing, reTi.w, and diaouaaion.
vid.d in .ach

Knowledge of reaults waa pro-

0& ••• 19

D••ell oonduot.d a large soale eTaluation study of train.rt.st.r. with .. iIi tary train....

'rhe exp.rimental population oon.lat.d

of tour match.d ,roup. in baaic electronIcs.
yealedthe lollo.ing:

HeBulta of the study r.-

<a> .xperiaental group one, using both .quipment

1SLeslie J. Briggs, "The nevetopllent and Apprai.al of Speoial
Procedures tor Buperlor Btudenta alUt an Analysi" of the Eftects of
'Idlo.ledge 01 Hoellul t.'" (unpubli"hed Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State
UnlveraitT, Coluabus, 1949).
19U• T. Jens.n. "An Independent :,tutly LaboratorT Using ;-"011Sooring Tests." Journnl .!!! Edycational nesearch, XLIII (Ootober, 1949).
134-137.
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and trainer-testers, pr04uced the highest average scores on the criterio
.easure; (b) the control group was significantly higher thtul thtt pretest
group, but not as high as group one. (e) experimental group two, using
only trainer-testers, was not superior to the ),retest group that had no
practice wllatsnever in trouble-ehooting.
Analysis of the student questionnaire" (Usclosed strong intereat
in the trainer-tester and a 8ignificant. help in learning t.rouble-abootin
reacher questionnaires revealed that 1II0st instructors felt thnt trainertesters could aupont student motivation, illprove attitudes, teacb skill
and increase or implement kBowledge.

20

Cantor and Brown, in a military .tndy, investigated the relative
etfectiveueas of three methods of teaching trouble-shooting to Dasio
Electronios trainees at the U.S. Naval Training Center, Great I.akes.
One method, which was e.sentially that in current use by tile Navy, involved trouble-shooting training with actual e<luipment.

The other two

.ethod. diftered troll this conventional method in that part of the
laboratory work with equipMent was replnoed by practioe with paper-andpencil trouble-shooting traininl aida-·the trainer-tester and tile punohboard tutor.

Uesults from aohievement test 8coreS proved tilat the

trainer-te.ter and punohboard-tntor gronps were 8uperior to the equipmen
only group.

Theae differunce. wera statistically significant in intel-

Ieotual aspeots.

The equip.ent-only croup was .uperlor in equipment

u·aa e •
20 g • C. Dowell, "An Evaluation of Trainer-Testers," Fry, Bryan,
and Uian"y, .!Ja. oii., 33-34.
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In a follow-up study, it was discovered that trainees who used
the training aids in Dosic Electronics similarly produced superior re8ults in Advanced lLadar Training--a laboratory COllrse.

Uesulta indicate

that training devices can be used 8uccessfully as partial replacements
for actual equilJllent in trouble-sbooting training.

'l'beir value as

training aids lies in their low-cost atul their abili ty to teach the
intellectual aspocts of trouhle-shooting.

Their higb motivational va-

lu8 for students })roved to b. an important asaet to training.

21

In a Illore recent eXI,eriment, Freeman using an eloctric version
of the Pressey puncbbourd in two experimentEll versus control-group.
studie. eonfinaed the need for intogration of reinforced practice in
instruction.

Thi8 stutly revealed thut IUlder typical eondi tion8 of ela88

room testing, the c8sual use of reinforced practic. bas little effect

"2
upon performano ....
otber int.r.atini i8sues which emerged from llremnaD IS investigationa ••re:

1.

Fre(lUent short quiz?;e. I>roduce better resul ts tbau fewer long
on•••

2.

U.apid gaine ira 1 earning do not nece8eari ly mean better
retention.

3.

EffeatiTenes8 of knowledge ot resul ta may depend uporl programing of content.

21 Joan H. Cantor and J. S. Urown, ~ Evaluation !l.! !!l!. rrrainerTeater .!!l!!. Punchboard '!'utor .!.!!. In_atronics Trouble-Shootin" :t:ruining
Aid! (Port Washington: Special i)evices Center, Technical ;~eport-
NAV'flLUHWCBN 1257-2-1, October, 1956).
22J8IIes T. Freeman, "The gffeets of H.einforced Practice on
ConTentional Uultlple-Cholce Tests," Automated Teaching Bulletin, I
(I)ea_ber, 1959). :59-40.
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4.

Tho twe ot t.at .aod to d.t.... ln. rotention and
ot r.intoroement .ay alteot the re ••lt8 obtained.

ll.

_out

Stephena, in a dootoral atndy. co.par.d the achievem.nt ot an
.xperim.ntal ,ro.p In .ducational paychology uslna two devio •• , a punohhoard and a draa tutor tor
group UGlag no .evice.
a •••rt. without doubt

~ediate

knowledge ot r.sult8 with a oontrol

aeaulta lavored th• •periaental group.
It • • •

stephen.

that a ol.ar knovl.dge ot hov w.ll .ae ia

dolal haa a delinite .tleot on perl.raanoe • • • ,,24 In anoth.r part .t
the atudy, h. reported equally ,ood perlor.anoe by atudeat. vith the
draa tutor ..raua other• •oin, the puDohboard.

Studente preterred vork-

inc vi til the dn. tutor.

St.phen. al . . .ad. a 00llpari80n 01 the ett.ota prod.e.ct by

taR.-

eliato Imowl.... of reau1 ta provided !.Vb la 1.anin, by •• ana 01 the
clrta tutor wi til the ••• ".8u1 ta proride.

oo.eli tl0.a (wi til the puebboarcl).

,tM.. l.amin, unde.. otb.r

Th.a. data a""eat that l.aning 10

.01'. etf••tl" if leaovlo"'. 01 ••aulta

i. ,lv. . . . .11'.

Stepb.. _' find-

in,. furth.. • ..... t that aigDilioant1y b.tter perlormano. 00.14 b.
obtained fro. the ...bla.4 ••• ot knowl ••, •• f ro.ult.

d9!tal

learnia,

and .ftu learnias.

1b!. Sis_IE Apaa"
!bo lore,oin, reyl0. 01 tho lite.ature has b.en oODo.rn.d vith
the u •• f w.old....aohi... ia the eODMzt of a ooura., that io, aa a
235tolurow, (1961),

sa. !!i.,

109-110.

a"A......,. L. steph.a, "C.r'b1a Sp•• ia1 Faotor. Involnd in tho
Law of Btt.et" (.p.bliobed l)h. D• • iooortatioo, Ohio state Uld.Yore!ty,
Columbue, 19a3), 301.
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component ot the instruc'iona.l prograaa.
emphasis i. placed on
de~l

litera~~e

In

th(~

revie" tha.t tollo"s,

and selected c138sro08 studies which

with tho ettec tivoness of the teaching machine as tho sole source

of inst.ruction, independent of conventional
Characteristic l'pctions

.2!

teachin~~

aethods.

Teachin,& Machine.

De.pi te great variation in the cO.l)le:&1 ty ot the teaching
aachinoa usod in the studies reviewed, they all represent " a tOI'll ot
'u'orial instruction using the Socratic method, carried out wi til a level
of control qui to imp08Kibie tmdor etandard live instrllction. 1t25

Toaching

machin08 differ fro. other aUllio-visual media bectluso ot the tollowing
~portant

functional properties:

1.

A teacbing .achine presents information ei~ler 8S statement.
tollowed by questions, or as paired seta of abstract symbol.
to be associated to,ether with incomplete a.80clation8 for
testing llurp08es. (lJresentation function).

2.

A teacbing machine requires an overt and mea8urable response.
(ltesponse function).

3.

A teaching machine compares, or penni t8 ttu, learner to compare
hi. reaponse to a predetermined correct response. (Compara'or
function).

4.

A teaohing machine provides knowledge of re.ults and possesses
the potent'.l for doing this after eaoh response. (Fe8dback
function) •

5.

A teaohing maohine prolraas information aocording to a .et of
rules that are oapable of being made explicit. (llrograming
funotion).

6.

;\ teaohing lIaclline allows for variabU i ty in the information
presontation rate. (i'acing funotion).

7.

A teaching lIaohine combines learning and its aeasurement into
a single set of coordinated operations. (Collator function).
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8.

A teaching machine automatically rejects the correctlyresponded-to items so that the learner uses a fIlllall n}Fber
of it.a. from trial to trial. (tielective tunction).~
Although the teaching devices used in the cla•• room studies

reviewed do not po ••••• all of the above properties, nevertheless, they
represent a .ethod of providing aystematlcally programed material whUe
aaking efticient use of reinforceDlent.

In other worda. they ofter t.\oi-

litle. for displaying the material, tor making a response, and tor .bowing the correctness of the response.
SkiRRer's Papers
The first proposals for teuching machines nnd tbeir technique.
along the lines employed today date back to 1954, "ben Professor Skinner
of Harvard Univer.ity in a provocative and ohallenging paller reintroduoed the ooncept of educational automation.

Hinoe tben Skinner has

di.playe,l an active interellt in the recent advanoe. in the experimental
analy.is of behavior wbich nUlY lead to tho (levelopment of a true technology of educatton.

Uis studies with rats and pigeons in tile psycholog

laboratory bave revealed interesting data concerning knowledge about
behavior wbiob be fOWld applioable to the under9tanding and bsprOVeli14itnt
of the teaching-learning prooe...

Skinner's greatest contribution to

eduoation, a8 evidenced trom his writings, 18 the beginning of an efteetive partnersbip between the science of learning und the teotUlology of

')6

... L. M. Stolurow, ttT.uf.ching Machines and .~.,r.tat·~:'~~ion,
l~ducational .!:!l!! Psyohologic .. l Meaaurer;umts, XX.{~utWlm, 1960)" lti).-43:":.
It

(~,'

i\.
'''-~
""",
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education through tho use 01 appropriate inatrumentution in the form of
<)1

mechanical devices. w

.

In another major article which appeared in Seicne...!!. in 1958,
Skinner f\lrther revorted the need for present.-day mechanization of 1nstruction.

This )laper is responsible for the current intereat and ex')8

paneioD of activity in tenching machines. -

l.wluldu.ine and Glaser

emphasized the fact that Skinner's paper " • • • also focused attention
on tbe programing of detailed, oarefully ordered learning sequences by
which complex behavioral repertoires Ilay be shaned through successive
approxi.ation.... 20
After tlle publication of these two famous articles, other
Skinner palutrs oharaoterized by the same persltasiveness appeared in the
form of UD}Jublisbe(l reportllt many of wbiob are abstraoted in i'oaobina
30
t.480hlne8 .!!!!.9. Procr8llUled Learning.
Classroom Stgdies
Tho initial cla.sroom study to which Skinner's principles of
programed learning were applied was conductod by Feroter und l:'apon in
1958.

They attempted to teach a college courae in German by means of a

aillple cardboard maak.

The device consisted of a oardboard folder

27Uurrhus 1<'. Skinner, "The Science of I,eaminl' and the Art of
Teaobing," I1arTard IM,!oational iteview, XXIV (Spring, 195"1), B6-97.
28_........_ _• "Teaching Uachines," ;';cience, CX,XVJII (October 24,
19(8), 969-977.
29Lumsd81ne

anu

Glaser, £2. £!i., p. 96.

30 Ibid ., Appendix I. Pil. 081-686.
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containing mimeographed material whioh exposed one line at.

8

time.

Tbe

atudent. after writing bia responae on a aeparate sheet of paper, adY8Doed the paper in the mask. t.hereby exposing the oorreot responso.
'l'he device gave illllllediate reinforoement for Plall unit.s.

Motivation w.,a

not hindered by frequent tailure ainoe the material W8S presented in

Acoordin" to the authors, " • • • the oonfol'llaDoe ot the .t\1dent'a
written German with the material. be uncovera on tho second line is the
.

reinforcement that maintains the study beb8Yior."
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'I'he instructional material in the font ot a progratll was administered to 28 adult 8ubjocts, none of whom bad hnd any previous knowledge
of Gel"Dlan.

Of the 2fi subjects. only six finished the les80nlli.

Their

aastory of German composition waa determined by their performance in
aeveral teate.

The .ean t1me for. the six subjects Was 41.6 hours; the

amount ot German learned wae comparable to that learned in a one-e..oetor
oovae.
Another published study oarried out by Porter. reports the effeots ot teaching-machine inst.ruction in the elementary c1 ••• room.

This

experiment under the eponaorship of the I1.S. Office of IMuoation .a8 conduoted during the aoademic year 1957-58 in the teaching of apelling te
aecond- and aixtb-grllde level st.udents.

Porter used a write-in type of

teaching Machine of .tmaxbn.lll .implioi ty."

As the author described it:

31Charle. D. It'erater and ~tanley M. Hapon, "An Application of
Heoent llevelopments in IJ8ycbolo~y to the Teaching of German," I.1JIIsdaine
and Glaser. ~. s!!., p. 116.
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"The solo mechanical functions of the machine are to provide immediate
rospoRse confirmat.ion, prevent cheating, aud keep subjects from having
access to 007 but the current teaching items.,,32
An interesting aspect ot the experimental program was that no

spoken instruction

Wu.s

given to the students.

All necessary directions

and inst.ruct.ional procodures were provided by the program.

ltesulta

.essured on standardized achievement teat scoros were signifioantly
superior for t.he exporimental group.
Porter also re})orted no aignificant rel.tt.ionship bet.ween intel1igence scores and achievement in the experimental group; bowever, a
significant positive relationship was noted in the control group.
interesting findings in this study indicated:

Other

(1) positive relntiollship

between the Dumber of responses per lesson re(luired of subjects anti Bubaefluent achievement; (2) no rolationship between the numher of errora
per 108son and achievement. (3) the experimental grouI. sp_nt only onofourth ae auch time studying as did the control group; (4) 20 percent
of the second grade pupUa and 10 percent of the sixt.h grude I)upila
could not match their ana.ers with the aBawers given in the machine;
(5) no relationship extsted in either group with respect to sex, or
whother or not students liked this new instructional procedure; (6) a

32I)OUllas l'ort.or, "Homo l:~ffect.a of Your-Long 'reaching ).Iacbine
Instruction, It t-;ugone Galanter, (editor), Automatic Teaching: .D!.!. St.at.e
!! !hl ~ (Now York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 195U), p. 85.
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cheok on the "novelty" faotor of the new method by comparin", first-half
33
and second-half maohine soore9 inuioated no dlfferenoes.
A study utilizing teaching devioes in a cluss sstting reported

by Keislar, explored the possibility of using multiple-choice itea. on
a kodachrome fil.strip to develop understanding of elementary arithmetio

conoepts.

The FIla

l~ter,

a modification of a device smployed by the

Navy during liorld \iar II, was the teaching Blachine used in the experi-

ment with fourteen elementary school ohildren; fourteen others scrved
as controls.

Theae were matohed on the busis of intelligence, sex,

reading ability, and pretest 800re8.

ltesul ts JJrove(l that automn.ted

devices oan promote understanding of aritlmaetical concepts.

A

wiele

rnn"e of individual differenoes was noted even among obildren of similar
intelligenoe and reading ability.

An analysis of the test results re-

vealed that the group waH signifioantly better at the one percent level
than the matohed control groul'.

On the "hole, the program appeared to

be 180re ft))propriate for tbe brighter children.

In a part 01 the report,

Keielar dieou.aes principles of programing and the necesaity for early
revision of a program in terms of student performanoe. 34

In a 01a8.room etudy at Santa Monioa City Junior College,
Coulson and Silbel'lllan investigated the question of multiple-choice
vereue oonstructed reepon8e aode.

33

Bighty paychololY studente .ere

Ibid., pp. 85-90.

34EvWl H.. Keialar, "The Development of Understanding in Arith.etic by a reaching Uachine," Journal !1 Educational P8yehololY, L
(1959), pp. 247-253.
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subjeoted to an experimental tralnln" ae8sion using simulated teaching
machines.

Eight groups were fomed; each group being taugbt by a dif-

ferent mode of
variables ..,ere:
brunchin~~

teo.chin,~-raacbi,ne

operation.

The three independent

(1) student reslloD8e mode; (2) size of 8tel'S; (3)

versus no br.mebing.

A cr1 terion test was administered to all subjects imr.llediately
after the training ses8iou and a retention test three weelUl Inter.

'fhe

SRDie written criterion test was given to the control group studeuts who
received no instruction of any kind.
In their analysis of the reaul ts, Coulson and 8ilberrlWl reported
that:

1.

The multiple-choice response mode took slgnificwltly leBs time
than the constructed " •• ponse lIIode; no significant ,lit'terence
was obtained between response modes on tho criterion te8t.

2.

Uae of the sillulated teaching machines resulted in superior
learning l)erfonulnce as compu.red wi th the control group.

3.

Small item steps required significantly nore time, but yieilled
signifioantly hit,her soores thon large steIu) on the constructed
response criterion test.

4.

nrilnohinl~ cond! tiona refluired 1 ess trnining than non-br_ohing
but were not signifioantly different on the criterion teMt. 35

Another classroom atudy which nttempted to determine which of
the two response modes (multiple-choice or constructed response) l)romotea 1Il0re etficient learraing wall conduoted by Fry with 153 ninth-grade
student. enrolled in a Spanish course.

A sim}>le oardboard folder toaob-

ing dovice which could handle both types of reSI)otlses was used by tile
students.
35J • E. Coulson and H. F. Silberman, "Il.sults of an Initial I~x
periment in Automated Teaching," LWl1sdaine CUl.! Glaser, .2,;2 • .!!!,!., pp. 452
468.
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Heth reslmns8 modes were used in the same classroom at the same
tas with the

followinl~

three coudi tiona being impose,l on each group:

(1) groupe worked to a criterion of mastery; (2) limited working ti••
was allotted to the groups; and (3) both tille and number ot repetitions
were controlled.

'rhe evnluation teat utJod both

11lUI tiple-ohoice

and

oonstruoted responses.
Results were as tollows:
1.

The oons tru~ ted resl)onae metho(l was signi lican tly superior to
the multiple-choice method, but required more time for mastery.

2.

When time was controlled, the constructell response waa again
aigni fioan tly BUI,erior.

3.

\1'1 th

time Wld nuraber of repetitions controlled tho oon.iiltrncted
response wno signi ticnntly 8t1perior.

Fry concluded that if recall is the crite.rion tor lear-nina then
construoted responses are more effective, given coodi tiona similar to
the experiment.

36

A clas.room study with first-grude pUI}ile investigated the
efficacy of BIl instructional program to give scientifio explanations of
physical phenomena by meane of the Videosonio Tutor.

The following

results were reported:
1.

All but one of the 13 experimental children showed higher postteat Bcores than did the controls, 0. difference which i . statis
tioally significant.

2.

Suooess on the llo.t-teat was signU'icantly related to the number of error8 during the instruotional progl"ttI'l (The better the
performance on the program, the better the performance on the
pe8t-test. )

36Edward B. Fry, "Teaching Maobines, An Investigation of Constructed Versus ~Iul tiple-Choice UeapoDs8 Uodes" (unpublished Pll.D. dissertation. The University of Southern California, los Angeles, 1960).
(Microfilm. )
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3.

'rhere was aomo evitlonce that the progrom was more appropriate
for chil(lren with a high reading readiucuutI and effective study
habits.
.111 of the children, when agked if they woult! like to continue
learning new things in this fashion, indicated that they wou!,i.
Their classroom teuchef reported that they looked forward to
the program each duy.3

4.

recent doctoral investigation with '-intellectually superior"

A

elemen tary 8chool pupil s of the fifth Wl'\ sixth grades rosn] ted in no
statistical significance between students being taught advanced math_atios through the oonventional mothod or through a l)rogramecl text.

1I0w-

ever, twent1 peroent time saving was reporte(t for the experimental
grc1.!.pa. 38
A claaaroom investigation on the effecte of negative reinforcelIlent on programed instruction was undertaken by Melaragno with 28 aubjeots from freshman mathematics classea of a junior college.
were randomly asaigned to three groups.

Subjects

A comparison of the resulta of

the three Iroups indioated that:
1.

2.

There waa no significant difforence between the group receiving
all positive reinforcement and the group reoeiving apaced
nocative reinforoement.
The aoorea of the croups reoeiving all poaitiye reinforoement
and spaoed nelative reinforo ..ent were eilnlficuutly greater
than tho.e of the m....d negativo reiuforoement group.
37

Evan n. Keislar Wld J. D. UcNeil "Teaching Scientific Theory
to First Grade Pupils by Auto-Instructional nevice," Prolr5!!d IpstaoJ!!a, I (December, 1961), 5.
381l• Kalin, "1}evelox-ent aDd li.'valuation of a l'roll'BIIiled Test ill
an Advanoed UathOlilatical Topic for Intelleotually Huperior Fifth and
Sixth Grade Pupils," Ibid., 4.
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Melaragno concluded that the presence of some spaced negative
reinforoement wi thin a program does not hinder a atmlent t Ii learning.
'1'00

many negatively reinforcing items aI>l'learing one after another have

a tendency to reduce learning effioienoy.
~\n
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extensive olassroom investigation on the relative effective-

nes. of teaohing machines and prograaed textbooks 6Dd the influence of
grade level on learning nchievement by

me~UlS

of these automated teaching

methods was conduc ••• under the direotion of i'ligen and KomoBki.

Tbis

study is frequently referred 'to as tho Automated Teaching Project.

A

total of 74 aale high eohool students trom the Collegiate Sohool in
New York City (25 ninth-, 23 tenth-, anel 26 ole'ftnt.h-Irade students)
with a lDean Otia lq of 126.8 participat.ed in the study.

No low-ability

studenta were included in the experiment.
The m80hines used were the Skinner-t.ype write in, anti t.he proIr8ID was Sete, ll.elations
Rigen.

J!!1!! fgpctions, a 707-frame sequence by Le.is D.

Uachine aod programed textbook groupa were aatohed on the baais

of intelligenoe eoorea for 8ach grade level.
program t.wo testa were taken:

Upon coapletion ot t.he

a poat-test on aaterial apeoifically

taught in the progr,_ and a tranafer teat ooapriaad of iteaa not speclflca111 taught.

The three measures available tor each aubject wera:

(1) a post-teat score; (2) a transfer teat scor8, and (3) the amount of
time needed to complete the program.
391L• J. Melaragno, "ltesul ta of l~xperiment on Nagati ve Fteinforcement in Automated Teaching" (Santa Monica: System Development Corporation, 1geO). (Mimeographed.)
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The 10110wing results were reported:
1.
2.
3.
4.

There WBS no significant effect of grade level on learning.
There was a significant effect upon the subject's ability to
transfer tile material.
No significant effect of grade level llpon the length of time
needed to learn was discovered.
Some etudente tound difficulty in handling the .achines.
The autbore concluded that the ueua1 contention that materials

are beet taught at a given grade level re<luireB further research.

They

turther concluded that aince grade level is positively correlated with
vane tel", the moat suitable grade level tor particular eubject matter
should be ba.ed on transfer ability.

The etudy openR the question ot

grade placement of material to re.earch by programing. 40
D. J. Klau., in collaboration with Lum.daine, at tho American
Insti tut. tor ltasaareh in Pittsburgh conduoted a projeot to as.ess the
contribution ot .elf-instructional .aterials used in oonjunction with
televi.ed physics leesons in the RBF' narve)" White series.

The [,rogram

oonsieted of approximately 3000 .eparate que.tion-and-RDe•• r frames.
Teet results for experimental clus.e. in which

.elf-in8t~lctional

mater-

ia1s were made available to eupplement the televised pbyeios cnurse .ere
oompared with tbose of control 01a8ses which did not reeeive aelftnatmetional materiale.

The teet resulte demonetrated that the uee of

40L• D. I<;igen and p. K. Komoeki, "Uesearch SUlBary No.1:
Automated Teaching l)roject" (New York: Colleliate ;)chool, 1960).
(ldimeolraphed.)
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the materials made

B

significant contribution to the nverage level of

achievement by the .tudents. 41
A ourrent olaasroo. atudy by Feldhu8en investigated students'
reactions to self-instructional deYio.e a.nd programs with both atructured a.nd open type que.tions.

College studenta enrolled in general

and eduoational psychology were ueed as subJeots.

Simple manila-folder

a.lf-instructional devioes and a :n-frame program on teaohing machines
and programing were used by the students.

Thus, the students "ere l)ro-

vided with a .tandard baokground experienoe on teaohing maohine and
programing before their reactions were

.eas\~ed.

Upon oompletion of

the pro,ram which ai.ed to teach seven concepts on automated teaching,
each student was giYen a questionnaire to 8Oswer.
Uesults obtained from responses on questionnaires indicated
favorable reactions of students to self-instructional deVices and proDoth adYantagea nod disadvantages were peroeived. 42
Lawaon, Burmester, and Noison reported a 0011ege atudy in wbich
ftYe expert.ental seotions ot the natural.aclence course at Michigan
state University using a semi-automated toaohin, devioe called a
"scrambled book," were compared with tive control section. on an objeetive teat in genetic8.

Difference in performance was signiticant at the

41Klaus and A. A. LUNsdain., "An Exp.rim.ntal Field rest ot the
Value of Selt-'l'utoring lIat.riala in IUgh School IJhyaios" (Pi ttaburgh:
American Institute of IW8earoh, 1960). (Mimeographed.)
42John A.Feldhusen, "nenetions of Coll.ge Student. to a SeltInatruotional Teaching D.vic. and Progr....d Inetruotion," AID, I
(August, 1961), 37-38.

oue percent level in favor of the experimental group.

Hesults of a

questionnaire revealed that the number of students who accepted the
sorNlibled book and found it enhancing to learning far outnumbered those
who rejeoted or disfavored it.

Comments from the staff were likewise

tavorable.
DesGrit)tion of the scrambled book used, wri tin" and programing
problems, and "scrambling llroblems n form a large part of the study.

In

a .sction of the study on the effectivQlless of the scrambled book as an
aid to learning, the authors state:
The eor_bled book "1\8 developed as a possible means of bandling
lIore atudents per staff member by placing greater responsibility
for their own learning upon the students theMselves. To be acceptable tor this purpose tbe sorambled book would buve to meet three
criteria:
(1) It sbeuld b. almost oompletely self-administering, thereby not
inore.sinl the work-load of the individual statf member • • •
(2) It aust not result in a 'deterioration of quality of learning
on the part of the student.
(3) It must not be regarded by a majority of both the students and
.tatf ...bera as a aenuinely usetul.sod stimulat1ng aid to
learning and not 8S a mere novelty.
lIo.er and Nolan in a comparative study wi til m1li tary students
soulht to analyze the results obtained trom the uee ot a sorambled book
versus traditional olassroom teaohing.
groups were involved in the experiment.

Two experimental and two oontrol
Uesults sbowed that students

USinl the sorambled book finished in muoh less time and gained a oomparable ..aunt of aoademio learning aa the control atudents.
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No major

C. A. 'lawson, M. A. Burm.ster, and C. II. Nelson, tlll.veloping
a Scrambled Book and Measuring Its Effectiveness 8S an Aid to Learning
Natural ,~isnce," Science i::duoation, XLIV (December, 1960), 35·'1.
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differenoes betw.en groups on the end-ot-instruotion retention test and
on student aobievem.nt by coneral aptitude w.re r.vealed.
studenta learned juat as muoh .s tho fast learners.

Slow.leaminl

The end result in-

dioated "that atudents learn effeotively in les8 time by the sorambled
book aelf-instructional devioe. n44
Jluches compared the .ffectivenes. of programed and conventional
instruction with 112 m.n enrolled in an IBM oompany oour•• in oustomor
engine.ring.
The following results w.re reported:
1.

2.
3.

Students with programed textbooks completed their work in les8
time.
U.an soore of students with programs was hlgber than that of
oonventional group.
Attitude quo.tionnairo4indicated a favorable reaotion toward
prolramed in.truction.

Classroom Studies !a ProlEeBs
A nnab.r of exp.rimental olasaroom studi08 on various a8p.ots of
auto.ated teaehing are preaeatly la progr•• s at various univ.rsities
and oent.rs throughout the oountry.

Infor.ation regarding suoh atudies

has been r.ported in ourrsnt issuea of AID and PEolr....d Instruotion.
!i.veral of the •• atudies are reported below:

44Clark L. 1I0aaer and JaeB A. Nolan, "Time Saved by a Tryout
of Automatic Tutoring," Autem,tld reach!.1 nulletin, I (Summor, 1960),
11-18.
46

J. II. lIughes, "The 1<;fleetl veneea of l'rolruaed InBtrtlction:
l1xperimental Findings for 1010 Training" (New York: International
Busin.a. Maehine. Corporation, 1961). (Ui••ographed.)
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The division of .'-cademic Hesearch and Service of the Pennsylvania
state University is presently engaged in a comparative study with group.
of students receiving instruction in mathematic. and English by meana of:
(1) programed booklets, (2) teacbing machines, (3) closed-circuit telavision, and

( 4).

conventional Bathods.

The Division of

i~ducational

~

Uesearch at the Univerai ty of

Virginia ia t.sting its program. in elementary mathematics with 850
fourth-grad. pupils.

A current issue of

!!2 offers the following

infol'lllation:
Comparisone are beinl made b.tween control and exp.rt-ental
Iroupe and between programed textbooks and teaching machins. in
relative mainteDAnCe of motivation over a period of time and
relative ,fficacy of progra.ed materials at different levels of
ahUlty. 4
A recent (loctoral dissertation, "An Experimental Comparison of
Two Approache. to Teaching Multiplication of Fractions," by Jack W.
lUn.r has be.n completed at !'lle Graduat. School of G.org. Peabody Colle
neaulta are not yet ayal1ahl., ho .....er, the author haa r.ported that:
COIlparati ...e data w.re obtained from the results of teaching
sixth-Irade children by the uaual method, .hich involved developm.nt of understanding and computational skills through use of a
textbook and teacher's manual, and a method employing demonstrations, diacuaaiont~ viaua1 aids, and coaputatlonal practice oa a
teaching maahine.
46C• n. Carpenter, "Progranmaed J"enrning Project at Penn :it&te
University"--Re.earoh Notes, a!I!., I (June-July, 1961), 27.
I~blic

47 prank W. Banghart, "University of Vil"ginia Tests Programs in
Sohools," Research Note., ~, I (April, 1961), 8.
48

Jack W. Miller, "noctoral student .... ploys nevice in Dissertation study," ne.earch Notes, A!.!!, I (April. 1961), 8.
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Coulson reports a study supported by Title VII of the National
llefense Bducation Act which involves a comparison of cliflerent methods
of itet1 construction.

Its purpose is to determine the effects of auto ..

mated materials on informational iutd conceptual learning by Wlderachieving, nonual, Ill1d over-achieving high school I:Itudents. 4U
SWMAUY Or' TIlE

I~INl)INGS

Studies roviowed in this chapter indicate tbat the teaching
maohh•• wben wisely usod, 01 ther acoording to the Pressey or Skinner

approach, possesses distinct pedagogica.l values.

The findings, however,

present auch a wide range that one must agree witl! the etatement that
"the usefulness of any • • • ail1 varies with every topic or project. ,,50
Experimentation also shows that results vary considerably with different
croups at different ago or grade levels.
On the basis of the literature reviewed, resultant finding. of
research studies ntilizing the l'ressey approach have followed a rather
consistent trend.

In general, the simple teaobing devices, as well as

the Blore cOIIlplex teaching maohines, have enhulloed, facilitated, and
aocelerated learning in atudellts of varying levels of ability and with
a variety of aubjects.

By testing antI teaching at tile .ome time, teach-

ing machines havo provided a way to relieve the teacher of many timeoonsuming tasks.

In addition, immediate knowledge of the oorreotness ot

40 John E. Coulson, 'fAuto.Instructional Iteaearch at :'1'8 tel
Development Corporation," lteseurch Notes, ill, I (September, 1961), 49.
50Jo.eph J. Weber,.!.l.!.!!!! Aid'!!l Education (Valparaiso, Indiana:
Valparaiso Univeratty, 1930), p. 195.
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re.pon •• s ha. resulted in significant increment. in lel1rning.

Pressey,

Little, Jen.en, and others have confirmed the efficacy of mechanical
devices and the importance of knowledge of reaulta in the teachinglearning proc •••• •'11 , 52, 53
stephens and J\ngell have reported more effeoUv. res111 ts from
knowledge of re.ults provided early in learning than from delayed results. 54 , 55

Stephen., however, predicts better perfornaaDoe through the

eoablned u.e 01 knowledge of resulta during and after learning.

Thia

au,.eation has been investigated in the pre.ent atu(ly.
Military trainees have dieplayed strong interest in training
devioe. as aids in learning the intelleotual aspecte of oertain
skills. 56, 57, 58

Instructors and students have reaoted favorably to

the use ot auto.oted teaohing devioea; some students, however, found
.
.
59 60
dittioul ty 1n
lIanil)1l1atlD,
the mechanical devioe..'
The pre.ent

study has attempted to inve.tigate the efteotive u.e of a very aimple,
veraati1e devioe whioh oould be handled eqaally well by all students.
Siprea •• y (1950), ~. oit.
53

Jen.en, .!J!.

m.

55Angell, 9.2 • .!LU.
81
Dowell, .2.2.
59
Porter (1959), £2. oit.

m.

52

Li ttle, .!W • .!.U.

54

Stephens, £2. oit.

56
58

60

Cantor and 'ArOYll, !J!. oi t.
Hoemer,

.u• .s!!.

Ellen and KODloaki, .!ll • .!!!.
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The Eigen and Ko.oski and Keislar .tudies have revealed effectiY.
resul t. from the use of teaching liiachlne. wi th brighter students;
Porter's study· seamed to indicate that such deYices could be used effectlyel1' wi til all abUt ty levela.

61

•

6')

w,

OJ

The investigator of the

present study has explored the effectivenes8 of teaching machines witl1
students at three ability ranges.
lihile

Coulson and Silberman found little difference between the

construoted versua Glul tiple-ohoice response modes, I"ry' s study indio.lted.
auperior results with oonatructed reapon8es.

64

'

65

There waa evidence suggesting that it may not always be desirable
06
to minimize errors in a pro,ram. , 61 Keis1ar and Stolurow, on the
otherhand, reoOlUliended a ".inimum diffioulty level.,,68, 69
In spite of the many benefits thut bave acorued from researoh
studies with teaobing maohines, nevertheless, inadequacies and limitations are evident.

Sinoe most of the studies reviewed huve used 0111y

relatively BIIlall swaples, one may question the generality of the finding
In moat 08ses,
adult learners in oolloges and tmlversi ties u.otod
I
jeota.

6S

sub-

Helatively few comparative classroom studies with larger sW!1ples

hu.ve been conducted on the elementary and secondary school levels.

61 1bid •

62

63Porter. .2n. ill.

64Cou18on and Silberman, .2.2. •

65

66IJorter,

67

Fry,

.u. ill.

ltelaragno, 9.2. 01 t.
69
Stolurow, ~. oit.

68

Keislar,

Keislar.

~.

!.p..
!.p..

A

!!!.
ill.
oit.

.!!!.
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great deal of research with touohing maohines in aotunl classroom situations is presently underway, consequently, only meager conclusive evidenoe regarding their effeotiveness hus been ostablished.

COtltl)aratlvell'

lew studies in automated teaohing have been oonduoted in science instrllc'"
tion at the seoondary school level.

None of these experimonts hal!

investigated the effeotiveness of a 811111.18 teaching maohine in a nomal
classroom situation, nor havo they attempted to determine the combined
ellect of the teaching machine and a self-trainer.

These aspects of the

automated teaching problem have been investigated by the author.
In planning the setup 01 the I,resent study, every effort was

made to maintain a normal classroom situation.

The extent to which this

attOlllpt has been successful oan bost be judge,. from the following
chaptors.

CllJU'TEIt III

PItSSHNfATION 0.1" TIm

l~Jll:;UIMENTAL

DATA

fhis investigation was conduoted during the apring of 1961 using
the data from two Catholic coeduoational high schools in the Chicago
area.

The study waa principally designed to test the relative effective-

ne.a ot auto.ated teaching of apace biology at tbree levels of intelli&enoe in the high school scienoe olassroom.

Learning resulting froa the

uae of aimple teaching lI.achines, with and without a selt-trainer, was
compared with tbat resulting from prolr811.ed leoture instruction, with and
without note-taking.

The experiment also attempted to obtain evidence

concerninl the changing role ot the teacher and student reactions to
teaching-machine instruction and otber phaseR of tbe experimental study.
In the chaI)ter that fo1low8 the experimental (lesign, the sample,
the devices, teata, inatructional unit, procedures, .ethoda, and other
exper1ll:lental data are presented lUul desoribed.
DESIGN OF

TlI~

STtIDY

Tbct SMp\4!
The ...ple for the

.xp.r~.nt

oonsisted of nintb- and tsnth-Irade

students enrolled in biology, ,eneral acience, and health classes at two
Catholio coeduoational high achoola.

For oonvenienoe of reterence in

this report, the two echoole are designated aa School A ane1 School B.
The aohoola were seleoted for purpose. of experimentation for seYeral
reasons:
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(I) They were similar in size, purpose, and socio-economic
baokground;
(2) They were easily accessible to the investigator;
(3) The administration expressed a will1ngn.s. to participate in
the experiment; and
(4) They had administrative and teaching conditions whioh made it
pos.ible to fit tbem into the plan of tbe present experiment.
The .ohool districts in which the -stullents lived included "811established residenttal areas and relatively well-industrialized areas;
the 80cio-eoonomio status ranged froll average to relatively high.
Jl

total of 416 atu(tents pa.rticipated in the study.

However,

twelve students for whom complete test data were not obtained due to
absenteeism, or to rWldom deletton in order to maintain proportional
subgroups for tbe Itul tiple analysis of variunoe were drOPI)ed from oouslderation in the final analysis.
404 students.

Thus, the total sample was reduoed to

Sobool A oontribut.ed 180 students--S8 tenth-grade biology

students and 92 ninth-grade general soience students.

In :';chool D, the

partiCipating olasaes consisted of 116 biology students and 108 heult.h
students--a total of 224.

f'or purposes of convenience, these grulle

groups are referred to as A-9, A-10, 3-9, and n-IO.

The actual baluncino

of croups was not performed until all the testing had been coml,leted a.t
the end of tho experbaontal period.
data were
analysis,

lackin~;,

Tile students for wbolll completo test

or who were statistically deleted from the final

were not physically barred from

participatirll~

in the experi-

ment, but were ponili tted to proceed alon ..; wi th their fellow-students.
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METHODS-BY··,

:Vm,::5-ANALYSIH OF VAllIJ\NCE DESIGN

The experiment.d design employed in this experiment wali the
methods-by-levels-analysis of variance.

This design is essentially the

application of the technique of analysis of variance to groups or&aniaed
by the experimenter on the basis of some initial measure highly related
to the crt torion.

In this l)articular experiment four method grouIJs were

matched on the basis of intelligence quotients obtained from the Hen.DloQNelson T,st

.2!

Uental .\bilitX.

three levels of ability.

Bach method group was then divided into

A complete description of tho procedure used

in equating the groul)8 and in arranging the lovels follows under the next
major heading.
Tile principal purpose of the methods-by-levo18 design is to determine if tho metbods "have different average effects on the Inembers of
the specified population."

1

The null hypotheSis to be tested is that the

population lIean is tbo aame for all metho(is.

.Another purpose or exper1-

menta of this type ia to determine wbether or not there is any InteractUa
of lIletllods and levels.

'file corresponding hypotheais to be tested 1a that

tho differencea atJlong cOrreSI)ondinc •• thod popUlation means are the same
tor all levels.
This de.ign offera greater precision and efficioncy to tile experl
mant than tile s1mple-rWldouaized design.

.!!&1

.!W!

Mong 6ther advantages, it

1 ..::. F. Lind'lulat, n,8igg.!W! Analysis .2! EXReriaegt! .!!!. PaxcholJ.;AA!ation (Hoston: Uoughton Mifflin Co.pany, 1966), p. 122.
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yiolds valuable information regarding interaction betwoon methods and
lsvels; it minimizs8 systematic differences from one method subgroup to
another ,luo to extraneous factors; and the aSSulIll)tions underlying the
teat of significance of the 1Il0thods effeot are much les8 rostrictive and
?

aore likely to be valid than in 8I1y other .design ....

Intelligonoo Testins
Two weeks prior to the experiment, tbe Henmon-Nelson
lfent.al Ability -

!2.!:!!.

a for

!!!! !t!

Grade. 9 .. 12 waa admini.tered to all pn.rti-

oipating st.udents in eacb of tbe two sohools.

The tost. r08ult8 yiolded

information rOlardinl the init.ial ment.al ability whiob was used
ais for oquating tbe students.

8S

a ba-

This tost ia "designed to measure those

aspeota of mental ability whioh are import.ant for suooasa in aoademic
work &ad in sl.ilar endeavors outsiue t.be cla8sroom.,,3

It consists of

90 t.eat items arranged in order of increasing difficulty.

The invest!-

lator aeleoted this test, rather than any other, for tho following
reasons:

(1) It ia aimple to adminiater; (2) OliSY and rapid to score

due to its aelf-aarking qualities, and (3) ito testing time (loes not
exceed thirty lIlinutes.

The administration and faculty in both .obools

.ylllli.taterad., aoored, and recorded tile data for the test.
2

lh!4.,

3

pp. 141-148

Tom A. Lamke and U. J. Nelson, r,81dner t a MagUB1 tor GEade. 9-12
(Doston: lIougbton Uifflin Co.pany, 1951~ p. 3.
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Frequency diatributioillil of tilo Henmon-Neison intell igenee quotients tor the tour separate grade groups, A-O, A-10, U-S, and D-IO
were tallied and are reported in -rable. I a.ld II.

Graphic presentation

ot the intelligence quotients are shown in Figure 1.
results oorresponded very oloa.ly with
in the reoords ot the two sohoola.

tb~

The average class

intelligenoe aoor.e available

All .eana and standard deviationa

were oomputed from ungrouped data. with the aid of the I1nderwood Olivetti
J)lviau.ma 24 electric calculator.

One oan note trom Figure I and Tables

I and II that only slight differenoes in the mean intelligence quotients
were tound between tho aame grade groups in the two sollools.
the total

I~

mew,s of A-9 (109.4) and B-9(I09.1)

ferenoe of .3.

~lere W68

Between

merely a dif-

The Mean 1(, of A-IO (107.4) was 1.2 points higher than

that of B-IO (106.2).

In both schoole the mean hZ's of the freshman

croups (A-9 and B-O) .ere alightl,.. higher than those at the sopholDore
group. (A-IO and B-IO).
ggBatiDe the Groupa
In each school the n8llle of the student, grade, and intelligence
quotient .ere entersd on 3 x 5 index cards--one for each student.

The

carda were separated into ninth- and tenth-gr.ule students and .ere
arranged in rank order from highest to loweot.

The cards of each grade

group were then divided into three a.bill ty levels acoording to the
tollowing plan:
Level
I..eve!

1- students with intel1 igenco quotients of 110 and above;
1- studenta witb intelligence quotients of 101 to 109;

Leve!

A-

students with intelligence quotients of 100 and below.
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TADLh I
llENWON.NELSON INTCU.IGENCB IlUOTUlNTS

Cia••
IDto",al
I

160-154
145-140
140-144
135-139
130-134
125-129
120-124
U6-119
110-114
106-109
100-104
06- 99
90. 94

SCHOOL A-9

SCUOOL A-IO

Method

lIethod

II

III

IV

I

1

IV

1

1

2

5

3

8

5

6

3

5

6

3

4

"
3

2

I

86- 89
80- 84
76- 19

III

1
1

2

II

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1
3

2

1
2

2

2

"
"2

6

"4
"

".,

2

I

"
"2

1
1

3

2

1

1

I

4
4
2
1
1

23

23

Grado
Total

N
Hean

92
109.4

23

1

I

1

N

2

6

21

22
N

Mean

22

88
101.4

--

22

22
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TADL}: II

.

•- *

I

.

•

II

1

140-144
135-139
130-134
125-129
120-124
115-119
110-114
105-109
100-104
95.. 99
90- 94
85- 89

.

.--'"

School B-9
Method

Clase
Interva.l
150-154
145-149

. . .... -_...
III

IV

I

1
2

11

IV

III

1

1

2

1

2

1

1
3

1

2

1

2

3
2

5

6

4,

1
5

4-

6

4

:5

3

5

4

:5

"

3

3

4

7

8

8

:5
5
4

3

3

3

1

1

6

7

4

2

2

2

:5

3

1

2

2

1
1
2

1

1

3

2

4

2

2

2
2

3

1

29

29

29

29

N
Me811

116
106.2

7

:5

J

1

75- 19

Grade
Total

I

Sohool
Mothod

1

80- 84

N

. ..
n-lO

..

21
N

Mean

21

108
109.1

27

21

-

,

I

t

SCHOOL B-IO

~
x

x

xx
xx
xx X
x xx
xxx xxxx
x x
x x
x x x x xxxxxx xxxx xxx x
x X X X X X X xxxxxxxxxxx ~xxxxx
x~xxxxx xxxxxf xx'xxxxxxxxx xxxxx.

x x
x x x
xxx x
xxx
x xx

WEAN - 106.2
N _ 11~ .

xx

.

x '

I
SCHOOL B-9·.

x
x

x
i x x
x
x x x
xxx xx xx x
x
x x x xxxxxx Ixx . xxx
xxx
x xx xxxxxx~x xxx x x
x xxx
x xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx-x
x
x
x

WEAN - 109

x
x

."i- - -

N - 108

x

xxx

x xx

x

x

SCHOOL A-IO
x x x x
x x x .~
xx ~x
xx
.~
x x
xx x x xxxxxx xx xx
xx xx x xxxxxx xx xxx
xx x x
x.' x xx x xxx xxxx xxxxxxx.xxxpcxxxxx xxx x x x

x
x

x
xxx
xxx
xxx

x
x
x
x
x x
xx x
xx xx

x
x
x x
xx x x
xx x x x
xxxxxxxx

XKXXXXXXX

WEAN., - 107.4
x

N-

~

SCHOOL .A.-9
WEAN _ 109.4
x

N-

92

__________~-------A~~~~~.x~XXXXXX.XXXXXXXAAAAhA~----~----~--------~~----------~----------~------~,
Q1

00

FIGURE 1
DISTRIBUTIONS AND WEANS OF INTELLIGENCE SCORES IN SCHOOLS A AND B
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With lour

condittona, or .ethoda, the lirat lour

expertm.n~al

.ubjects with the high.st acorea were Basigned one aubject to eaeh 01
four

~he

unde~e~ined

conststod .1
Mea"l

subjoo~8

~lljY.

.ach of the lour

.xpert-ental oonditiona.

Thua, the lirat row

of oo.parablo 1 .....1. on the It!IJ!!9B-H!180g te •.~ .!!

Similarly, the
oxpor~ental

nex~

lour.

.ubJo.~.

were ••• igned one to

oondit10ne, or aethode.

The .eoond row

al •• 0.n81.ted 01 .ubjecte 01 ooaparable level. on the inltial teat.
fhi. l,roo•• e wa. repeat.d. Wlttl all of the eubJeot. in each Ir&d. group
had been pl ...4.

The .p.oill0 esp.rla.atal .o.ditiona, or •• thod., .... r.

th.n randoaly a •• l ..e. to eaoh ot the tour Iroup..

Table. III, IV, V,

and VI ladioate the arr8ll1_ent and nUlllb.r 01 .tudont. in .ach of the

crad.
Por

,roup. ac.ordlng to the •• thod ••lt7-I .....1. exp.riaent&1 de. lID.

.a.. in oGaputation,

the .... naabe.. of .tudent. wae .aintained in

.ach ot the tour .el1. on tile ._e lo.el.
fABLE III
fJIE AlUlANGWENT AND NWBER O~~ SCHOOL A-9 STUDENfS
IN TflE CELl.S ACCORDING TO UETliODS AND LEVELS
I

I

=

I I :

: =I

I

I I I

=

~

=

I

=

... thod.

t ....l.

I

: :

=

I;

I

Tot.al

I

II

III

IV

Ll

12

12

La
La

1

1

12
T

12
T

48
28

"
2S

16

N

"
23

Code.

Ll

"
23
•

IQ

4-

23

110 and aboye;

~.

101-109;

92
~.

1OO-bal 0'
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TABLE IV
TIll!.:

AlU~l:ml:.:MllliT

IN

fA ....el.

Tm~

AND NUMllEH 01" ~CUOOL ..1.-10 STUDENTS
CBI.LS ACCOltDING TO iH:TUODS A."lD Lh"Vl~LS

M.thode
I

II

III

IV

reot.al

Ll
La

{)

9

\)

9

36

1

1

1

1

28

L3

6

6

6

G

24

N

22

2?

22

22

88

CODE:

LI • IQ

110 and above;

L • 101-100;
2

1J3. 100-below

TABLl:: V
TUE AlLUANGElfENT ANt> NUlUJllit 01" SCHOUL B-9 S'flJHENTS
IN TillS CELJ.. 8 ACCOHDING TO METHODS A.'ll> LF.Vt;LS

Methode
Leyele

Total

I

II

III

IV

L1

12

12

12

12

La

8

8

8

8

L3

1

1

7

1

48
32
28

21

21

21

21

108

N

CODE:
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TABLE VI
TUE

AlUt\NGI~HENT

IN

Tm~

AND Nlnm:r;u. (»" SCHOOl, n-lO STUD}<~NTS
CBLLS ACCOIU)JNG TO )'1£TII008 AN1) LL"Vl:I.S
he

=:t

I

:

t

: i

I

II

Method.
III

Ll

11

11

11

11

l..2

10

10

10

10

44
40

L3

8

8

8

8

32

29

29

29

20

116

Level.

COJ)1~:

~

• IQ

110 and above;

L2 • 101-109;

~

IV

'lotal

- lOO-below

DESCRIPTION 01''' TUB l)l!.VICEH USHD

Ih! '_aching Machine.
Thirty VertjJ!aak and six Sli.a-maak

teaching ..achinea were

u.ed In thia experi.ent by 202 studenta in Method Groupa I and II to
preaent tho 500-lr..e teachlng-maohine program in Space Biology.

Both

ot the"e device. were llroducta ot the Dyna-Slide Company, Chioago,
Il1inoi..

Brief de"cription. of the devicea tollow:

The V'Etb!ftlk 1. a teaching machine reduoed to minilllUlill eaaentiala
It has a rigid plaatic baae and a flexible opaque maaking ourtain kept in
horizontal alignment by a ooncealed alider-in-traok arrangement.
notches are provided to engage the rings of

il

notebook.

Three

'this simple,

compact, portable device docs just whut the more comlllicated teaching
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mnchines do:

(1) it presents a question or statOtllent. (~!) it allows the

An

student to write bie aDewer, and (3) it reyeals the oorreot answer.

added advantage is tbat nei tiler question nor allswer size ia restrioted
to the aizeof a fixed window.

abape wul size may also be used.
on

~

Piotures and diagrams of alr.1ost any
Progr~a

cnn be printed or mimeographe

x 11 paper.
Program sheets used with tile VortWAak employ aligning marks at

the left hand side.

With the mask at tbe top of the page, these marks

are visible and indicate stopping places for the mask in it. domlward
liben a page has been completed, the mask is returned to the

travel.

top; and the

pac.

is easily turned wI til tile mask in place--preventing

aocidental ••eing of answers on the new unworked page.
The
training.

Vet~i.a'k

haa many advantages for business and industrial

It has been especially adopted tor use in home study ooursos.

It. high price of $10.75, however, bas prevented it from boing adopted
tor extensive clas8room use.
The

81id!-.!-JIla8~,

the other teaching rauchino used in this liItudy,

is a 108s expensive device characteri ••• by Maximum simplioity and compaato.ss.

It ia a single piece of foraed sheet vinyl plastio which

aceompltsbes maaking in exactly the same DIanneI' as the Vertim.sk.
maintains horizontal alignment by using the left hand
Iram tor a guide.

ed,.~e

It

of the pro-

In both device. pages Il':ay be oa.ily turned with the

mask oovering the page.
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Photost.ut.s of tho Vert.imask and Slide-B=!!ask nay be fOWld on
the next. page.

in Appendix
The

Directions for 10he uso of these t.wo devices are inoluded

A and

Appendi~

li.

~-TraiQ.r

The M91 tlnle-l'ureoee Sel f-Trglne.r,

x-o

Form (24 i tenls), used in

tbis experiment is a product of Uanagement U.s.arch Associates,
Chest.erton, Indiana.

It is actually a modern puncbboard which oombines

the values of the oonventional test with advNltages in new areas of immediate training and stimulation.

The stu(lenta ia ltetho(l Group II used

the self.trainer betore learning in conneot.ion with the space biology
pret.st and after learning wi t.h the post-test. Inatead of an Mswer
sheet the stull.uts had a aelt-trainer.

Uy pulling tabs they were imllle-

(liately intormed about the correotneas of thoir responses.

If there

VIUS

an "XI. under the tab, the anewer was correct; if an "0" appeured tbe
anawer was incorrect.

Further information rogarding the

USG

of tile self

trainer will be given in connection with tho testing instruments used
in thia

e~'l)eri.. ent..

TUB INSTRUCTIONAl. MAT!mIAL

The inatructional material chosen for tltla experiment waa space
biology for ninth- WId tenth-grade science students.

The reason for

selection of this partioular instructional material was mainly tbat the
Material bad not been oovered previous to the elflleriment. nor «liti the
re~llar

teacbers plan to include it in the year's work.

Other reusona

tor its selection are included in the objectives ot the unit.

o

CHINES US orl) IN

1. ... TH" V mTI

~

STUDY
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(1)

To dewlop in the studenta an awareness of the responsibility
of man's place in spuce.

(2)

To acquaint the studerats with the physiological, psychological
and phyeicnl l>roblerns of human sl>ace flight.

(3)

'1'0 acquire genernl knowledge of the llUDan factors involved in
space travel.
The material to be covered in the eXl)Orimen tal uni twas orcan-

ized around the points ot interest indicated by the following outline:

OUTl.nm OF UNIT 01:' INSTRUCTION

1.

Tlle nece.sity of operating in a virtual vacuum

.,....

Weightlessness, the result of cperating under zero gruvity

3.

Protection aguinst nnclear radiation

..t. •

A{ijuetment to high acceleration and deceleration

5.

VisioR and hearing in space

6.

The air, tood, and elimination problems

Tbe TeachipG-Machine Proar!!
The subjeot lIlatter to be utilized in the experiment was programe
iR _all stepa by the investigator.

An .tfort was mad. to word and se-

quenoe the i te."t in suoh a way to enable the student to proceed frof;! one
item to tbe next with little diffioulty.

Stu(lellt responses followed the

8kinnerian oonstruoted-response mode.
A portion of tho spaoe biology prolram used in the study may be
found ill Appendi,

li.!.

;\.nalysis of the error rate aUll u conplete descrir'·

tien of tbe progrull1 follow8 in Chapter IV.

l!!!.

Programed Locturea
The subject aatter of the space biology wli t was presented by the

investigator to the students in Groups III
,ramed leotures.

~U1d

'rhoae leotures covered the

IV in the form of pro-

SWllO

cOlltOllt us that found
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in the apace biology progr8lll ueed by tho studenta in Groupa I and II.
Since the teaching-IDnchine program was compoeed by the oxperiraerlter,
presentation of the same lIlaterial in tbe form of a leoture did not
create a problem.

Following the programed lecture, u certain amount of

time wae allotted to

8

di8cue8ion period.

'l'he procedure followed wua

atallar to that of the conventional lecture method, exoept that

~10

lecturer had to adhere ratber rigidly to the content covere(l by tbe
teaching-machine program.
Pi~s ~

Filmstrips

The field of a-vailahle tJound motion l,ictures and filmstrips wae
surveyed in an att.lpt to obtain current, up-to-date films mid filmstripe
which would eerve the purposes ot the experiment.

Sinoe the eubject melt-

tel' of 81HtOe biology was relatively new to tho student, it wile ueceseary
to aeleot suoh -viaua! and audio-visual instructional aide that would
provide the studente with baokground material necessary tor better acqui.itton of subjeot matter knowledge of the hwaan faotors involved in
space flight.

The lIIain purpose tor the use of the films wul fUmstrips

was to offer greater inoentive anti vi talizatton to the teacbing-Iearning
process.

Siace the tl1.s and tilaBuips were ehown in all of the Method

croups, chwlles in learning behavior resulting from thoir use oould not
be measurod.

Y.!!! i.e. 5290e-- a Wal t Disne,. film--and !£!2 .B. .Y!.! l!ooQ were the
two 16 millilleter tila. aeleoted for use in thia study.
shown after oompletion of the instructional unit.

l)oth film. were

They served the pur-

pose of presenting amI 8U1I111Ul.rizing tlte most reoent aerospaoe developments
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and COlleepte and of pro"iding an. up-to-date 88a1ysie of sl,aoe tra.vel today.

The fil •• .,ero obtained through tbe courtesy of the Chioago ¥Ublio

Library, Visual

~\ide

Center.

Four color t11 •• trips of the Seape JDi Spac! TE!vol 8eries from
the Sooiety for Visual EduoatioD w.r. also iDcluded in tho exporiment.
ID general, they supplied up-to-date ti.e1y information on recent .paoe
exploration. and concept..

The .erie. oonsieted of the following

til.strips:
1.

Loannl tho World-4l tr..a..

informatioD reoently launcbed.

{'iotures ......ad. ea"111toa--

Showe how rocketa dev.loped.

rocket power aDd thruat, a,.ed of re1.aae.

h~plaina

Detine. peri,oo, apo,.o,

period, and el1ipae.
2.

Currea, ExoR,e

!a 8p.9o••41 trame.. Explains tunction ot aatol-

1ites--iDforaation they colloot.

Covers tirat succe.stul moon ahot.

Show• • tep-by-atop launchin, ot .atellite into orbit--telle how it is
trackod.
3.

MIa Ja

8p.ge--41 tramee.

outer-.pace trip.
tio., "'p.rature

Showe bow .en are boing trained for

Obetaclee to be 0"oroo.8--wei,htle ••ne.s, aoeelera-

.xtr.....

radiation.

Di.cu.... future mannod .paco

.tationa.
4.

Sey, TEty.1 AaR.• .&2W!-.S2 framea.

facts .f astronoay.
tra".l.

&'pha.i.o. naturo of spaco,

Sh••• relation.hip of tlae aud distanco to .pace

What other worlds m1ght b. like.

New fora. of power beiaa

08

aoneidered.

Dis••s.es ato.ic engiae., pia... and photea power, ioa

propu1eion. 4

The probl ..

W&8

ODe of teating which method produced .uperior

reeulta in .e ..auraet subject matter )mowledge of Space Diology during
the experbaeatal pertod:

Hethod I, Method 11, Hethod III, or Uetl..,d IV.

The design adopted required that differenoee which might occur in performance of the four croups .ere to be tested for significance by
assumption of the null hypothesia.

In order to seoure neces.ary data ae a baai. for a .tati.tical
te.t of the null hypothesis, the following tests were administered:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Prete.t--before tnstruction--to determine the .tndents'
initial knowlodge of space biology.
Post-teat I (aame aa pretest)--atter in.t~lotion--to measure
the ..ount of ,ain trom pretest to post-teat.
Po.t-teat II--after instruction--to test recall.
Retention te.t I--oae week after experiaental period to moasure
retention fro. pretest to retention te.t I.
Uetention test lI--to .easure retention from peat-test II to
retention te.t II.
Aa no space biolol7 test. were available whioh would adequately

.eaaure subjeat aatter knowledge, two te.ta .ere constructed especially
tor the purpo.e 01 the e.pert.ent.

The pretest, a true.fal.a test ot

120 it..s, waa adminiatered to the atadent. betore inatruction as a

prete.t, atter In.truotion a. post-teat I, and one week after oompletion
01 the espertaanta} .tudy

a.

ratentioD test I.

4SJEtp. 'lAlatr'e
Clitlol,
O.

Ine., 1962

(Chica,o:

Siailarly, poat-teet II,

Sooiety tor Viaual EduaatioD
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a IOO-it.. (true.false) test, waa u.ed twice--after instruction
teat II and one week later .s retention test II.

a8

post-

Both teat. were de-

signed to measure subject matter knowledae of apaoe biology.

The

culeulat.d ooefficient of oorrelatlon between the two tosta--pret.st
and post-test II--was .84.

Slnoe the students in all four Method Groups were ,iven the
.aae teats, it was neoeseary to oonstruot the te.ts so that they eontoraed wlth the X'. and O's under the tabs of Nelson'a Multiple-Purpose
Selt-Trainer.

The students in Method Groups I, III, and IV wrote their

an ..ors on oonTentional test papers, while thoss in Group II reosiTed
t.aediate knowledle ot resulta throuah the use of the Self-Trainer.
Photostat .ppsars on next ,ace.

See Appendix C and Appendix D tor tests.

All te.ts wero soored by the investilator and the recular olassroo. teachers whose eduo.tienal experience enabled them to porte... this
t.sk with a miniB.. ot error.

The aoouraoy of soorin, was turther in-

sured by one soorer cheekina another.
Coetfioients of reliability6 were oomputed for the te.ts.

In

this eoaputatioa, a random .eleotlon of one hundred te.t papers was made
tor e.oh test.

The oootticionts ot reliability tollow.

Pret st
Post-Te.t
Retentioa
Post-To.t
netentloa

I
T•• t I

.82
.89
.81

Test II

.89

II

.84

6The ooettiolente ot reliability were computed by correlating
the odd items wi th tllo even i tom. and apply-In, the Spearman-Brown
prophe.y tonula ( r . • Dr
)
i.(n-l)r
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a.

b.
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d.

e.

3

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

A

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

6

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

7

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

•

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

9

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

10

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

11

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

12

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

13

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

1A

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

15

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

16

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Eumple

17

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

18

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

19

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

20

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

21

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

22

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

o.

b.

c.

d.

e.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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Distribution of pretest scores, post-test I and II scores, and
retention test I and II scores tor the combined method groups in each
grade group are reported in Figrues 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Means and stan-

dard deviations .ere machine calculated from ungrouped data.

Analysis

of the result. of the.e data are considered in Chapter IV.
Student Opinionnaire
Apart from the measuring instruments described above, the attitudes and opinions of individual subjects of each grade group were
investigated with respect to .ethod of instruction and the experimental
study It large.

Twenty-oae statements or items relating to the instruc-

tional unit, teaching machine instruction, note taking, films and filmstrips, the devices used, and the programed lecture were presented to the
students with iastructions to indicate by numbers ran.iag from 1 to 5
their position ot acree.ent or disagreement toward each statement.

In

addition to the structured opinionnaire, the students- personal reactions
to the study were gathered by means of free comments.

AnalYses of the

students' responses to the opinionnaire and their free comments are
discussed in Chapter V.
YE'fllOD GROUPS

The students in each of the tour grade groups, A-9, A-10, B-9,
and B-I0 were arranged on the basis of intelligence scores into three
ability levels, and were randomly assigned
III, or IV.

a

particular method--I, II,
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.,.,
A d080ription of the .ethod of instruction followed in eaoh
method group 18 pre8ellted below.

(a) Heth04 Groy.1, 00_on1y referred to a. the teacbtng-machine
croup, was taught apace biology by means of a 500-frame program which
ooverod subject mattor kllowled,e of the tactora involved in human apace
fltlht.

Each day the stud.nt. gathered in adjac.nt science claaaroom.

to ..ark on a portion of t.h. space biology progrlW.
prootored by the regular acienc. teaohera.

The .. e groups ..ere

No verbal instruction was

oflered.
(b) Het-hgd Group

ll. also

a teaching-machine Iroup, received

tnatruction by means of tb. SRme prograa as Method Group I.

The only

difference bet....n tbe two «roups waa the addition of a self-trainer at
the ti.e ot pretesting and poat-testing.

The students in thia group

received i_edtate mOlfledee of reaulta bofore inatru.ction througb the
aelf-trainer, duri9& instruction by .oana of the teaohing-macbine progr
and acain afttr instruotlon ..ith the .olt-trainer.

(0) H!tbod Group !l! was taught by .eans of prograaed lectures
lollowed by di.cl1a.ion.
jeet matter aa the

i~e

programed lecturea covered the same sub-

toaehing~achine

pro,ram.

The

a~udenta

in this group

••re not penai tted to take not.a during the leotures.

(d) "!!bod Gr!!p

!Y ..as alao taught

Dot.e-tald.al ..as .andatory.

by the programed lectur,\ but

Sino. high school atudents normally take

notea during cla9.rooll leotures, thia group lIIight be deaienated aa a
apecial cont.rol group plaoed 1n an experiaental aituation.

18

Throqhout. tile conduct ot this investigation every effort was
lIade to avoid any condition which might interfere with the teaching situ.
tion.

Tlte atudents were aware of the fact that. they were participating

in an experiment.

The administration and teachers showed splendid co-

operation without becoming unduly concerned about t.be outcolles of the
study.
Great care vas exercised to prevent any condition which might
tavor one particular method of instruction.

The tour metbod groups were

tr.ated alike in that all lecture cla88es were taught by the investigatoq
the teaching-machin. groups were pructored by tbe regular Bei.nce
teaohers.
a .....k.
periods;

All 01as8es met the 8ams number of times, that is, tive days
School A had 45..... inute alas. periods and sohool D, 65-minut.
howev.r, calltion was taken to tevot. the same amoWlt of time

in terNS of clook hours to all cla8sos in both sohools.

Any variation

froa the usual program found necessary for one elas8 was obaerved in all
alaaa.s.

No textbooka were uaed in any of the 01n8ses; no homework or

outside readings were 8ssigned.
periods.

All learnine tonk place during the class

The same films and filmstrips weI'. shown at the same intervals

to all aroups.
a180 identical.

The teata administered betore and after instruotion .ere
I)artieular stress was placed upon the necessity of

keepina the work of the four method groups as nearly identical a. possible during tho .xp.rimental period.
In order to satiety the st.andards of modern experimental design
and stati8tioal analY8is, the requirement. of

randomi~zaticnt

r.plie~ont

19
and looal control were oarefully .et in this investigation.

nand..

aaaignaent of .ethods to the four Iroupe arranged aooording to .ental
ability fulfilled the requirement of randomization, replioation was
provided by oonductin, tour independent experi.ents in two sohools.
looal oontrol was sati.tled 81noe one .ethod Iroup In eaoh

exper~.nt

served aa a oontrol group.
Statistioal analyais and interpretation of the data tollow in
the next ohapter.

CHAPTEU IV
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND INTEllPIU:.""TATION OF THE !lATA
The tore,oinl chaptera have dealt with the proposed problem of
inYestl,ation, a review ot the literature in the tield, and presentation
ot the data.

Thls ohapter 18 oonoerned with the analyeis and interpreta-

tlon ot the data which were gathered as a result of oomparinn the otfeotivonoss of the touhing machine, with and without a a8It-trainer. versus
the prolramed leoture. with and without note-taking.
The data oolleoted Irom eaeh grade gronp in School A and School
B were subjeoted to lIetbode..by-levels-analysis ot variance.
ae indicated in the previous chapter, Ie

aD

Ttle method,

ap})lication ot the analyais

ot variance teohnique to Iroupe matched on the baeie of eome initial
teat score.
8S

"Ite advantage over the olaeeic matohed group technique,"

Koppa statee in hie dissertation, "ia that it provides a aeans ot

determining wbether or not the relative etfeotiveness ot tho compared
methods ot instruction 1s related to tbe initial lovels ot ability 01
tho studente."l

In this oxpert.en~. metboda-by-levels-analyaos were

made with eaeb grade group in separate schoole--Sobool A and Sebool D-using the distributions ot intelligence quotients a.tebed tor the tour
IF. kussell Kopp., "An Expert.ental b'valuation ot Television
Instruction in tile Field ot College Ilhyaical Soienoe" (unpublisbed Fb.D.
dissertation, Loyola University. Chicago, 1960). p. 63.
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.othod groups, I, II, III, and IV and divided into three levels of
abili ty.

Sbtll.,r analys•• were lIade with the grade group. 9 and 10

oombined in eaoh school.

The purp.s• • f the analy.es with the I(l s.ores

was to aeteratae whether the exp.oted signifioant differenoe. between
level. within subgronp' would appear .s a result of previous lIatohing
and division of the Iroups into le...el..

Analys •• of variano. (24 in all)

weI'. also mada usin, the prete.t 800res; lain8 bet"een pretest and posttest I soor•• , delayed retention bet"een the pretest and retention
test II and finally delayed retention between po.t-te.t II and ret.ntion
te.t II.

The •• analyee. "ere made with the groups divided into levela

in A-O, A-10, B-D, and 8-10, reapeottvely, and then with the combined
grade Iroupe A-I) and 10 and B-1) and 10 ,,1 thout levels.

At no time were

the data of both sohools pooled for statlstioal analysis.

In eaoh oase

the sohool. "ere treated separately.
ASSUUPTIONS BASIC TO rUE MlALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Underlyinl the application of the analysis of ...ariance to any
data are se...eral assumptions upon whioh the development of the .ethod
ia based.

Johnson indioates that "heno...or the analysis of ...ariance is

used the follo"ing assumptions must be met:
(1)

(2)
(3)

All groups of a certain oriterion • • • should be randomly
ohosen from the 8ubpopulation8. • • • This assumption ts Ule
keys tea. of the analysis-of-...arianoe teohnique. }I'aUure to
fulfill this ..snaptioD give. biased re8ulta.
The population di.trlbution should be normal.
The aubarotl})! under inveatigatioD should have the sOllIe
variabUlty.

2pal•• r O. Johnson. Stalist!ca} Methode .!!!. It•• eMoh (Ne" York:
PreDtlce.lIall, IDO. 1940), pp ... 18-~llJ.
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The extent to "hioh the tirst aS8U11lption ot randollDoss, or
representative sampl., 1s sntistied liea completely within the control
of the investigator.

In the •• thods-by-l.vels design used in the present

at.udy, the .ethods w.r. EydolllIX as .. igned to the Iroupa .atohed on the
basis of the intelli.enoe quotients ot the subjeots.
As far aa the aecond asaUl&ptioll 1s oOllcerned, tile requirement
ot nor,aality ia in .eneral 1II0re likely to be satisfied in this type ot
desian than in any other.

The distributions of test soore8 in Figurea

2, 3, 4, 0, and 0 ill Chapter III indioat. that, except tor the pretest
scores, tho departure Irom normality is not too marked.
With reterenoe to the .. au.ption ot the bOlllo«eneity of varianoe
in the .ethoda-by-Ievels desiga, ditterenoea amona the lIIeans lIIay vary
frGIII one method to another, but the varianoe "itbin subgroups relllain
More or le8s the .....
In a disou•• ion on the aaa_ptionB underlyina the analysi. 01
variance in the .ethods-by-le..ls deslln, Lindquist states:
In any event, a considerable departuro, either from normality
in the oriterion dietribution, or from homogeneity of variance
amonl cell. of tbe tahle, ia pend.sibleJ yet the S8JllI)ling distribution of the ratio of mean squares tor tretltment. and w1 thinoells will remain e.Bentiall, the same. 3
Aocordingly, in als report on the Norton studYJ

the 8ame author

aaserts:
The results of the Norton 8tudy should be extremely "ratifyinl
to anyone "ho • • • oontemplat•• using the F-test ot anal)"fti8 of

!.IX

3.8. P. Lindqui8t, Re.ilP .IW\ Mall.is .!.! Exp.rwents 1!!. PSlcbol.!W!. FA,o.tits (lloston: llougbton Mifflin Company, 1956), p. 137.
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variance in experimental situation8 in which there is serioua
doubt about the underlying assumptiona of normali ty and bamogeneity of varinace. Apparently, • • • one neod be concerned
hard17 at all about lack of a,..etry in the diatribution of
criterion measures, ao long 8S thi8 distribution ia hemolegeo!S
in both fo~ and variance tor the variou8 treat.ent popUlations •
•• • In general, the F-dlstribution seel1ls so 1n8ens1 tive to the
tOrB of the distribution of the oriterion .easure that it hardly
.eems worthwhile to apply any statistical test to the data to
deteot non-noraality, even though suob test. are available ••
With reterenoe to

het~rogeneity

aooording to Lindqu18t, indio at.

of varianee, Norton-. findings,

~latl

• • • the heteroleneity must be quite extr..e to be of any serious
conaequenee. While statistioal tests of heterogeneity of varilUlce
are available • • • , there .i11 ,e relatively fe. situations in
.hiob any such te8t is required.
Sinee the data lathered from tho two schools were treated .eparately, the atat1stical testa available for determining whether or not
the aaauaptiona underlying the analyats of variance .ere satistied, were
not made.

Wert, Neidt, and Ahmann in a .ection on the analysis of

variance atate that • • • "it is becoming more apparent that the analyaia
ot variance technique ia aufficiently aatiafactory ...n .hen there ia
oonaiderable departure frem the str10t fulfill.ent of the assUMptions." o

4

Ibid., p. 88

OJ_uta E. Wert, C. O. Neidt, and J. S. iUmaann, StaU.,tical
He'Y!od. Ja lWgoat&2D,A .!B!il'axobolQlioal ll.e!oarqJj (New York: AppletonCentury-Crofta, lno., 1954) p. 184.
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RESULtS OF TIlE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Three .eparate .eaaurea 01 the relatiYe elle.tiyenes. 01 the
tour teaching methods were ayailable.

(1) soorea on post-te.t I lor

oo.partaon with prete.t perlormance to aeasure ,aiD,

(2) aoore. on

retention teat 1 lor coapariaon with preteat perlor.Banoe to .eaaure de. '
layed retentioa. and (3) aoore. on poat-teat II tor ooapariaon with
retention te.t II, likewise, to .ea.ure delayed retention.

The .ean

and standard deviation 01 the five te.ts were caloulated lor eaoh .ethod
,roup and then for the entire ,rade croup.

The diatributiona 01 .cores,

.eans, and standard deviations of preteat, post-teat I, post-teat II,
retention test I, and retention teat II tor the entire grade group aro
pre.ented in Pleu"'s 2, 3, 4, 6, and 6 lound 1n Chapter III.
Tablee VII and VIII present a au.Bary 01 the .eana and .tandard
deYiatione for eaoh .ethod Iroup in Sohoel A and Sohool B, respectively_
A coneidorable dillerenoe in variability Ir. . .ethod to .ethod can be
noted by tbe ai.e of the .tandard deTiation in only a lew
groups.

0' the .ethod

The .eans likewise indioate alilht dillerenoe. among the •• thod.

and Irade Iroupa.

Aa

the Haul ta indioate, no outstanding .eri t between

'the .ethode a • •s apparent.
Pigure. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on pages 12 to 78 provide a graphio
pre.ontation of the re.pe.tiTe teat reault. showinl the variabilIty and
Irequenoy of the te.t a.orea in eacb Irade group.

A areat _ount 01

peakedBes. and .kewnea. in the distribution of pretest scorea may be
ob.erved, partloularly in School D-9 repre.ented by Figure 2 on page 12.

TABLE VII
Smfl\tA.l,Y OF MEAN'S AND STANDARD DEVIA'l'IONS
OF TF..8T SCORES FOR EACH METHOD GROUP IN ~CHOOL A

Test

Grade

Method
II

I

III

IV

Average

9

S.D._ 5.03

It s 71.65

74.87
8.15

73.52
7.50

74.87
4.42

73.73
6.28

10

M- 73.82
S.D.- 6.91

73.50
6.96

72.23
1.43

70.95
6.75

72.38
7.01

9

M- 82.09
S.D •• 6.65

86.00
7.75

83.83
6.91

85.87
5.43

84.45
6.69

10

M _ 84.09

S.D._ 5.38

86.36
5.56

82.73
6.23

84.82
4.36

84.50
5.13

9

Me 83.26
S.D.e 6.62

84.00
7.42

83.60
7.84

84.-n
5.

'1~%

10

M. 84.09
S.D.- 5.88

86.91

83.95

85.59

5.2"1

5.20

85.14
5.67

9

M. 81.52
S.D.- 6.92

84.57
6.UJ

83.39
8.09

85.52
5.39

83.50
6.64

M- 86.41

4.38

88.64
5.21

87.59
5.11

88.09
3.61

87.68
4.73

9

M- 82.39
S.D.- 5.45

84.22
6 .. 07

83.17
7.07

84.04

4.76

83.46
5.84

10

M- 83.36
S.D.- 4.17

86.36
6.31

83.50
5.31

85.36
3.96

84.65
4.94

Pret• •

Post-Test I

Post-Test II

Retention
Test I
10

Retentio.
Teat II

S.D.s

6.M

TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF TEST SCORES FOR EACH METHOD GROUP IN SCHOOL B
Test

Grade

I

Method
II

III

IV

Average

9

M = 67.37
S.D.- 5.75

69.22
7.81

68.48
6.16

66.70
3.41

67.94
6.28

10

M= 68.52
S.D.- 7.15

70.90
6.86

72.86
6.99

70.93
6.23

70.80
6.66

9

M = 80.37
S.D.- 5.54

81.93
5.32

80.70
6.63

80.52
3.23

80.88
5.68

10

M= 80.76
S.D.= 5.39

83.31
5.60

81.69
5.64

80.62
4.92

81.60
5.39

9

M = 80.37
S.D.= 5.47

81.44
4.96

81.41
6.89

81.63 ,
5.18

81.21
5.63

10

M = 78.83
S.D.= 4.71

82.48
4.62

82.10
4.74

80.24
5.77

80.91
4.96

9

M= 82.81
S.D.= 5.07

83.78
5.07

82.33
6.89

83.70
4.65

83.16
5.42

10

M= 82.00
S.D.o 5.74

85.62
5.92

85.59
4.98

85.97
5.11

84.80
5.44

9

M = 80.37
S.D.o 5.17

80.74
5.51

82.00
6.28

82.15
4.25

81.32
5.06

10

M- 78.69
S.D.- 5.78

82.21
4.79

82.34
4.51

80.89
4.93

81.03
5.00

Pretest.

Post-Test I

Post-Test II

Retention
Test I

Retention
Test II

00

en
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This depo.rtUJ>e Iroa normalit.y might be due to lack of Initial kn."ledge
ot the lJubjeet Matter ot .pace biology possessed by the students.

To

many stu.lents, the cantent was oompletely toreign at the ttae of pretest
administration.

Caretul observation 01 tho prete.t data in Figure 2

also indioates lower scores lor School B-O.

This IIlgbt be attributed

to the laot that the.e "ere atudents froe Ifealth rather than 11'011 General

Seienoe clas •• s.

The

l~"'r

pret.e.t lItean in B-I0 could be due to failure

and careles.ness on the part. of some of the studente to anln,er all of
the 120 te.t items in the prete.t.
Cl0.e comparison. of Pieures 2 and 3, 2 and S, and 3 anti 6
reveal the prolre •• in learning achievement that had reaulted Irom the
experiMental study.

The .ean gains between pretest and poat-te.t I

aoore. are preaented in Table IX.
TABLE IX

MEAN GAINS BETWEEN

I

A-9
A-I0

B-9
8-10

10.44
10.27
13.00
12.24

II
11.13
13.86
12.11
12.41

AND POST-TEST I
GROUPS

PUET&~T

POll MP;'1'1I0D

III
10.31
10.60
12.22
8.83

IV
11.00
13.86
13.82
9.69
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As shown in Table IX, very little difterencea oan be noted in
the .eana for A-9 from .ethod to .ethod, for A-lO the .ean gain of
Uethod II ia&lightly higher than that of I; and Wethod IV mean exceeda
that of III.

For B-9 the differenoes are alao slight, but the B-I0

.eana for Uethods I and II are aoaewbat higher than for Methods III and

IV.

Table X presents, in summary form, the .eWl a.ount of aubjoot mat-

ter knowledao retained from preteat to retention teat I, administered
one week after completion 01 the expertBental study.

Table XI indioates

the .ean _oUllt of retention frOll post-teet II to retention teet II.
TULE X
YEAN l.IEASURBS OF RETMNTION
I

A-O
A-I0
8-0

8-10

9.81
12.89
15.44
13.48

FilUM

PIU~TE~,T

TO

UFJT1~TION

TEST I

II

III

IV

9.70
16.14
14.58
14.12

9.81
16.38
13.85
12.13

10.66
11.14
11.00
16.04

'lADLE XI
WEAN uEASmms OF RE'l'BN'l'ION FUON POST-TEST II TO RETENTION 'fEST II
I

II

D..9

-.81
-.13
.00

D-10

-.14

.22
-.65
-.10
-.28

A-9
A-I0

III

IV

-.44

-1.13

-.46
.69
.24

- .23
.52
.66
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rmsuL'l'S of' TUE ANALYSES uP VAitI.\1iCE

Separate tests of the analysis of variance were made

'tIlling

tho

tioD between preteat and retentlon te.t It and retention botween poatteat II and retention teat II.

neau! ta Aud interpretation 01 the

analyaea tollow.

As previously indioated, analy.e. ot variance were mado wlth
the intelligenoe quotients of each grade group to determine whether the
expected etatietlcal eignificanc. tor between levels would be obtained
tor all lour erad. croupe.

Re.ult. of the analyses with the expected

between levela significanoe are ahown in Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and XV.
TA'BLE XII
ANALYSIS OF VAllIANCE RESULTS

FOrt INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
SCnOOL .40-9

Source
of Variatlon
Method.
L....ela
Method. x Le",el.
\f1 tllla Sub,roup.
Total

**

a. .
of Squar••

ne,ree.
of Fre.d_

Vuiance

7.66

3

2.66

8818.38
13.54
UnO.38
8809.91

2

3309.13
2.26
24.83

Slaaltloaot at 1% leYel

.,
80

91

F

0.10
134.31**
.092
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'fABLH XIII
J\'~ALY~;X:;

ron

Source

S. .a

01 Variation

01 Square.

Methods
Le"el.
Method. x Levels
\11 thin Subgroup.
Total

Deare ••

9.11
1l8S.38
2.27
5049.30
12249.72

**Siguifioant at

0 f' V.\!uJumr: lU~BlJ]..1'S
QUOTIENTS
Bellum, A-lO

INTI~LLIGENCE

l~

of t'tre.dCNII

Variance

3

3.20

2

3694.19
0.38
66.44

6

16
81

F

.049
54.09**
.006

level

TABLE XIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCV1 ru~SULTS
FOU INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS

SCHOOL B-9

Sove.
of Variation

S._
of Square.

Wethod.
L.".la
Wethod. x L...1.
Within Sub,roup.
Tot,a1
**Slanifioant at

16.11
12110.86
71.52
6133.27
18331.41
1~

level.

De,ree.
of Fr••dOll
3

Varianoe

0

5.26
6056.43
11.92

96

63.89

2

101

Ji'

.08

94.71**
0.19
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'lAIlL.B XV
A.\lALYS I S (J ~~ V':"U,IAl"H;E aB3UJ" 1H
l!"'On INTJ<!LLIGl<;NCH QUOTIENTS

SCf{OOL B.10

Source
ot Variation

SWIS

ot Square.

Uethods
Levels
Uethod. x Levels
Within Subsroups
Total
**Sianitioant at

~he in~ell1"Doe

l~

Degrees
of Freed..

30.00

3

10432.60

Varianoe

F

2

10.00
5216.25

199.'18**

SH.SO

0

15.30

0.0058

3715.59
13209.89

104

a6.11

0.38

115

1... 1

quotients matched sbowed that there were DO 8ianitioant

ditterenoe. between the .ethod .eans.

In addition, the analysis in all

tour croups a1ao showed that the interaotion varifmce

W38

not aigniflcan

The ailDiticant F-value. tor leve18 in all tour annlyaea contirmed the
evidence t.hat the ditterence. in level •• ans could not reasonably b.
attributed to fluotuations in rand. . . . .pliug, since the levela .ere
pre-arranged by the experi.euter.
Results of the methods-by-grade.-analyse8 using the IQ .corea
of A 9-10 in one analysis and B 9-10 in another, however, yielded no
significant F-value. for .ethod. or grade..

Non-significant li'-vo.lues

have not been ineluded in tabular form in this report.
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Since statistical signifioanoe for levels in the analysis of
variance with the IQts was expeoted as a result of pre-arrangement of
the groups on the basis of three levels of .ental ability, t-tests were
not made with the IQ data.
Pretest ILesslt.

A methods-by-levels analysis using the initial pretest scores
of eaoh grade group was a1eo made.

Results of tbese data appear in

Tables XVI, XVII, XVIII, and XIX.
TABLE XVI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS
FOR PRETEST SCOnES
SCIIOOL A-9
Souroe
of Variation

SUDa.
of Square.

Degr•••
of Freedom

Varianoe

F

160.03
904.00
190.15
3031.43
4286.21

3
2
6
80
91

54.34
452.00
31.79
37.89

1.41
11.92**
0.84

Methods
LeYe1s
M.tbods x Level.
\Yithin Subgroups
Total
**Significant at

l~

level
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TABLE XVII
ANALYSIS OF VAIUANCE ltEStn.ll'S
.ron l'RETES1.' SCORES
SCHOOl. A-I0

Souo.
of Variation

s.._

Yethode
Level.
... t.hod. s Levol.
Within Sub,roup.
Total
**Signifioant at

D.,r.o.
of -Fr.ed_

Variano.

91.03

3

30.34

1388.80
311.05
2206.844004.62

2

694.40
62.99

of Squar ••

1~

6
16
81

F

1.04
23.91**
1.82

29.04

level

TABLE XVIII

ANALYSIS OF VAllIANCE llESU}"TS
FOR PRETEST SCOnES
SCiIOOL Be9

Souroe
of Varlat.ioD

s._

of Square.

Wethod.

102.33
415.01
156.42
3383.Sa
4091.61

J......l .

Wothod. x Levels
WithiD Subgroup.
Total
**SilDiticant at

l~

1••e1

Delr•••
of Froodom
3
2
8
96
101

Varianc.
34.11
231.53
26.01
35.04

P

0.91
6.18**
0.14
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TADL1'1 XIX
ANALYSI::; OF VAlnANCI~ HEstrVI'S
FOlL l'nk:TF~ST sconES

SCHOOL n-l0

Souroe
of Variation

5-umB

of Squares

U.thoda
Lev.ls
)Cethode x IJevels
Within Subgroups
Total

275.20
1501.69
214.79
3486.76
6478.44

*Signifioant at
**Si,nifioant at

Degreea
of fi'reec1om

Varianoe

3
6

91.73
750.85
35.80

104

33.53

2

F

2.74*
22.39**

1.07

115

1 ....el
5"
l~ le.,..1

It is interesting to note fro. the above tables that in the
results of th. analys ••• a signifioant F-value for levels appeared in
eaoh ,rad. group.

These posul ts. ho"ever, were anttcil)at.ed. aince pre..

vious re.earoh bas indioated a positive relationship b"tween intelligence
and achle......nt.

To deterain. the de,ree of relationahip

~etw••n

the

IQ' a and the pr.t.st. soor.s a correlation wu aade with a r8ntlo11 sample

of 100 aoore8.

Tho correlation ooeffioient oomputed was a moderately

hl,h .82.
No 8ignifioant ditterenoes 'etwe.n .ethods w.re found Gaong the
A-9. A-10. or 8-9 croups; ho......r. ae indicated in Table XIX, a aignifioant F-'I'81ue at the
group.

6~

18"..1 was obtained for .ethods in the n-lO
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Subsequent to the analy.i. ot Yarianoe, a .erie. of t-te.t. tor
the ditferenoe between aean. were applied
en.e existed.

_0

di.cover where tbe difter-

Tbe standard t-tor.aula tor the differenoe between two

aeans was used,
where

~

dift.

v .tand. tor the within .ubgroup. variance and n represent. the nuaber
et oa.e. in the oella on the aame level.
Sub.titutiona were aade in the equation which was Bolved to
dete~lne

at the

6~

what differenoe in aeana waa nece •• ary to obtain .igniticance
leYSI.

Fer 104 de,ree. of treedoa at-value ot 1.98 ia re-

quired tor aicnitioaDoe.

Froa Table XIX, the varianoe within .ubgroup.

t. 33.53 and the n value, or nuaber of oa.e. in eaoh oell at levell, i.
11.

Substi tut1nl into the standard t-fol'llula above,

Yl .. Ha

1.98

SolYing tor HI .. Ha, a value of 4.87 i . neoessary to give a
difterenoe between .eana wbioh would be aianifloant at the

5~

level.

Sinoe there was a differenoe of 6.11 between the .ean. of Methods I and
III, whioh exo.eded the required 4.81, it .ay be oonoluded that there
were difterenoea between the.e two aethod. at level 1.
between the .eana at level

a

Tho differencea

were not thiB large, the differences between

the .eana of Methods I und Ill, and I and IV at level 3, however, exceeded the required t-valuo of 5.90.

Hence, these differences were

,e
.ignificant at the 5% level.

It may be ooncluded, then, that in B-IO

the initial amount of aubJeot..atter knowledge of .pao. biology po ••••••d
by the atudent. in Method Group III at lev.l. I and 3 was great.r than

that of Method Group I.

Lik.wiae, Method Group IV initially po.sea.ed

.ignifioantly more knowled,e of the .ubjeot than the studenta in Method
Group I.
stailer analy.ea ot varianoe were run with the prete.t .oore.
of tbe oombined A 9-10 and B 0.10 group..

Sinoe the F-valu.. for method,

Irade., or •• thoda-by-grade. in A 9-10 appeared insignifioant, the re-

.ut ta of the.e data are not tabulated here.
an F-.alu• • t 10.12, .ignifioant at the

l~

In the B 9-10 group, hove.,.r,
level, appeared bet.een grade.

The re.ult. of the analy.ia ot varianoe tel' this oombined ,roup are reported in Table XX.
'tABLE XX

ANALYSIS OJ! VARIANCE RESULTS
FOR PRETEST SeOUES
SellOOL B 9 AND 10

S011l'0e

S• •

of Variation

of Sq1lU'e.

Uethod.
Grade.
.. ethod. x Grade.
Within Suhll'oup.
Total

258.S1
466.80
119.16
9198.68
10032.71

**Sipittcant at 1" level

Delree.
of Freedoa
S

1

3

216
223

Varianoe
88.12
456.60
39.72
42.69

F
2.02
10.12**
0.93
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Ite.uIta of auoo.s.ive t-teata performed revealsd no aignifioant
differenoea between the .r&de meana of Sohool B.

For 216 degre.. of

freedom a t-value of 4.50 was required for siguilicanoe.

Differenoe.

betwe.n the grade meana in Method III reaohed a very clo.e 4.38; while
betw.en the mean. ot Method IV a ditterence ot 4.23.

It may be concluded

that in this .ample there were no ditt.renoes in the amount of initial
knowledge ot .pace hlology between Grades 9 ond 10 a. revealed by the
proteat soore ••
In a .erios of analy.e. to measure the lain in subject .atter
knowledae trom pretest to poat-te.t I, a naaber of aigniticant F-value.
appeared.

In the Sehool A-IO analy.ta an F-value of 3.87, with eigni-

ticanoe at the

5~

level was obtained, while Schoel B-lO preduoed a value

ot 4.81 which waa signifioant at the

1~

level.

In School A 9 and 10,

silnificant F-value. tor both .ethods and grades were obtained, whereas
the Sohool B-9 and 10 analyei. reaulted in a value of 11.61 for grade.
significant at the

l~

level.

Results of the analyses ot the gain from pretest to post-test I
are shown In Table. XXI, XXII, XXIII, and XXIV.

The t-te.t results tor

the siinifioant values are reoorded under oaeh table.
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'fABLE XXI
ANAIJYSIS 01" VAllIA!'lCE

FOn

l'iU~TE.,'":l't

m;>~mL'rs

TO POST-TEST I

SCHOO I, A-IO

s.s
ot 8quar••

Sour••
ot Variation

Method.
Le.el.
Methoda x LeY.Is
"itlltn Sub,roups
Total
*Silftitioant at
1.

,
,

ne,re••
of Freedom

266.59
132.15
181.22
1745.87
2331.63
6~

3

88.86

2

66.01

•

78

,

Varianae

:51.20

3.81*
2.8S
1.36

22.97

87

level

nequired value to give a difference bet"een me'tbod lteanB whiah

would be sianitiaont at the

5~

level for 10.01 1 • 4.49.

Differenaes

betwean .othod .ean. did not exa.ed this value, therefore, there were no
dirterenae. betweeD the .ethod .ean.

OD

the laia trom protest to poat-

teat I.
2.

No sfanittoant dirterenoo. betw.en .eans .ere obtained at

lovel 2.
3.
'WO.D
5~

At level 3, a value of 5.49 ia roquired .s tbe ditterenoe be-

.eaDa.

Thi. value "as exaeeded by .ianilloant dittereaoe. at the

level bet•••n tho mean. of:
a.
b.
o.
d.

M.thod.
Wethod.
Wethods
Method.

I and II, 1a tavor of II.
I and IV, ia favor ot IV.
II and III, in lavor of II.
III and IV, in lavor of IV.
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Tke DUBber of

0 ••••

in each cell at this level was O.

It ia

que.tionable whether one can draw a valid oonoluaion to the elfeot that
the studont. in level 3 aohieved Ire. tel' aiaailioant ,ain. from prete.t
to p.at-te.t I a. a reault of superiority ot the method.
TABLE XXII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE UF.•StJLl'S
FOR PRETEST TO .rOnT-TEST I

SCHOOL B-10
Souroe
of Variation

Sua.

of Square.

..athod.
Le..l.
Hothod. x Levol.
Within Subgroup.
Total
**~ianificant

284.33
25.61
94.05
2048.98
2453.03

at

l~

ne,reo.
of FreedOil
:5

Varianoe
94.11
12.84
15.68
19.70

2

6

104
115

Ii'

4.81**
0.65
0.80

level

Sinoe an F-value significant at the

1~

lo.el was obtained tor

.ethod. in sohool B-IO, t-teats tor the diflereno.. botween .ean. were
mada.

For the dearo•• of freedom listed in Table XXII, a t-value of

1.98 is .icnitioant at the

tho

1~

1...1.

5~

level and a t of 2.63 i . significant at

Re.ult. of the t-to.t. indioated that at the higheat level

the moan of Wothod I dilfered fro. that of III at the

5~

level, in favor

.f the Hethod I group; at the same level differonoo. between the aeana .f
II and III .ere e'lAilioant at the 5~ level, in favor 01 Uethod II.

100
.-l';'

the 10we.t level lletbod. I aean differed from III, in favor of

I, and II diftered frota IV, in favor of II at the

5~

level.

1'bere vas

a1eo a signifioant difterenoe betwee. the I and IV croupe, in favor of
I, at tho 1% level.
TABLE
ANAIJISIS OF

XXIII

VA1tlAJ{CJ~

nHSULTS

FOR PUE'lEST TO POST.TEST I
SC!lOOL A 9 AND 10

--. ...

s...

Souroe
of Variation

ne,rees
of Fre.dom

of Squares

Methode
Orades
Methods It Grade.
\ii thin Subgroup.
Total
*Signifioant at

5~

Varianoe

F

3.02*
4.25*
1.40

190.28

~

63.4:5

89.11
87.8S
3106.17
3973.3U

1
S
112
179

89.11
29.28
20.97

level

No significant differenoe. were found between the .ethod •• ans

of Grade 9.

In Grade 10, bo....... r, signifioant dltterelloe. between the

.ean. of Methods I and II, 1ft favor of II; 1 and IV, in favor of IV; II
..4 III. ia fav.r ot II, aDd III aad IV, in favor of IV, were obtained
.a a reaul t of the t-teata.

level and the laat two at the

rho firat two
6~

"01"41

e1anifioant at the 1"

l.vel.

Sin•• a si.gnifio.. t P-valuo of 4.26 was obtained for. grad•• iD
T.ble XXIII, tete.ts were mad. to deteot in whioh method &roup. .ignt.
tloaat dift.renoe. betw••n tbe two grade means Ilight be found.

ne.ult.

of the t-te ••• ahowed that no ditferenco. were found between the mean.
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of grad.s 9 and 10 in Method I and in Method III, however, signifioant
difterences were noted in II, in favor of {irade 10 and in IV,also
tavoring Grade 10.

This would s.em to support the inference that

~lere

were signifioant differencee betw.en the mean gaina from method to
method within Grade 10 group, and 1ik•• is. that some differences could
be found in the method mean gains between the grade., in favor of Grad.10
Table XXIV indicate. that .ean ditterenoes between the grades in
each method have also been present in the B 9

10 group in the &naly•

Wid

• is ot the results from pretest to post-test 1.

Following the signifi-

oant V-value for grades, t-test. were mads of the ditferences between
.eana ot Grade 9 and Grade 10 in eaoh method.

The t-teat iudioated no

silnificant differenoe. betw.en ,rade meane in Methods I and II, but
significant differenoes were lound in Methods III and IV at the 1:' and 5%
levels, respectively.
TABLE XXIV

ANALYSIS OF VAltIANCE lU~8ULTS
FOR PRBTEST TO P08!-TF.ST I
SCHOOL B 9 AND 10
Source
of Variation
Uethod.
Graci.s
Methods x Grade.
Within Sublroups

Total
**Sianitio8llt at

SUllla

of Square.
168.81
256.63
151.63
4149.08
6326.21
1~

lev.l

D.,r•••
ot l?r.edom

Varianc.

P

3

66.29
256.63
60.84

2.56
11.61**
2.30

1

3
216
223

21.99

loa
Sinoe no signifioant ~'-"'a1ua8 were obkiDed in the analyses of
varian.e u.ing the reaaining test data tor meUlous, lovola, method.-bylevals, or aethoda-by-gradas, the hypotbesis that the meane were equal
waa aocepted and

DO

further testa were neca.sar7
st.nolARY OF TIlE ANALYSIS OF VAUVJiCl!:

aa.ult. of the analys •• that produoed oue or .ore slgnltioant
F.yalue. were pre.ented in detailed tabular fOrM.

From these table.

(XII through XXIV) the to11owlug sWlllllaris.tion has been .ade:
1.

Thore were no .tatisiioal differences beiween tile IQ meana fro.

.ethod to .ethod in all four grade group.; tbere wore differenoes between
the le".el .eana.

The.o r08ul t. indioated tbat Metbod Groups I, II, Ill,

and IV wero comparable wi tb respect to .ental ability, but tbai tho

I!.~

1."..1 •• an. within each ,roup d1ffered due to organization of the groupe
into a •• thoda.by-1evele d•• ign before the experi.ent.
2.

The analyaes with the pretest .c.... indioated no .ignificant

difteren•• s bet"••n ..etbod . .ane for oi'the... A-O, A-10, orB-fie

Students

tn tho.e group. po •• o.sod an equal amount of aubje.t aatter knowledge of
spao. biology before instruotion.

The student.s in :8-10 )Ietllod Ill,

leyel. I and 3, p.rf."....d better on the pret.st tban those a.signed to
Uethod IJ M.thod Group IV at the same levele (1 and 3) pos.oa.ed a
areator kno.,ledae than Uethod Gr.up I.
were diaoerned in all of the groups.
and achieveaont obYiouely waa present.

Ditference. between level meana
A positive oorrelation betwe.n IQ
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'thut there weI'. no statistioal differences between tbe Grade 9
and 10 Ileana froa method to lIethod indioatoD equal IHtrformance on tbe
p ... t •• t by ninth- and tenth-grade lJtlldenta.

In tho ana1y8es which measured gain from pretost to post-test I.

3.

tho following results were indicated:
a.

The atudents at le",019 1 a.nd 2 in A-9 gained an eCtual amoWlt of

subject matter knowlfulge In all four Uethod Groups.

At level 3, boweyer,

tho stu(lonta in II, who wore taugbt by the teaching- lIachine program and
used a sell-trainer blfora and after learning, aehie",ed better results
than thoae in I who used the teaching machine, but did not receive immediate lenowletlge of result, 'It testin. time.

At the some 1.",el, the

programed lecture metbod with note-taking (IV) produced better rosults
than tho teaching machine (1) method.

Method II atudants a180 surpassed

the studenta in III (programed-leoture without note-taking).

Method IV

(with note.taking) also at lovel 3 w.s superior to III (without notetaking).

These reaults indioated that the studenta in the lower level

in A-9 .ere all •• ted by the aethod 01 instruction.
b.

B-IO.

St.ilar statiatioal diflerencea between mean gain occurred in
At the highest level, the students in I (teaching machine group

without self-trainer) and in II (teacbing .aohine "ith self.trainer)
achieved a greater ..ount of subject matter knowledge aa moasured by the
.ean gain troa pret•• t to poet-test I than III, (the programed lecture
group without no te-taking) at the same level.

(i-roul' I also performed

better than III at level 3, and Groups I and II both surpa8aed Group IV
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(progr,.ed leoture with note-taking) at level 3.

Since no significant

F-value at level 2 was obtained, wo may infer that the students gained
an equal 81IIount of knowledge of the subject from method to method.
c.

In the analysi. with gain froM pretest to poet-test I in A 9

and 10, results obtained indicate that:
(1) All students in A-9 gained an equal amolmt of knowledge of
space biology.
(2) In A-10, S:eyeral significant F-valu08 indicated that Group II
(teaching machine with aelf-trainer) gainet! more than I (teaching machine
without aelt-trainer) and III (programed leoture without Bote-taking).
Group IV (prOlraMed lecture with note-taking) did better than I and III.
(3) In coaparing mean. between Grade. 9 and 10 in the analysis, the
latter achieved significantly higher mean. for Method II (teaching macbiw
with self-trainer) and Method IV (programed lecture with note-taking).
(4) In B 9 and 10, no significant difference. between methode
ooourred, but there were ditference. in Irade means for Yethod Ill,
(proaraMed lecture without note-taking) and fer Yethod IV (programed
lecture with note-taking), in favor of Grade 9.

CHAPTml V

ANALYSI S OF TItE STUUENT OPINiOHNAIUE
AND TIm Sl'ACB BIOLOGY PIWGHAU
ANALYSIS OF

THJ~

ITEY

ltEm'ONS~;;

01-' TUB STUDtlf'l Ol>INIONNAII1.E

In addition to the aubJeot matter teat It..s, all students (404)
were requir.d to indioate by numbers, 1 to 5,

~.ir

position of disa,ree-

.ent or agr....nt with six items oone.minl the .spertaental unit.
t.aohinl~achine

The

students (202) responded to thirteen additional it..s

eoncerning their disagreement or agreement with item8 about teaohinl
machine instruction.

n.e

teacbing~aohine

plus .elf-trainer student.

(101) re.ponded to two extra items on the u.e of th. aolf-trainer.

The

percenta of each type of respon •• to the it..s are summariaed in Tables
xxv to XXVII.

All of the students agreed that their knowledge of space biology
had inoreased a great deal throuah the experimental unit.
there was almost full agreement that the information
.sting and oballenaine.

A low

3.2~

Likewis.,

~parted

was inter-

reaained neutral.

The respon.es to the benefit. of note-taking--Item 23--were
diVided amon, all five oat.,orie. with a greater percentage of agreement
than dlaagre..ent.
It i. intere.ting to note the oon.l.tenoy of the .tudent. in
re.pon.e to It_ 24 that,

"1Iigh sohool students ahould not. bave to take

notes during cla.aroom leotures."

A high peroentAi. of the stUdents
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disagreed witb tbis statement.

The distribution of Item 24 respoDses

aaoDg the five oategories wss approximately the same as Ita. 23 except
tba t i t was in the rever.e.
OYer

06~

01 all the student. believed that the tl1m. and film-

.tripe aided ia providial baokground knowledae of .pace bioloi1.
Clo.e to

SO~

of the student. considered the lecture metbod the

beet instruotional .ethod; about one.fourth reNataed neutral; and wlother
one-fourth were in disagreement.
Items 27 to 39 were anewered by all

teaohiDl~aohine

It ie revealina to note the .tudente- roactio•• to Item 27.
r,0~

students.
Yore than

of the.e studeat. indioated that teachina __ achine inetruction wae

better organised than the cenventlonal leoture .ethod.
Again Iii•• and fil.strips received & highly favorable re.pODS.,
this time oonoerning their elleetlv.ne.s &. an incentive to learning.
A l.w

1.S~

di.agreed and

A total of

88.6~

5~

neither agroed nor di ... reod.

of the .tudent. telt tbat teaohing-machine

inltruotion .ould be more eftective if lo110.ed by a w.ekly queation and
an••• r a ••• ioa or a dieou•• ion period.

A very low percentage was ia

di.qre..eat.
Appros~a~ely 89~

were in a.s.nt aa to the advantage. of frequent

r.view II'_e8 ia the teaohla....aohtD. prolraa.
88all

3.5~

did not believe that .uoh .. evi ••

01 the remainial

11'88••

helped to prevent

tediou. ."ol'ia&tioD; 0.6" di.agreed etl'oDlly on this point, and
espre •• ed neither ..re ..ent

DOl'

di ...r ....nt.

11",
7.4~

a
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There waa abloat genoral (94)') agre.ent to It_ 31 that etSelf.
oorreotion of errors and immodiate knowledge of reaulte are very 8at1.£7-

ne.pona.a to I t . 32 oonoorn111& " a .lnla_ of diatraction with
this .ethodl! were distributed in five oategorie. as tolloW81
Stron,ly diaagree
1>1aagro.
Neither agree nor disagree

Acre.

Strongly

9.0"

22.8
1.9

30.6

acre.

19.8

ment; with the last two oombined

60.4~

.xpr•••• d agr.ement.

About thr.e.fourtha of theteaciling-maobine students reported
that teaching. .aohine
l.araera.

It.

1na~lotion

i . adapted for both a10w and laat

little ever 13" diaagr.ed witll this poiat, and

5~

avongly

d1a&lreod.
That "information ia 10lically organized and oasill found when
back reterencaa are neoossary" •• t with approxlaately
About

5.9~

81~

alreement.

remained neutral, and the remaining 6.4" di ...reed with the

Twenty-aix percent of the teaohln,..aohine .tudents did not
think that ie.,ahing-maohine taatruotion waa -.ore interesting than lecture
instruotion," 58% oonsidered t.eaohing-maohine inatruotion lIore intereatinl and over

15~

wera not sura of their feelinge.

The a tude» ts overwhe laingly--S8. 6;~-aare.d tba t teaching-aaohine
in.trustion teaches one "how to oonoentrate during the learning procesa."
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About

7" .ere of

about

5~

the opinion tllat it did not pOBsesa this advantage; and

r ..alned neutral.
In response to Item 31 that "Teaching macbine. will soon replace

the teacher • • •

fI,

oloae to

the.e disagreeing stronlly;

10~

of the studants diaagreed--with

12.4~

40.0~

of

believed that teaohing machines will

take the plaoe of the teaoher in the cla.arooB; alm08t

19~

were not sure

about this.
Praotioully all of the att1denta--93%--aareed that the "Space
Biology proaram was organized in small enough stepe to eaae the learning
prace.a;"

l~

.tronlly diaaareed;

2;~

disagree(l; and 4.0;£ of the studenta

neither agreed nor di.agreed.
Uore than three-fourths of the students favored the use of the
Vertmask and ;:$lid........aak in It(Jm 39; oYer
ment; and

8~

ll~

disagreed with this stat...

of the .tudents were not aure about the effoctiveneBa of

the •• non-meohanioal teachlna machines.
The reraaining tvo i teaul--Iteuas 40 nnd tUM-were wlawered only by
tboae student. wbo uaed tho self-trainer.
It 1a aipificant that 93% ., the •• student.s aareed wi til Item 40
that the •• If.trainer, through it. provision for tamedinte knowledge of
results, contl'ibut.es roinforcment to tho learnin" prooess.
diaaar.ed atronaly with this 1t_;

a1' diaagre4Jd,

One I).roent

anel 4~ of the students

expressed neither aareement nor disagreement.
With a lIigb percent. of 83.2, the aoll-trainer .tudent. believed
Ulnt this device hringa about more ellecttve learniDl: about
and 9.9; were not Bure about tbis in Item 41.

7~

disagreed.

TABLE XXV
l'ERCENT Olt" RESPONSES OF ALL STUDENTS
TO ITEMS 21-26 OF STUDENT OPINIONNAlRE

It.. No.

Student Responses

It. .
1

21
22
23

24
25

26

4

5

37.4

62.6

3.2

41.8

55.0

3

My knowledge of space bio10g has in-

increased a great deal through this unit.
The information presented was extreme17
interesting and challenging.
High school students benefit much from
taking classroOB notes.
Higb school students should not have to
take not.s during classroOil lecture••
The fil.. and filmstrip. have added
aueb to 'IIt3 background knowl_.e of
space biolo.,..
In 'IIt3 opinion, the lecture aethod is
the best method of instruction.

Total Number of Respondents
CODE:

2

1.5

11.6

18.6

40.6

27.7

22.2

45.5

15.3

11.6

5.4

0.5

3.7

45.8

50.0

18.8

25.5

24.2

22.8

8.7

= 404

1 Strongl,- disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neither agree nor disagree; 4 Agree; 5 Strongl,- agree

TABLE

XXVI

PERCENT OF' RESPONSES OF TEACHING MACHINE STUDENTS
TO ITEMS 27-39 OF STUDENT OPINIONNAIRE

It.. Ho.

It. .
1

27
28
29

30

31
32
33
34

Teaching-machine instruction is a better
organized method of inatruction than the
cODYentional lecture a.thod.
Th. fil_ and tilastripa served as an excellent incentive to learning_
Teaching-machine inetruction would be more
eftective if tollowed b.J a week17 question
and IUUl'lrer ....ion, or a diacuaaion ....ion.
Through trequent review trames, knowle.
ot subject matter is acquired wi. thout
tedious memorization.
Selt-correction ot errors and immediate
knowledge ot resul ts are very- satisfyi.
and rewarding to the student_
There is a minimum of distraction with
this method.
Teaching-machine instruction is excellent
tor slow- as well as tor tast"""ftrldng
students.
Information is logically organized and
easily found when back reterences are
necessary

5.9

Student Responses
2
3
4
G
14.4 16.8 26.2

36.7

1.5

5.0

46.5

47.0

2.0

5.9

5.5

39.1

47.5

0.5

3.5

7.4

42.1

46.5

0.5

5.0

37.6

56.9

9.9

22.8

7.9

39.6

19.8

5.0

13.4

7.4

36.1

38.1

0.5

5.9

5.9

53.5

34.2

....
================================================================================= S

TABLE

It_ No.
35

36

37

38

39

XXVI (continued)

Student

Teaching-saachine iD8truction is IIOre
interesting thaD lecture inetruction.
Teaehing-machine iD8truetion teaches the
student how to concentrate during the
learning proc••••
Teaching machines will soon replace the
teacher in the elaaaroo..
The apace bioloQ program was organized in
small enough steps to ease the learning
proce_.
The Vertiaa8k and Slid......ak are excellent DOD-aeehanical teaehina machine••

aeSpoDHS

..

5

US.4

27.2

31.2

4.5

4.5

48.0

40.6

49.0

19.8

18.8

7.4

5.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

62.3

30.7

3.4

8.4

8.0

42.6

37.6

It..
1

2

9.'

11.8

2.4

:5

Total Number of Respondent• • 202

CODE,

1 Strongly disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neither agree nor disagree, 4 Acree; 5 strongly agree

...........

TABLE XXVII
PRECENT OF RESPONSF..8 OF SELJ"-TRAINl<;R STUDENTS
TO ITEMS 40-41 OF STUDENT OPINIONNAIRE

Item No.

Student R.aponse

Ite.

40

The selt-trainer whicb provid.. immediate
knowl.dge ot ,..aul ts adds proper reinlore.aaent to the learninc proc....

41

The UN of this d....ic.
effeetiYe

.ak..

1

2

:s

4

5

1.0

2.0

4.0

62.3

30.7

6.9

9.9

24.8

58.4

learning IlOre

Total Number of a..poadents • 101
CODE:

1 Strongly diaagree; 2 Di...... ;

:s

Neither agree nor 41......e; 4 Agree; 5 Stroagly agree

......
N
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In addition to tho structured

resl~nses

to the Opinionnaire, tree

comments we•• given by the students concerning what they liked

01'

d18-

lik.d about t.aching-macbine i.struction and .t.her pha1u'8 of the expel' imental stud,..
Uany reaarks relative to the ettective.e •• and advantage. of the
teaching machine .ere made:
Each student can make progress at bis own rate ot apeed.
T.achinl~achin. 1•• \ruction ,ives you an opportunity to think
out tho answer for yourself.

I learned lIlucb more through fretluont !'Ollot.! tion than I would
tbrouah conventional lecture ••

Teaching a.cbine. eliminate distractions cOlmIon to a regular ola._",
One i . apt to rem_bel' eonstantly repeated items.
Seeing your mistakes and knowina at once the correct answer are
Yory helpful.
Through ~ediftte knowledge of the oorreotneDs of my tmswers, I
knew hcw well I was leaminl_
I liked the teaching devioe method very muoh.
t

as

80

I never knew it

ett.sy to teach myself_

The teaching machine permits U8 to ••• the statements in writing
s. that wh.n we .ee the.. .... .tateaent. in a te.t, they are not
nelt' to us.
Autoaat.. t.eaohing is .. UDique way of teaching. It is a test. .f
of learniDg and aasterinl .ubjeot matter and a t.e.t. of hone.ty, he08US. you have the answers right on the paper.
On the ot.her hand,

801le

personal ooataot. of a teaoher.

st.udents Y01C8d a preferenoe for the
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I would rather have a teaoher who talks to me a8 an individual,
not througb a maohine.
I think teaclling-aaohine instruotion is i.personal J tho teacher
does not have lood oontact with the students.

I would let greater understanding Iron a teacher. rhe teaching
.achine, howev.r, ia a lood de910e for reviewa before teats.
I think the old way of teaching 18 the beat way.
I Ide believ. there i8 no substitute tor a teacher.
aak a piece of paper a que.tion.

One Ol\lUlot

Who wouldn't rather listen to an interesting leoture than read
and write, and read and write • • •
reaching-machine inatrllction would become monotonolla and boring.
No machine can replace a teacher.

Tk. teaching machine ia very boring when you keep at it for a
lonl period 01 time.

You don't get a chanoe to discus8 the material

The teaching machine put strain on _y eye8.
oomaeuta of the teacher.

I mi8sed the persona

In regard to the leoture method, mo.t students expressed a positive reaction to taking note. durin, the leoture:
I feel aore aeCure when I take netea.
Note. are u.eful tor future reference.
It ia better to take notea, becau.e some day they will be of help
to ua.
Writing 80methin, down helps me to raaember it better.
Note • •alt. faota .t-lak.
I would remember aore if I could hRve taken not.s.
Not being able to take not.es wae an obataole rather than a
heaefit. I 088't r ....b.r much without repetition.
Note. are a b••efioial reference i . prepari.g for a teat. or
a quill.
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I preteI'

~ak1ng no~es

beoause you have belp right in

fron~

of

yo~

I was happy to take notes eapecially when I knew we wore to have
a test.

IIowe.er, a few individuals found satitu'aotioll in

lis~oning

to a

leoture without tbe necessity of taking not.e.
\ihilo I wri to down ono idea in olass, 1 mi.o al10ther more im,ortan tone.
I'm ,lad I did not have to take note..

I ,et all confused.

I waa afraid I _1,111. miss something wbile I was taking notee.

I liked not taking note., beoause wh.n a person is list.nin, and
not ,"itina, he ,.ta lIore out of it. In the prooe.a of note-taking
one might IIi •• an important statement.

COIIIIent1ng on the u.s uf f11ll. and fil.strip., the atudent.
indioated a leneral o.ertone of ••ti.faot10n.
I enjoyed the fil •• and fila.trips i~ensely. Se.ing 1. the
best way to learn.
The fllas prepared U8 lor the lIaterial liven later on. When
Sister was talking, you oould Just visualize everythinl.

The lilm.tripe .ero very interesting and also prolitable.
The movie. wore the best beoause you could .ee everything that
happens in .paoe.
Piotures give a olear 1dsa of what is beinl taught. The IiI••
aad fil.strip. were helpful in presenting maDY piotures on epaoe.
The.e fre. oOllments, aa well aa the it.. rsspon.eo of the .truotured opinioDDaire, indioato that the .tudent. reacted quite favorably to
teachlng....aohin. iD..truotion.

1lDD)" foud thi. n... lIlethod of automated

toaohilll a novel expert.noe--in some tnstano •• even, an exoiting and
enjoyable one.

no.pite the oonaensus of opinion that lI"cbin. teaching

oan he prof1table, partioularly bofore testing periods, students
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aeverthele.. judioiously pr.t.rr.d tho direot p.raonal approach ot an
iaatruotor.

la reaard to Dote-takin" both poaitlYe aDd negative

oplnioas in terms of advantage. and disadYaata,•• bave b.en oited.

The

noc ••• ity tor tUl"tber reaearch in this aDd otber areaa of automated
teaohinl b.o.... aoro and aore oYid.nt. _
mtROa ANAJ..YSIS lL'lIl h"VALUATION OF rUE Sl'ACE BIOLOGY P1WGR.;\W

Dos!rietiog !1

!it Proll!'

Tbe spao. hloI.1T prolram usod in this investilation oon.i.ted
of 500 Ir.... and .as divided iate tiye aections.

Ea.entially, it wae

a Skinner-type program which employed oomparatively amall .equential st
and

required con.truoted re8}IOnses.

Feedback and immediate knowledge ot

re.ult• •ere provided tbrougb the respoDae Iraraea .hich .nabled the
atudent to rocoln1 •• the corr.ct an ••er atter .ri ting eacb reB})On...

It

i. obvioua tbat with this kind ot te.dback th.re is a tendenoy for even
the b•• t atud.nt. to alanoe ah.ad at an _.a•• r as aoon aa th.y are uno.rtain about a r •• pons••
The it.a, or fr_ea, of tho prolr8lil w.re nittell by the 1nvoat1later during the 8U11l1l.r ot 1960, at a tille wben only .eager knowledge
about tho art of proaraming wa. available.

Tbe prolr_ was given an

initial trial on approxiaatel:y 10 aubjeota, not inoluded in the atudy,
and atter an analyais ot tbo dilficulty ot the itea., .as revised.

The

it.. analyat. l.d to tbe addition of 150 Ir.... to the orieinal lSO, tbu.
inoreftainl the total to 600 I.a..a, aa need in thia atudy.
Ir... a oontained .ore
the program wae 850.

~'aD

Sin.e 80m.

one blank, the total nuaber ot reapon... in
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Several educational objectives whicb the inveetiaatorlelt the
students should attain during the instruotional period were formulated
boloro writin, tbe program.

The.e objectives were lieted in Chapter III

under the boRding, The Instruotional

M8t!r!a~,

and are re-listed here

for convenient referenoe.
(1) To de~lop in the etudents an awarene •• 01 the responsibility
01 man's plnco in .paee.
(2) To acquaint the students with the physiololioal, psyohological,
and phystcal probless of human apaee flight.
(3) To aoquire ,eneral knowledge of the factors related to human
spao. tra...el.

At pre.ent, there are no

fo~al

oriteria tor evaluatina the

efficienoy of a teaebin,-aaobille PI'OP'-.
01 a progr.. baa b.en .eteraiDed,

01'

In _mq instanoes th. quaU. ty

.easured, by analysis of atudenta-

I'eapon.e. I'oduoe. to a n. .erioal "errol' rate".
P'Gaina oonaider
lood pro,l'am.

aD "01'1'01'

s..e authoritioa 1D pro-

rate" .t not _ore than

lO~

indioative 01 a

Tho "error rato" it.olf, however, doe8 not offer aullieieni

evidon.o of quality. alnee it i. po.aible to haw. 10. error ratea and
toaeh little.
The individual prOlraR. oo.pleted by the at.donto in thia .tudy
wore ••bje.ted to an iatea81vo e.ror analysia.

The .rrora _ado in

~e

prolr88 by eaoh atudent were reoorded and the error peroentago was lound
by diridinl the naher of errora in eaoh student'8 prolr_ by 880 (tho
total n_ber .1 H81lons. blanka ill the ontiro pros,,_).
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The total sum of the errors made by all student. on a given level
in a particular grade group was calculated.

From this, the mean error

number per student per level was computed; and finally the mean error
percent per level.

In the end, the total error percent of all four grade

groups on each level was calculated.

Table XXVIII presents the results

of the error analysis of the apace biology program.

The total error

percent of the program was 3.91.
Clo.e examination of this table indicates that considerable difference. in the error rate may be discerned among the grade groups in
eaoh level.

The highest total error perdent, as shown in the final

column of the table, was made by the students in level 3; the next highesi
by level 2; and the lowest percent by level 1.
Until definite criteria for the evaluation of teaching-machine
programs are discovered. one must approach all proposed measures of evaluation, inoluding that of "error rate", with oaution.

A low error rate,

then, indicate. nothing more than that the student made a few errors in
the program.

The taportant iasue i8 whether or not he has learned any-

thing; whether or not he has attained the objectives set down by the
program.
The results of the statistioal analy.is of the test data whioh
attempted to m.asure subje.t matter knowledge of space biology, indioated
that automated teaching proved to be either a. effeotive, or better than,
the programed lecture method.

Attainment of the objeotives of the prograa

as evidenced by the results of the test. and favorable response. to the

TABLE XXVIII
ERROR ANALYSIS OJ" THE TEACIIING-MACIJINE PROGRAM

MeaD Error
No. per Student

Mean Error
Percent

SCHOOL

Grade

Level

lfuaaber
of Student.

Total No.
of Errors

A

9

1

24

1007

41.96

S.l

B

9

1

24

467

19.46

2.3

A

10

1

18

459

25.50

3.0

B

10

1

22

336

15.27

1.8

A

9

2

14

876

62.57

7.3

B

9

2

16

370

23.13

2.7

A

10

2

14

532

38.00

4.4

B

10

·2

20

451

22.55

2.6

A

9

3

8

472

59.00

6.9

B

9

3

14

429

30.64

3.6

A

10

3

12

458

38.17

4.4

B

10

3

16

482

30.13

3.5

Total Error
Percent

3.05

4.26

4.60

Total Number of Responses in Entire Program • 850

TOTAL 3.97

........
(I)

Number of Frame• • 500
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student opiniounaire, may for the pre ••nt, serYe aa valid evaluative
instruments in determining the quality aod efftciency of the teachinllIachine proar_.
To obtain a orit10a1 review of the program, the inTeetilator
snbBitted a portion of tbe epace biology prolram to a reputable publisbing oompany.
1.
2.

Tbe followinC ,oneral oritlcl ... were ottered:

Inudequate ouee or pro.pt•• The student i . not alwaye prepared
for the proper re.ponse.
fo. -any "trivial" responsee, wbich add nothiDg to the student'.
l.arnin,.

3.

4.

roo many tr.... in which the response cOl1es early, and the
atudent has little incentive to concentrate OD the raainder
of the frMe.
Diftioulty in disoemina a 10gioal sequenoe of ideae.
The publiahinl oompany re.ommended that the opinion aad evalua-

tion .1 other aaenoie. be 8ought, eine. " • • • no one oan olat. to have
definitive aue.ere in a lield a8 new and untried ae proar_in"
...erthel.8s, .... lUide lin.s are be,ianinc to emer,e."

but

The priDcipal purpose of thia investigation was to determine the
relatiye effestivenea. 01 automated teaohing of space biology at three
18Yels of intelligence in ninth. and tenth-grade acienoe classe..

More

speoifically, learning ot 8ubjeot matter knowledge relu.ted to the hUllum
tactors in apa08 flight, re.ulting from the use of staple teaohing
machines, with and without a aelt.trainer during the testing period, waa
oompaJ'ed with _at ot 18A1"Ding trOll proar_ed leoture instruction, wi t.h
and without note-taking.

Tho study al80 attempted to obtain evidence

oGnoeming the ohanging role of the teacher in automated teaching, and
student r8action8 to teaobina__ aohine inatruction and other pha.es of
the investigation.
rhe aubjeots in the experiaent .ere 404 high sohool science studenta (ninth- and tent.h-aradea) from two Catholio ooeducational higb
schools in Chioago.

The two participating schools .ere designated in

this report as School A and School B and the individual griides groups .s

A-O, A-IO, B-D. and D-10.
A 1IIletbods-by-lovels-analysis of varianoe design wbiob provides
tor direot oontrol ot inter-subject vaJ'io:iions was employed.

Four met.bod

yere administered randomly to st.udent.s wbo ",ero lIla'tched on the basis ot
intelligcnce 800r.s obtained trom the UeD!!n-NelsoQ l!!1!! Uental

lla
J~b'U,Uf

lIEB A.

file experiaent . . . r.V ll ......cl twioe ta each of tho two

aehool ..."tth A-D. A-10, 8-9, aDd 8-10 groupa.
The 1181 t. aeleeted for 8wd,. " " .pace .,i.locy, or the ba_

laotera illvol.,..cl ill apace fltaht.
• 1 •• 1. . . . .tudenta

l~aoh.t

Ute 10111" a_parable ,roup•

wa. tanaht. thia ..ttb7 ofte

.f

the foll.wtna •• thoda,

Method I-Tenohtng Nuhtae
Uethod II--Teaohing ~aobin., Selt-1ra1ner

Mothod 111--}'rol..8III-" Leotve

Uothod IV-l'roar.ect Leeture, Note-takt.. .
Filma and tilBstripa portinent to the aubjoot vern ahown in all
of the aboye method groups.
~le

learning of t.he part.icipatlng .tudent. in euoh grade group

waa .easured by two objeotiYo toata, wbloh

.01'0

deailned \0

.0asUFO

the

acqUisition and r ....ntion of aubjoot _totor knowledge of tho human laotor.
involved in apaoe tllght.

Tost. 1 and 2 ooneiated of 120 and 100 truo-

aad-falaeitGBa, roapeotivel"

and

.01'.

patterned after the

poao .elf-babu...• used b7 the atud.ltta in Mothod Group II.

pur-

~ultiple
r08t

1

WlUI

uaed ae a protest., poat-teet It an(l rotentlon te.t I; toat 2 was " ••d aa

.... latbere4 wero a4aiDl.terod 1n the fo110wtag ordor:
1 •.Pr.test.-h.tore iu.JlVuct.ioD, to
8ubjoot liIatt.er.

£\u.~~.ure

iDi tio.l Imcnlledge or

2. Poat-teat 1--( IU~te ao pretoet.)--to •• €laure gain uft.er instruot.iou.
3. j1oat-teat l1--after instruotion
4. Hotentton t.at I--to •• aBure delayed retention "ttor interval of
one we.k.
I. n.otontion ws' U:-.atJllllle . . poat-to.t II.-to .e.aure delayod
retention one week a~ OGapletieR of the expertaont.
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The 800rea ot the participating students on mental ability testa
and pretest. the lain trom pretest to poat.teat IJ the measure of retention from pretest I to retention teat I; the measure of rotention troa
peat-teat II to retention tea t II "ere used as the baaia for the atatiatioal analyaia.

The aianifieonce of the differenees between meana of

the croups was te.ted by Fiaher's t-test followiug the applioation of the
analysia of Tarianc. technl1ue.

The data in eaoh school "ere treated

separately at all times.

nata ooneerning the reaetiona and opinions of the students toward
the .ethoda of inetruotion were lathered by means of a atructured Student
Opinicllmaire and from Ire. cOIIJIenta of tho atudents. The teaobiDg-maobine
prolr.. on epaee biolol7 was eTaluated by means 01 a detailed analysis of
errors.

The ohangilll role 01 the teaoher in automated teaohing1;to,ether

with suacested reoommendations resultin, Irom tbe study are treated at
length in this ohaptsr.
StD04A.RY OF TIlE FlNl>INGS

On the basee of tbe analyae. of TAl"iunoe reaul t8 using the teet
data. the item reapODaEta to the student opinlormaire and .tudent oommonto,

analyst. of the toa.ohina-llaohine prosr_, tbe fol10wlng aUlUllary of tbe
lindlngs i . presonted:
ABIIXle~

1.

A! Variggs'
There "ere no significant difterence. between the method mean.

of the IQ acoros; there were differenoes betweon the level means.

All

tour grade group a ..ere equally matched with respect to lIIethode and levels.
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2.

Uaing the I,retest resu.l ta in A-O and D-O. there were no signi-

fioant ditferenoee between anT of the mean8 from .etbod to metbod on the
eame level.

Students on

s~ilar le~ela

pos •••••d an .qual amouat ot

initial .ubJ •• t matter knowledge of .paoe biology.

There "a. a oorrela-

t10n of .82 between the IQ and the prete.t

Tbe signifioant dif-

8001"...

tereDoe. among tbe level mean. oontireuul this oorr.lation betw.en mental,

ability and aohlev..ent.
3.

In the 8-10 ,roup there •• re .1lnifi08nt dU'Ierenoe. between the

.ethod aean8.

The t-teats revealed greater amoUllts 01 bal tlal knowle(lge

po •• e.sed by student. in Wethod Groupe III and IV than in I at levels
I and 3.
4.

All atuclonta in 'the oombined A-9 Nld 10 group and in the com-

bined D 9 and 10 group performed equally well on the pretest and consequently, pos ••• sod equal aaount. of .ubject matter knowledge.
6.

In the analy.e. uaing the diflerence. bet"eoll pretost to post-

te.t I .oor•• to detel"'lline the

8III0Wlt

of .ubjeot matter lmowl.dge of

Ip..e hiolo17 lained after in.truction, the tollo"lag summary ha. been
aade.

a.

There were no .ignitleant dift.rene.. bet•• en •• thod means in

A-9 and 8-9.

All .tud.nta in th •••

~o

cruup. cained an equal aaoUDt

. f a.bJ •• t matter knowledCe of .pao. biology.

b.

Thero ••re no eignifioant differen••• betw••n •• thod •• an8 of

A-lO and .8-10 ,at the .iddle level.

It would ae. then that the av.rage

level crou, in botil Bohools aohieved equal amounts of knowledge of al>aoe
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biology, aa revealed by the absenoe of signifioant differenoea between
tho method means.
e.

There were no signiflcaut difterencea at lovo1 1 at A-10, but

in the B-IO group at "the aUlO level, thore were 8ipi.ficant difterences
between:

(1) tho teaching machine mettlod .ean (I) veraus the program.d

leoture mean (111), in favor of I;

(2) the teachiD"....aohine .ell-trainer

mean (II) versus the program.d lecture mean (Ill), in favor of II.
d.

At le...el 3, th.re w.r. aignitioant ditf.r.no.. in A-IO and D-IO,

whioh r.veal.d that ill A-10, the teaohing...aobine a.lf-trainer group (II)
aehi ••ed better reaults than the teaohill,-.achinG group I .ithout the
.elf-trainer.

Sbdlarly, the note-taking croup (IV) gained more than the

pro,r..ed leoture group without

note-taking~l~.

Likewise. in D-I0 at

the .... leTe1, signifioantly b.tter r •• ulta .ere attain.d by the teaohinC....achin. Iroups I and II than by III and IV, the prolrmaed lecture
group.s.
e.

In the ooab1ned ,rade croups there .ere .ipiliGant differenoee

between .ethod .eans of Grade 10 111 the A 9-10 Iroup.

the .ethod .ean

of II .as 8isnlfloantly greater than that of I and III. students in IV
lained .ore knowlodge than tho.e 1n I and III 01 Grade 10.
f.

There were no sianifioant differeno •• bet•• en tho •• thod •• ana

of Grade 9 in the ooabl•• d A 9-10 croup.
I.

In both ooabillod groups, signitioant dift.renoe. were noted 1n

the pade .eans.

In A 9 and 10, tho Grade 10 lIeans in Method II and IV

•• ro higher than tho.e 01 Grade 9.

PrOIi these reuults, .e Ray inler that
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the ailDlficant ,ain in knowledge of the Grade 10 atudents who were subjected to t.aebing.... acbin. instruction plua the self-trainer (II), and
progr.ed leotur. plua note-taking (IV) lIIi,bt b. attributed to a Ireater
_ount of .duoational lIIaturU;y on the part of the.e atudellts.

It would

ae.. that the older student 1a able to benefit lIIore from self-inatruotion!
preceded and followed by tauediate knowledge of result. provid.d by the
.elf-trainer

than the young.r (irade 9 student.

Likewia., Dot.-tald.na

....ed to produoe better learn in, 1D the Grade 10 than in Grade 9 .tudenta.

0. 'the otherhand, in B 9 and 10, diff.renc •• in the Ileana of

..ethods III and IV were found in layor of Grad. 9.

From these data. .e

may inter that the Grad• • atudenta taught by Methoda III and IV ,ained
Bore Imowled,e than Grad. 10 atudenta tau;ht by the ••••ethoda.

It

would .... that the Grade 0 .tud.nt perfor..ed .ianitloantly better when
tauaht by .0 .... oODventional lIlethoda.

Ad.1u.ataent 'to a new •• thod of

teaohin, appeared to be eas1er lor atudents in the higher grade level.
h.

There were no .ignifioant ditterenoe. in the .ean. when .eaaur-

iD, retention trom poat-te.t I to r.tention teat I in any of the croupa.
i.

No a'anifioauoe 1I'aa obtained in .easuring retention f . . . . . .t.

t •• t II to retention te.t II.

All students reoalled subJeot matter

knowledge of .pace biology equally well after a one-week interval.
J.

The interaction between .ethods and levela w.. insignifioant at

all times.

There 1I'a8 no interaotion between intelligence level (or grade)

and method of instruction.

Tbe appropriatene.s of the inatruetional

metbod tor different level. of intellectual ability could not be
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determined.

}'rom the ab.enoe of interaot.ion between methode and levels,

ene lIay inter tbat no single method
or abili

t,. level.

WAS

superior for a partioular grade

Tbe usual oontention that materials are best. taught

at a ,iTen erade level requires ft&rther researcll.

THE StuDENT OPINIONNAIRE
fhe 4ata oolleoted through the Student Opinionnalre retleot.ed
the student t • reaotion. to the exper1Bental study at large, note-taking,
teaoh1D&~aohine

and

instruotion, progr..ed leotures, films And tilmstrip.,

the .elt-trainer.
the result. ot the it.. responss analysis indioated highly taTer-

able reactions 01 students to many pha ••• 01 the experimental study.
1.

Alm•• t allot the students atrongly felt that they had inoreased

their knowledge 01 spaoe hiolo.., tbroUlh this atudy; they also agreed
that the
2.

into~ation

presented waa challenging and intere.ting.

More than 80" ot the studenta reoognized the beneft t. deriyed

trOll taking note. durinl ola•• roOl8 le.tur•• and agreed that high sohool
student. should he required to take note ••
3.

Approxiaately

95~

01 the etudents were aware of the value ot

the films and filmatrip. in providing the baokground knowled,e necesaar,.

tor better understanding of the huaan lactors involTed in apace 11ight.
4.

Allot the student• •ere not in agreement

the beat lIIethod of instrtlction.
about this.

~lat t~e

leoture was

About twenty-II .... percent wore not eure
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In ,eneral, majority of the students in the

teachlng~aohlne

groups indicated highly fuYorable responBes to this new method of instruotion, aa evidenced by the following s1llUllary of the student re.ponses
to It..s 21-29 of the Opinionnaire:
1. Wore than 50% ef the .tudents aareed that teaohin,-machine instruction was a more intereatin, and better orlai.ed .ethod of inetruotion than the le.tve method.
2.

The advantages of frequent review fr8ll1e. and iIDlediate knowledge

of resulta ".re reooeni ••d by

approx~ately 88~

3. A high proportion of the

stadsnt.--1G~

of tbe students.
asserted that teaohin,-

machine instruction should be followed by discussion •••• ion ••
4. Wore than

80~

indioated that teaching-maohine l •• truction teaohes

the .tudent how to ooncentrate durin, tho I.amin, pro•••••
G. CIa •• to

33~

of the student. diaaareed with the .tatement that

"There i. a ainiBum of di.traotion with this .ethod."
6. It i . silnitioant that only a low

12~

telt that teaohing machine.

would .oon replaoe the teaoher; 18% were not sure about this.
1. OYer three.fourths of the students likod the Vertlmask and Slldea..aak teaohin, machine ••
8.

It.

hilh 93" ot the student. "ere of the opinion that the pro,r8111

u.ed to conve, .ubject matter knewled,e of .pace blololY was organi.ed 1a
_all OllOuah .topa to .ake leaminl euy.
9. In regard to tb. use ot the .elt-trainer, the .tadents i. Group I
t.lt that the i ...diate knowled,e of results at forded reinforoement to
the learnin, proc ••• which made learning more effectiYo.
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The free Gomments also indioated favorable reactions to automated teaching a8 well a8 to note-taking, films and filmstrips.

Between

the lines, however, the 8tudents seemed to prefer tho war.th, understandinl, and p.rsonal oontaet of a "live" teaoher.

SOllIe .tudents telt that

teaohing__ aohlne in.truction would be highly protitable b.tore testing
periods.

Constant, daily aelt-instruotion by machine, they felt, would

be borinl and monotonous.
!HE SPACB BIOLOGY PIWGRAW

ADalyei. of the prolraa in ter.8 of the number of errors made by
the swdent8 doe8 not warrant a prolra of good quality.

The 8impl&

toaching maohine8 used in the 8tudy were Yersatile, compact, and flexible,
but they were not oheat-proof.

for this reaaon alone, the low orror rate

in the prograa .s.d i8 not a valid oriterion for eyaluation.
neaul te ot the analy••• of varianoe with the te.t data whioh
attempted to attain the obJeoti". 01 the program indioated 8uperior partormanoe on the part of atudents uslnl the progru. partioularly at the
lowe.t leyel of ability.
The ayorage peroenta,e of erl'Or. made b, the .tudents at each
le.... 1 Yaried trOlll II"OUP to l1"Oup,

fUld

trom le"1 to leYel.

The total

error peroent of eaoh leyel, boweYer, indioated that the etudent. at the
hiah.st level aade the leaat numb.r ot .istakes, while tho.e at the loweet
level mad. the hiahe.t pero.ntag. of inoorreot r •• pon ••••
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ClL\NGING

nOL1~

OF TIm

TE.!\Cn~It

While it was not the principal purpose of this study to investigate the changing role of tbe teacher in autollated instruction, neverthelees, active partioipation in teaching __ aohino

exper~entation

tends to

lead to improved understanding of the teaching-learning proce.. and
realization of the changtn, role of the teacher.

Th8 introfluction of

every new mediua into the educational prOC8S8, in the past, has always
been aocompanied by ohange. in eomething other than the medium of
instruotion.

'fbis haa been the caS8 wi tll fib.s, tU.stripe, radio, and

other media.

I~ry

new .edium requires the developaent of new skills,

ne. ideas, and ne. procedural oompetencie. on the part of the teacher
tor ettective u.e in the instruotional prograa.
There Is no doubt that the u.e of teaching maohine. on a wide
80ale w1l1 have considerable intluence upon the role of the teacher, the
student, and the entire administrative structure.

In tbe paragraphs

tbat follow, conaideration is liven to the changing role of the teaoher
in autQaated instruotion.

An inoroasing nUBber of teaohers and eduoators have recognized
that teaohinl .achine. when wi.ely used, po ••••• unparalleled potential
tor the transmis.ion of oert.ain phaa•• of learnlag.

Iteaearch oonoerning.

autoaat.od instruot.ion, though atl11 premature to .peak of definitive
finding., has .hown that appropriate t.asks of varying nature have been
auoce •• fully t.aught to person. ran,in, trom low "mental retardates to
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litted graduate students.· 1

There ie eome evidenoe that teaching by

aachine may a1eo be a solution to teacher ebortage., the population
exploeion, and other educational problems.

However, the contrast between

theee potential advantages and the reaotions that have been expressed in
oppoeition to it, necessitates greater conaideration ot the relationehip
of teachinl__ achine instruction to the chanling role of the teacher.
The advent ot teaching machine. hae etfected a change in the
role of the teacher, and the.e chaugae have reeulted in a careful reexamination of thu teacher'. lormer role.

Traditionally, the teacher

bas baen looked upon 8e a personal guide and aaeter in the teachiaglearning proce.e.

There ie ao reason to question the value and need for

thie role at tbe pre.ent

t~e.

With automated teaching, however, there

Ie no pereonal centaot between etudent and teacher.

The programer ie the

teacher, and the inetruction ie completely contrelled by him through the
prolr...

fbie taot makee the teaching machine potentially threatening

to the ,tlUs .9.!!!. in i tit tranefer of eontrol over learning trOll the

olaesroom teacber to an unknown proar..er.
In human terms of the teachlnl prote.sion then, antomated teaching hapose. a reetrietion upon the teacherts lnetructional treed•• to a
certain extent;

it deprives biB 01 his previoue statue ae the master of

the instructional proces..

The teacher'. prerogative to organize, direot

aDd control learning; to ue., er Dot to use, eertaln eduoatienal media,

lLawronoe Stolurow _d L. J. lVest, "Te.ching Machiae. and SolfInatruotional Programming,· The Btlt. EpsiloD JOllDll, III (April, 1961).
26.
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.ay be considerably curtailed.

In other words, with the advent of teach-

ing macbines the role of tho Cllt881"OOli teacher haa change(i, ond a signifioant 1"eshiftlng of responsibility tor control of the teaching-learning
process baa occurred.

In a sense, t.he prolramer becomes the master

teacher nnd the 01a881"oom tencher aust de:velop .!!.a ideas; lIust assume new;
reaponsibilities in a !!.!!t role.

UDder Buch oonditions, he plays a

secondary role.
Thia changed

1"018,

lIight at first believe.
ia re'1111

however, need not be as threatening aa one

The classroom teacher, even UDder such

oondition~

.!!!!. teaoher; ainoe he continues to have perRonnl oontact with

the students in the olaa.roGn.

In a normal teaching situation where oer-

tain aspecta ot subjects are taught by means ot teaohing-maohino programs.
the teacber'B time lIay be lIore adequately utilized to be oreative, to
write or reyi •• programs, or eYen tor professional adyanoement.
There is rea.on to belleYe that teachtna-maohine instruction .ill
Ireatly enhance the role of the teacher, and will aotually ioorealle hi.
etteetiYe.eaa.

Through knowledle ot prolraming, he will learn to present

hia leotures in a .ore 10,10al ud lIequootta} order.

ne will also be

released tro. a certain amouat of routine drill work, and thus will b.
enabled to devote aore ti•• to the indiYidual ditterenc.s ot hi. studenta.
l~rthermoret

tho operational and boh.Tieral approach required by pro-

araBea inlltruotion should lead to inore •• ed knowledge ot the learner
during the learning prooe88.
This changing situation, neyertheles8. will require the teacher
to learn new teChniques of iostruotion.

It may toroe tho teacher to plaot
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18.a eaphasia upon hia role as a conveyor of knowlodle and more -.phasis
upon bis role as a guide, leader, and evaluator of learning experionces.
Tbe traruiHIIission of knowledge and infortnation

JIlay be

efficiently accom ....

plished through a treaching machine or som8 other meohanical aid.

These

devices, however, oan never, as the literature indioates, replace the
teacher, when one oonsiders personal contaot, warmth, and human underetarldiag.

Aa

Edgar Dale remarked in a ourrent publioations

Prolramed materials will not replu,ce the teacher but will replAoe hia, enable blm to return to the basic role of guIde,
oounselor, motivator, briefer ot an exploring party, intellectual
aadfly.
He can become for the atudents a model of the thinking IIU and
not the petty administrator of aimple learning tasks easily
handled by progr8lled tcachin, materials. ne oan develop the 8elfproar_eel, aelt-instruoted etudent. 2
Thi • •ean. that the teaching maohine and ita related teohnique
may be of use in conveying certain portions of the entire eduoational
prolra..

Such devices a8si8t the teacher: they do not substitute or

repl ..e hill.

In ....ary. the teaching machine doe. not purport to replace the
te..her.

It i . true, that the role of the teacher has ohaa,ed a. a re-

.ult of the introduction of teaoh1ng maohine. into eduoation.

However,

Just aa the textbook haa relea.ed the teaoher fra. the neoe •• ity of conveying verbal knowledge to the student8,
attempt to release the teacher tor more

.0,

too, do teaching maohine.

~portant,

aore professional

SEdga.r Dale, "Tea.cher aeplac ..e.t" li!lAA!tlogal Soreen J!W\ Agdio,.

ViI!!! Guide, XL (May, 1961). 220.
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tasks in the teaching process.

All in all. a knowledge of tho learning

prinoiples underlying automated instruotion should create better teucher.
tor more students.
CONCLUSIONS
Thi. tnv.sti,ation by itself does not provide sulficient evidenoe

to reach definite conclusions concerning the relative effectiveness of
teaching maobines and the related technique of autoaated teaohing. Limitations of the present study dictate caution in the interpretation of
the present rssults.

In the first place, results of a sinl1e investl,a-

tion in a field ae new as toachin, machines are
clusive.

obviou~ly

tar from con-

A final evaluation of the effectiveness of the ne. devioe and

teolmiqu8 would be highly imprudent.

Seoondly, sinoe the experiment was

oonducted in an actual clasaroom situation, relardless ot the precision
and acouraey of the methods-by-levela design, the possibility of uncontrolled extraneous variable. operating to affect the data may have been
present.

Thirdly, the testing instrumsnts and opinionnaire whioh .ere

u ••d in the investigation to asse8H student acbi.v....nt aad reaotion8
are subjeot to certain 11mi tattons
known evaluative criteria.

Al1(1

Lastly, tho

are not always considered the best
teaobing~Aobine

the study WAS inf.rior and deficient in quality.

progrlD us.d in

With theB. li.itations

tn mind, the outstandinl taots which seem to be disolosed hy the tindings
of this inveatigation have b.eu drawn:
1. An equal amount ot subject matter knowl.dge of space biology was
acquir.d and retained hy students in the two ,rade aroupe--A-9 and B-9,
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.a well as in the oombined n 9-10 group.

It would .... that 1.arni.1

took plaoo with .qual olfioienoy at all dilterential lev.l. 01 ability
wheth.r the eubjeot matter was preaented by teaohing maohines, with or
without a aelt-train.r, or by prolrwaed leotur.a, with or without notetaking.
2.

A ,reat.r amount ot .ubjeot matter knowledge was aequired in

the different Method Group. by .tudent. in A-lO and B-IO at the lowe.t
ability le.81.

Difleronoe. in aohievement were di.cerned particularly

betw.en the two teaohing..aohine group. (I and II) and between the two
Theretore, it would .... that

programed leetare. group. (III and IV).

the .elt-trainer and note.takini were efleottve in aucaenting learning
in atudent. at the leweat ability levels.
3.

The eelt-trainer through provieion of

~edlate

knowledge of

reeults oontributed 8ignitleantly to learning in tenth-grade etudents.
The euooee.lul uee 01 the Belt-trainer may have required a greater
amount ot e••eational maturity on the part ot the atudent.
4.

An equal amount ot .ubJect aatter knowledge ot apaoe biology

was retained by all etudent. atter a on.-w.ok intorYal.
S.

Teacbin,..aobine lnstraetien, in the opinion of the atudenta,

is a better or,ant.ed •• thod of inatruetloD than the leeture aethod.
6.

Fl~s

and til.strips acted aa inoentives to learning and con-

tributed to inoreased background knowled,e 01 spaee biology.
7.

The over-all .rror rate of a teaehing-maebine pregra. ia not

indio.tive of a good quality pro,ram.

The higher level students made

fewer errors than the middle and lower levele.
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8.

A .ethod which _Ilhasi.e. (lrganisation ftIld participation by the

learner ae .. a to be .ore .ff.cti",. for leaming tor the lower abill ty
atudent thaD a More paa.ive .ethod.
t.

fhe learning of the bigher ability leyel atudent appears to

be 1e.a affeoted by .ethod th8ll the lower 1..... 1 atv.dent.

10.

Any.ethod toe lonl applied may be inadYi9able.

For this

reaaon, oombinational prooedure. are .u,•• ated.
11.

A. a result ot automated t.aohinl, it .... a reasonable to pre-

dict that the role of the teaoher will ohaD,. aa aore teohnologioal
devioe. find aooeptano. in ola•• room aituationa.

RECOWIENDATIONS
In vie.., of the finding. of thi. tnve.tigation, the tollo..,in,
recomaendatioD. bave been aug,e.tedl
1.

That this exp.ri.ent be replioated OD a larger aoale along

otailar line. ov.r a lonler period of tt.., with other .cience cour.es,
OD

other levelo and with all type. of otadent••
2.

That claooroom teachers en,ace in ..al1-00ale inye.tilatton.

with their cIa•••• to overo..e tear and prejudioe and to Cet the "feel U
of automated teachinc.
3.

That the use of the auto.ated teaohin, technique be opttmized

by providina a proper balance bet.een this teohnique and other coapatible
aet.hode.
4.

That the reeult.. of at.udies with teaching .achine. be .ade known

to other. in a reasonably ahort period ot time.
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5.

fhat the badc teohnifplos of programing be mnde 8'failable to

all clalilBroom teachers through in-service training prOr;rSl'1lB.
6.

That further experimental verifioation of the rules of progrAm-

ing be made.

T.

That the uae of teaching machines be geared to the ol)jeottvoe

of improving instruction and enhnncinR learning.
S.

Th .. t teacher education institutions expand trnining in the use

of teaching machines by int.rorlucing courses in progrAmod lot\rning.
9.

That workshops and oonterences bo organized at all educational

levels to investigate the application of teaching lIlachine. to the
ourriculWll.
10.

That

~le

basio learning tbeoriea and principles involved in

automated teaohing be studied lIlore thoroughly.
11.

That teachers and prinoipal. exftmine, study, and acquaint them-

.elves with the extensive field of literature on teachin, machines.
12.

Thn+. an analytioal attitude whioh will aid in distinguishing

worthwhile procedure. in uaing automated deYices be devoloped.
13.

That teaohers and prinoipals be ,iven the opportunity to visit

.ohools where prolrams in automated instruotion are in pro,re •••
14.

That the need for oontinued and thorough researoh and invostil.-

tion of the potentialities of tho teaohing machine and pro,raaed learning
be tully reali.ed and encouraged by educators who have great r.aponatbiltty tor making Bodem .edia of eduoation available to sohool. for
inatruotional u.e.
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A P PEN DIe E S

~lat

is the Vertimask?
The Vertimask is simply a compact device for controlling the

vertical movement ot a mask.
printed on standard

~

It is tor use with program material

by 11 paper, in which questions calling for a

written response are followed by answers so that an immediate comparison
can be made by the student atter he has answered each question.
Alignment marks are used at the left hand side ot all program pages to
act as stopping places for the mask in its downward travel.

The program

sheets may be used in a 3-ring binder, in a workbook with a conventional
binding, or in sheats with sheets hinged at the left.
Whenever the student tinds his recall ot "learned" material is
taulty (as indicated by a wrong answer) he is expected to check previously covered material to reinforce himselt.

This is actually neces-

sary since later questions will require a complete understanding ot all
that has gone betore.
The student can help himself to avoid seeing advance answers
accidentally.

Studies have shown that inadvertent glances at advance

answers can have the same ettect as deliberate peeking; that is, to destroy the challenge which is the whole point of programmed selfinstruction.
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1.

Inserting the Vcrtimask
A program will have a blue cover page or some conspicuous page
to show that questions tollow. with this page on top, take
about 15 pages as a unit in the lett hand and slip the white
plastic bas~ ot the Vertimask under the group letting the mask
portion slide over the top. Insert the Vertimask all the way
in and slide the mask to its topmost position.

2.

Turning the Pase
Each student will find his preterred way ot turning pages;
however, in all cases the lDask must stay at the top while th.e
pages are being turned. It will be round more convenient to
turn a page it the mask is raised up at the lett an inch or two
Since all answers are located at the right they will not co••
into view. Atter turning the page, align the mask with tbe
first mark on the program page.

3.

Read the question and enter your response in the space
provided.

4.

Move the mask down to the next aligning mark. The correct
answer is now visible and can be compared with the written
answer. It the two answers do not agree, return to source
material and re-read.

5.

It ready for the next question, again lower the mask to the
next aligning mark and proceed as betore, reading the question
and entering your written answer.

6.

When the lowermost answer on the page has been compared, raise
the mask all the way to the top. turn the page as described in
step 2, and proceed with the next question.

7.

When the last page in the sheat has been turned, turn it back
again to lay on top of the mask so that it becomes the cover
E!&! tor the next sheat of 15 pages. Now extract the Vertimaak
and re-insert as described in step 1.
Dyna-Slide Company
Chicago, Illinois

HOW TO USE THE

SLIDE~A-MASK

Wbat is the Slide-a-mask?
The Slide-a-mask is a simple, rigid mask that can be easily
moved up or down on a program page retaining its alignment by using the
right hand edge of the program as a guide.
material printed on standard

~

It is for use with program

by 11 paper, in which questions calling

for a written response are followed by answers so that an immediate
comparison can be made by the student after he has answered each
question.

Alignment marks are used at the left hand side of all program

pages to act as stopping places for the mask in its downward travel.
The program sheets may be in a looseleaf rins binder, a conventionally
bound workbook, or in sheafs hinged at the left.
When the student has begun to adopt proper habits of using the
mask he will seldOM overshoot the aligning marks and will not see advance
answers accidentally due to careless page turning or failure to keep new
pages covered when reinserting the mask at intervals.

It is of the ut-

most importance that the student realize that only answers which have
not been seen previously can reinforce his learning.
1.

Inserting the Slide-a-mask
A program ~lould always be preceded by a cover page alerting
the student that questions follow. With this page on top,
take about 20 pages as a unit in the left hand and "hook" the
mask onto the group. Insert the Slide-a-mask all the way in
until the folded edge at right is in contact with the program
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sheets. Now slide mask to top so that only the top inch of
paper shows.
2.

Turning the page
Each student will lind bis preferred way ot turning pages; however, in all cases the mask. must stay at the top while the
pages are being turned. It will be found more convenient to
turn a page if the mask is raised up at the left an inch or two.
Since all answers are located at the right they will not come
into view. After turning the page, align the mask with the
first mark on the program page.

3.

Read the question and enter your response in the space provided.

4.

Move the mask down to the next aligning mark. The correct
answer is now visible and can be compared with the written
answer. If the two answers do not agree, return to source
material and re-read.

5.

If ready for the next question, again lower the mask to the
next aligning mark and proceed as before, reading the question
and entering your written answer.

6.

~len

7.

When there are only two or three sheets left inside the Slidea-mask, it is time to reinsert the mask to gain more support
for the mask during sliding and aligning operations. Be tore
extracting the mask, turn back the previously worked page to
lie on the top of the mask so that it becomes the cover page
tor the next sheaf ot 20 pages. Now extract the Slide-a-mask
and reinsert as described in step 1.

the lowermost answer on the page has been compared, raise
the mask all the way to the top, turn the page as described in
step 2, and proceed with the next question.

D,yna-Slide Company
Chicago, Illinois

APPENDIX C
SPACI~

BIOLOGY -

pm;:-Ti~ST

(Used also as Post-Test I and Retention Test I)
1.

_(a) On October 4, 1957, the Russians launched into space Sputnik It
the first artificial satellite.
_(b) On November 3, 1957, the United States launched the second
satellite, Sputnik II.
(c) Sputnik II was a man-made moon that carried a dog into space.
:::(d) .~plorer I, the first American artificial satellite, circled the
sun at a height of 1500 milea.
(e) United States and Russia are the only two countries that have
launched artificial satellites.

-

2.

-

Scientists hope to learn many things about the universe through
the exploration of space by means of space flight.
(a) They hope to learn everything about the planets that are our
tarthest neighbors.
They want to learn many things about the planet on which we live
and the atmosphere that surrounds it.
They want to learn how to get t9 the planet Pluto.
They hope to lind a cure for cancer on Venus.
They want to gain more knowledge about space trom which all mankind can benelit.

3.

___ (a) Man's conquest of space began with the launchins of the first
artificial satellites in 1957.
(b) United States is responsible for ushering in the Space Age.
:::(c) The Russians launched a manned artificial satellite on
October 4, 1957.
___ Cd) Scientists, military men, and engineers hope to gather more
information about space through space travel.
___ Ce) The purpose of sending artificial satellites into space is to
find room for our expanding population.
4.
(a) All the problems concerning manned space flight have been solved.
:::Cb) Space Biology is that branch of biology that deals with the
human factors involved in space flight.
(c) Space biologists know that life exists on all planets.
:::(d) Space is a very stranre, hostile, and unfriendly environment tor
man.
Ce) The Department ot Space Medicine, which i8 a branch of Aviation
Medicine, was created about 50 years ago.

-
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5.

___ (a) The chiet responsibility ot Space Medicine is to prepare man as
completely as possible tor space flight.
___ (b) The problems involved in space travel will be solved solely by
space doctors and biologists.
_(c) Man, like all living organisms, possesses unlimited physiological
and psychological tolerances.
(d) The environment of space is not too difterent from the environment on earth.
_(e) Space travel is a first-rate biological and medical problem.

-

6.

-

(a)

Scientists are certain that the body and mind of man will be able
to withstand space flight.
Man will encounter only a few dangers in space.
Manned space flight is necessary because certain tasks require
man's judgment, vision, and ability.
Engineering and space biology have nothing in common.
When man goes into space. he will leave his physiological, psychological and environmental problems on earth.

(a)

The necessity of operating in an almost complete and perfect
vacuum is not an important problem ot space flight.
Man will not need protection against solar and nuclear (cosmic)
radiation.
It is easy for man to adjust to high acceleration and deceleration.
Man will perish in space unless he takes his earth-like environment with him in a space ship.
Weightlessness is the same as zero gravity or absence of gravity.

1.

-

8.
-

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(a) Man's ability to survive in space depends completely upon the
design of the space ship.
(b) The judgment, skill, and vision of man are needed to achieve the
greatest effectiveness in space.
(c) Scientists do not agree on where space begins.
---(d) The border of the earth's atmosphere extends about 600 miles up.
:::<e) The whole mass of air surrounding the earth is called the earth's
surface.

-

9.
___ (a) The physiological problems of man begin between two and ten miles
up.
___ (b) About 50 miles up, airplanes can fly since there still is enough
air to support the wings of the airplane.
_(c) ,\bove 120 miles man is space equivalent and does not need oxygen
equipment to remain alive.
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___ (d) To travel safely in space, man must have oxygen for breathing,
warmth, air pressure, food, and water.
(e) Food, water, and air are life-sustaining essentials without which
man cannot live.

-

10.

-

(a) The difference between the environment of space and that of the
earth is the absence of an atmospheric medium (air).
(b) There is no air in space therefore it is an almost perfect
vacuum.
(c) As a result of the presence ot air in space, there is no oxygen
tor man to breathe.
(d) Sound waves can be heard in space.
---(e) The atmosphere of space is capable ot meeting man's breathing
requirements.

-

11.

(.) Man can easily adjust himselt to very low pressure areas.
---(b) Air pressure in space is about 10 pounds per square inch.
---(c) The limits of air pressure within which man can survive are
narrow.
(d) Normal air pressure measures about 15 pounds per square inch.
:::(e) About 15,000 teet, the air must be artificially pressurized to
allow man to breathe.

-

12.

(a) No biological system can operate in an almost llerfect vacuum.
---(b) The problem ot longer space trips cannot be solved by man.
:::(c) Convenient and comfortable space ship temperature should be
between 85 and 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) "Humidity" means the amount of water pressure in the air.
-(e) The temperature in space is about 100 degrees F'ahrenheit.

--1:5.

___ (a) Blood and body fluids begin to boil at any point above 16,000
teet altitude.
_(b) "Bends n is a condition in which nitrogen bubbles form in the
blood and body fluids.
___ (c) To break away from the earth's gravity a space ship must acquire
a speed of 25,000 miles an hour.
___ (d) Gravity is a force that attracts all objects toward the center
or the sun.
_(e) Pressure which is created by the pull of gravity is measured in
units called meters.
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14.

-

-16.

-

-

-17.
-

(a)

The escape velocity ot the earth ia 25,000 miles per hour or
20 miles per second.
(b) Space vehicles travel in orbits at a speed of 18,000 miles per
hour.
G torces have the same eftect on man as gravity.
Acceleration means speeding up; deceleration means slowing down.
Speed has no observable effect on man's body provided that it is
constant.

High G-forces produce no effect on the human body.
As a result of too much vibration on take-ott, landing, and
during flight, man's blood and body fluids tend to coagulate, or
clump.
(c) The crushing force of acceleration multiplies the body's weight
and impairs circulation.
(d) Man's body cannot easily adjust itself to rapid acceleration and
deceleration.
(e) The human body is designed to withstand exaggerated stresses.
Many health hazards are created during periods of rapid acceleration and deceleration.
(b) Scientists recommend that the space traveler lie in a vertical
position at take-ott.
Black-outs are caused by blood accumulating in the head.
A black-out is a loss of consciousness due to accumUlation of
blood in the head.
(e) A red-out occurs during rapid deceleration, or slowing down.
(a)

It a potential space traveler shows quick adaptation in early
periods of weightlessness, he will do all right during longer
periods.
(b) Weightlessness produces dizziness, disori,entation, and other
body disturbance••
Man's hearing is affected during periods of weightlessness.
Vision, and the senses of smell. taste. and touch continue to
function normally during weightlessness.
Man is unable to drink and swallow in an upside-down position.
(a)

18.

-

(a)

Space travelers will be able to sleep comfortably in their beds
during periods of weightlessness.
By rotating the space ship weightlessness may be counteracted.
r,tan must be shielded from the hazards ot radiation in space.
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(d) Powerlul radiation will not destroy human tissue cells.
---(0) Radiations are divided into two broad groupel Solar radiation
and cosmic radiation.

-

-

-

Radio waves have no biological significance.
The aoon generates light, heat, x-rays and radio waves.
Solar radiation is beneficial to life on the earth's surtace.
Overexposure to strong sunlight may result in a severe sunburn
due to ultraviolet rays.
(e) Unprotected man could not endure the full strength of solar
radiation.
Scientists know the origin of cosmic rays.
The Van Allen Radiation Belts were discovered 100 years ago.
The danger of being struck by fast moving meteors is another
hazard of space travel.
(d) A sudden drop in pressure in a space ship due to a break or rip
made by a meteor is called explosive decompression.
A hole made in the hull of a space ship would cause air to escape
from the ship and the pressure would rise.

21.

-

(a)

There is a lot of noise in space due to the bouncing of meteors
against the space ship.
Sound waves cannot be heard in space due to the absence of air.
In order to survive in space, man must be provided with a
portable environment similar to the environment on earth.
The space traveler can survive without oxygen in the space ship.
Man takes it! oxygen and gives oft carbon-dioxide in the breathing
process.

22.

-

(a) 'tan will have to take tons and tons Of food along with him in the
space ship to take care of his nutritional needs.
(b) Green plants cannot make their own food.
:::(c) Green plants take in oxygen and give otf carbon-dioxide during
the process of photosynthesis.
___ (d) Chlorella. a green alga, will provide man with oxygen and tood
in the space ship.
(e) It will be a simple task to dispose of wastes in space.

-
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23.

_(a) Synthetic liquid nutrients injected into man's body might serve
as a good substitute for regular tood.
___ Cb) In space day and night become meaningless terms because there is
no real day and night.
___ (c) Disregard tor the day and night cycle might lead to a complete
nervous breakdown.
___ (d) Claustrophobia, or a fear of being at high altitudes, is a physiological problem in space.
___ (e) Man will enjoy the quiet and silence ot space.
24.

Ca) Man's greatest en.~ in space will be boredom.
-(b) To date all tbe major problems of manned space flight have been
solved.
Cc) Tests with dogs, monkeys and other ani~~ls indicate that man will
not be able to survive flights into space.
___ Cd) The unmanned satellite will allow man to test space suits, airconditioning units, and other equipment.
_(e) Space stations which will to110w the launching of a manned
satelli te will sel"Ve as a training base for space men.

-

APPEt.'VDIX D

SPACg BIOLOGY - POST-TEST II
(Used also as Retention Test II)
Place an x betore the statements that are true; 0 betore the statements
that are talse.
1.

2.

-

The principal biological problems which will confront man in outer
space area
a. operating in an almost perfect vacuum
b. traveling at a constant speed
c. weightlessness and extremes of solar and cosmic radiation
d. directing the space ship
e. high acceleration and deceleration
To travel in space man must havel
a well-designed airplane
oxygen, warmth, a ir pressure
c. a degree from a school of medicine
d. low blood pressure and body temperature
e. food, water, and means for waste disposal

a.
b.

Space medicine is an extension or continuation of aviation medicine.
The responsibilities of space medicine arel
___ a. to prepare man as completely as possible tor space tlight
b. to provide man with an environment difterent from the earth
environment
c. to establish a space medicine station on the moon
d. to protect man against the hostile environment of space
e. to completely change the environment of outer space
3.

-

4.

As tar as mants sensitive body is concerned, space does not begin
at 600 miles above the surface ot the earth, but
a. at 12 miles up, where man's body tluids would vaporize outside
a protected environment
b. at 2 to 10 miles up, where man is endangered by lack of oxygen
c. at 120 miles, where man is spaoe equivalent
d. at approximately 11,000 teet, where oxygen equipment is necessary
to remain conscious
e. where the atmosphere ends abruptly
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5.

Man is an earth-bound creature and is well adapted to the following
physical environmental conditions of the earth:
a. moderate temperatures
b. weightlessness, or zero-gravity
c. absence of an atmospheric Medium
d. crushing force ot 25 G's
e. normal air pressure of 15 pounds per square inch

6.

Which of the following physical environmental conditions are identified with space?
a. an atmospheric medium
b. normal gravity of one G
c. cosmic and solar radiation
d. 15 pounds of air pressure per square inch
e. changes in weather conditions

7.

About thirty per cent of the fliers tested under conditions ot
weightlessness sufter ill effects of some kind. The most frequent
complaints are:
a. inability to hear
b. loss of vision
c. inability to smell, taste, and feel
d. dizziness and disorientation
e. giddiness, nausea, and disturbances in muscle control

8.

The decisive difference between the envhonment of space and that
of the earth is the absence of an atmospheric medium. TIle chief
functions of the earth's atmosphere area
a. to provide man with oxygen and air pressure
b. to protect man from cosmic and solar radiation, and meteors
c. to support airplanes
d. to transmit sound waves and light waves
e. to create tornadoes and hurricanes

_

Which of the following represent scientific cause and effect relationships?
a. Overexposure to strong sunlight may result in a severe sunburn
due to the effect of ultraviolet rays.
b. A plant's requirements for food cause it to carry on photosynthesis.
c. t-tan inhales air because he needs olo.'Ygen to survive.
d. A red-out is a loss of consciousness in rapid descents due to
accumulation of blood in the brain as a result ot decreaaein
weight.
e. The crushing force of acceleration multiplies the body's weight
ond impairs circulation.
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10. The best measures to take in order to prevent black-outs or red-outs
is to:
a. lie in a prone or reclining position at right angle to the
direction of flight
b. position head and heart at about the same level
c. sit in an upright position with hands close to body
d. float in the center of the space ship
e. allow the blood to a~cumulate in the brain
11. A pull that is as strong as the gravity of the earth is called one G.
When a person is subjected to too many G's at take-otl or landing,
he:
a. retains good vision
b. floats in the space ship
c. develops chest ~~in.
d. has difficulty in breathing
e. may become unconscious

-

12. A definite hazard of space travel is puncture by meteors that travel
through space at tremendous speed. Puncture ot a space ship would:
a. provide an exit for air which would reduce the pressure and
cause explosive decompression
b. increase the velocity of the space ship
c. result in immediate death of the space travelers
d. not be a serious problem in space travel
e. bring the space ship back to earth

-

13. In order to provide a livable atmosphere for man in the space ship

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

the temperature should be between JO and 40 degrees Fahrenheit
the humidity should range between 40 and 60 per cent
the temperature should be within the 50 and 70 degree (Fahrenheit) range.
the air should contain 98% oxygen
the air pressure should be about 5 pounds per square inch

14. Man. like all other living organisms. possesses limited physiological

and psychological tolerances. In space man will be faced with the
psychological problems ot:
a. difficulty in breathing
b. change in the day and night cycle
c. claustrophobia
___ d. boredom and monotony
e. isolation and confinement

-
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15. Chiorelia is a fast-growing green alga that may be grown successfully in the space ship to provide man with
a. helium gas for breathing
b. a source of tood
c. oxygen for respiration
d. an absorbing agent for carbon dioxide
e. compressed liquid oxygen

-

16. The arrangement of a closed ecologieal system in the space-ship is
a theoretical possibility. Scientists think it can be done
a. by returning every atom of human waste to the nutrition cycle
b. by lowering the temperature of the ship
c. by taking extra food along
d. by immediate disposal of wastes throuL~h an airlock
e. by growing green algal plants in tanks
17.

of the following biological principles are true?
Living things, including man, have become adapted to wide ranges
of physical conditions.
Plants and animals are dependent on one another in various ways.
Some living things do not carryon the life processes of nutrition, respiration, excretion, sensitivity, and movement.
The environment acts on living things and living things act on
their environment.
There is scarcely a region in space where some form of life does
not exist.

\~hich

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

18. What is being done to get men ready tor space?
a. Only the most handicapped persons will be selected.
b. Candidates are trained in devices which simulate conditions to
be found in space tlight.
c. Simulated space cabins wil} check response to isolation and
boredom.
d. The selected astronauts will have to gain weight to be able to
withstand hunger during space flight.
e. Space candidates must become used to space suits and to working
in tbem.

-

19. Which ot the following statements are true?
a. Space medicine and space technology must understand the physiological, psychological and environmental problems of man betore
sending him into space.
b. l':limination of waste in space will not create a problem.
c. ITotective adaptations are an aid to survival.
d. When tbe environme nt changes an animal must ad,just i tsel f to the
change or perish.
e. Species not fitted to conditions about them will not thrive and
tinally will become extinct.

-
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20. In space travel, man will perform best physically and mentally if
the air he breathes contains about
a. 1003' oxygen
b.
90% nitrogen
c.
2% carbon-dioxide
d.
40 to om; moisture
e. 16% rare gases

APPGNDIX

I:~

SPliC!'; BIOLOGY - PAHT V

(Portion of Space Biology Program)

Since space lacks the atmosphere and pressure needed to sustain
human life, it is necessary that manned space tlights be provided
with a medically satisfactory, portable environment similar to
man's
on ea,·th.

environment
(conditions)
The space traveler must carry his own ___ of oyygen, because he
could not survive In the vacuum of outer
where there is no
air, or oxygen supply.

-------,
supply,

space

When man leaves the earth to travel in the strange and hostile
.ot space, he will have to enclos. himself in a small, earthiIke artificial environment in which he will be permitted to eat
and breathel', to eliminate wastes, and to survive the known and
unknown hazards ot
•

-

--------------------,
environment,

space

The key to the whole science of space medicine is the artificial
environment, made possible largely by specially designed ___ ___
or space capsules.

space biology
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The answer key to human survival in space is a hermetically sealed
pressurized space
with its own closed
environment in which
can
live
and
work
efficiently
for
extended
periods of time •
.........

----------,
ship, artificial, man
If man leaves the last tra~es of air behind and cruises into the
emptiness of space, the walls of his space ship must take the
place of the ___ •

atmosphere (earth)
Inside his
man must be supplied with all the tools of life and
be protected against the hostile ___ of the void outside.

------------,
ship (capsule), environment
Man needs the ___ in the air for breathing or respiration.
out oxygen man cannot ___ •

With-

-----------------,
oxygen, live (breathe, survive)
If there is no air in outer space from which man can obtain the
that he needs for life, tanks of compressed liquid oxygen can
replenish the oxygen loss on short trips into space.

oxygen (air)
Man can obtain the air that he needs for respiration from tanks
of ___ liquid oxygen which the space traveler must take along on
a space trip.

compressed

--------------

RAISE MASK DEFORE TURNING PAGE
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Only on short trips into space will compressed
care of man's resniratory needs; on long trips
must be devised.

;;;;0

oxygen take
other system

liquid
On long trips into space a method of supplying ___ and getting rid
of carbon-dioxide would have to be provided. The gas ___- ___
which !n,:m exhales is a waste product of respiration.

----------------,
oxygen, carbon-dioxide
Ground experiment~ indicated that the space man performs best
physically and mentally when he can breathe _
containing a little less than 2 per cent carbon-dioxide, which is essential to
his brain.

air (oxygen)
Man tru{OS in ___ and gives off carbon-___ in the process of respiration.

------------------.
In the proCtl9ss of breathing or respiration,
is taken in and
carbon-dioxide is released. This _ - _ gasmust be removed
trom the space vehicle to insure the safety and comfort of the
space
in the space ship.

-

-------,

____________- ____________ t

oxygen, carbon-dioxide, traveler
In space travel, man will perform best physically and mentally
it the ___ he breathes contains about 2 per cent carbon-dioxide.

air (oxygen)
RUSl;;

~USK
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Means of circulating and purit,ying the
are also necessary for
the comfort and safety of the space traveler.

air
Since green plants need carbon-dioxide tor photosynthesis, it has
been suggested that a tast-growing green algal ___ could be grown
in the space ship.

plant
Photosynthesis is the process by which green plants manufacture
food. Green plants need carbon-dioxide for ___ •

photosynthesis (tood-making)
In the process of photosynthesis, green plants take in carbondioxide which man ___ , and release oxygen.

exhales (gives oft)
Man needs oxygen which the green plants give ott tor ___ •

breathing (respiration)
An alga is a simple green. blue-green, red, or brown
that lacks
true leaves, stem, and root system. It is one of tbe-simplest kind
of plants in the plant kingdom.

plant
An ___ is a plant that lacks true leaves, stem, and root system.
The plural torm of alga is algae.
alga
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Algae are simple

without roots, stems, and ___ •

-------,
plants, leaves
Algae may be f;reen in color, blue-green, brown, or _ .

red
Chlarella is a green algal
a good oxygen supplier.

_.

Biologists discovered that it is

plant
Green plants give ott _

in the process of tood-making, or _ .

oxygen, photosynthesis
Chlorella is considered to be a tast-growing green
plant that
could be grown successfully in the space ship to prCWi'de a source
of oxygen supply for mants respiratory needs.

algal
Green plants need carbon-dioxide gas tor making ___• Green
plants take in ___- ___ gas and give oft oxygen in the process ot
making tood (Photosynthesis).

-------, -------------------tood, carbon-dioxide

Chlorella, a green alga, would not only supply man with the needed
, but it would also absorb the
exhaled by man in
breathing.
-

-------,
oxygen, carbon-dioxide
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The task of providing air, food, and water in space is one which
can be solved in principle even now. Man's food requirements
would be much reduced under zero gravity or in a state of ___ •

weightlessness
The necessary oxygen to replenish the air would be carried in the
state. Tanks of compressed liquid
can be taken along in
n;; space ship on short trips into space:-

----------------,
liquid, oxygen
Green plants need
gas tor food-Ck'lking.
food-making is _ - : - -

Another word for

--------- -------------,
carbon-dioxide, photosynthesis
During the process ot _
the green plant Chlorella, an alga,
takes in carbon-dioxide and gives oft oxygen as a by-product.
This oxygen would supply the space traveler in the space ship
with his respiratory needs.

photosynthesis
The green algal plant ___, not only gives promise ot absorbing
carbon-dioxide and supplying oxygen, but it can also be cultured
in flight and thus serve as a possible source of tood for ___•

-------------------,

Chiorella, man

A fast-growing plant, like ___ I would serve as a source of tood,
an oxygen-supplier, as well as tor the absorption ot carbondioxide gas, a waste product of man's
•

-

-----------------,
Chlorella, breathing(respiratory)
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ChIarella would then help to set up a carbon-dioxide oxygen cycle
in the space
,this cycle would be similar to the one that
nature provides-for $10 on earth.

ship
In addition to the use of Chlorella as a possiblu source ot oxygen
and
tor man, compressed and concentrated tood might be taken
along;-provided these are not too heavy.

tood
Compressed and ___ toods, provided they are light in ___, and
Chlorella would help to solve the ___ problem for man on short
and long space trips.

----------------------,

-------,

concentrated, weight, tood
A one-celled green alga which is a very efficient oxygen supplier
and tood-producer is ___•

ChI orella
There is a plant, Chlorella, a green ___ , which possibly could
provide man with tood and oxygen. It would also absorb the
___- ___ gas trom the space ship.

------,
alga, carbon-dioxide
The problem, however, is to make a small ecological system in the
space ___, similar to the one that nature provides for man on ___ •

-------,
ship, earth
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The green alga, ___ , shows more promi.e than aQY other plant as
a supplier ot
and tood for man in space, and also tor disposal
of his wastes.

-

------------------,

Chlorella, oxygen

Many more experiments with the ....en algal plant, _ , must be

continued to proye its effectlvene.. In a small, closed ecological
system.
Chlorella
8l010gists are now at work developing a substance which could
eliminate the neod tor a person to eat, drink, or breathe in the
normal way. The substance is a .,nthetic nutrient, or food, which
will contain all the el.ments required by the human ___ for
nutrition and respiration.
bod7
___ are trying to develop a synthetic ___ which will servo as a
subs~itute for tood.

---------------,
Diologist.,

nutrient

This -rnthetic nutrient, which will be a
substitute, will contain all the elements needed by the human-==-e

-------------, ---------

The synthetiC tood SUbstitute or nutrient which ___ are DOW working
on will be in ___ torm. It will be Injected into the bodies of
men on long space flights.

-----------------,

blologlats, liquid
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If the tests with this ___ nutrient succeed, hundreds of pounds
of food, water, oxygen and the equipment to contain and preserve
them will no longer be necessary on space
•

-

----------------------,
synthetic, trips

-

The space ship will be much lighter in weight it the
succeed
in pertecting synthetic nutrients that will eliminate the need
tor a person to eat, drink, or breathe in the normal way.

biologists
Food, water. and disposal ot wastes in space tlights will present
ditticult problems. Food is a problem tor one primary reason -weight. The green alga, ___, will help to supply man with the
that he needs to sustain lite.

---------------------,

Chlorella, food

Science hopes to arrange a closed ecological system in the space
ship similar to the carbon-dioxide-oxygen cycle found in nature
on _ .

earth
The very nature ot our earthly carbon-___-oxygen cycle may belp
to solve man's problem of keeping the space travelers alive in
the
•

--

-------------------,
dioxide, space ship
Green plants in the presence of solar energy (the sun) make food
from
-dioxide and water and give ott
which man and other
animars-use tor breathing.

----------------,
carbon. oxygen
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This process of making tood is called
• Green plants are able
to produce tood tor themselves and for-==-e

photosynthesis, man (animals)
Experiments have been pertormed in laboratories in which the very
cycle ot life on our planet has been reenacted. These experiments
demonstrate the possibility ot arranging a closed ecological ___
aboard space ships.

system
It is believed that human wastes could be processed tor tood tor
the plants (algae) and that, in turn, part of the
could actually be processed as human ___•

---------------,

algae, food

It might be possible to operate a closed _
system "hich would
absorb the space traveler's exhaled
and wastes, be
nourished by those, and in turn produce OXYgen tor
• and food.

----------------,

-

---------- ------------,

ecological, carbon-dioxide, breathing
The arrangement of a closed _ _ in the space ship is a theoreti
cal possibility today. Scientists think it can be done.

ecological system
A closed ecological system which would return every atom of human
waste to the nutrition cycle has become a ___ possibility today.

theoretical
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For relatively brief excursions into outer space, the problems ot
food, ___' and waste are not really critical.

water
Space travelers will simply carry their full requirements of ___
for drinking and concentrated or compressed ___• Liquid waste,
(urine) could be stored in a compartment of the space suit for
discharge after landing.

water, food
For long-duration flights a completely ______ system will be an
absolute requirement.

closed ecological
Elimination ot body wastes will be a serious
vironment such as a space ship.

-

in a closed en-

problem
Chief wastes are exhaled

-

,sweat, salt, urine, and feces.

air
air may be handled by the closed ecological system, some ot the
;arer transmitted to the space ship may also be handled by the _
_
system.

-------------------,

Exhaled, closed ecological

Urine, or human liquid waste, on short trips may be stored in a
part of the _
suit.

spaee
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On longer trips human liquid waste, called ___ , may be removed by
distillation. 'fhe water may be re-used. Tbe salt crystals that
remain, however, are useless and toxic.

urine
The disposal of such human waste as
(liquid waste) is a very
serious problem in a closed
sucha; the space ship.

------------------,
urine, system
Food, water and
the space ship.

of human wastes will present difficult

-

in

----------------------.

disposal (elimination, removal), problem

As manned space technology becomes I'uore advanced, there will be
need for man to venture outside his ___ ship for landings on our
closest neighbor. the ___ , md on other planets.

--------,
space, moon
In order tor man to survive on the
and on other planets, outside of the space vehicle, he will need equipment -- a space suit,
containing practically all the protective elements already built
into the apace vehicle.

moon
To move about on the high-vacuum surface of the
,men will have
to wear
• which will provide them with
--ro breathe and
pressure7:;e~llowing them enough mobility to-;Ork with tools.

---------------,

- - - - -...
& ----, -

moon, apace suits, air
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Man can carry on normal body functions reasonably well at a pressure of only 10 pounds per square inch rather than the normal sea
level pressure of ___ pounds per square inch.

15
The dangers of very low ___ in outer space can be reduced by the
use of specially developed pressurized suits.

pressure
\

The purpose of such a space ___ is to supply pressure to make up
for that which space lacks. Man can do well with a pressure lower
than that of 15 pounds per square inch.
suit
The chief problem, however, is the invention of a flexible ___ ___
capable of withstanding an internal
close to 10 or 15 po_nde
per square inch.

------------ ----------, _..-----------space suit, pressure

In addition to supplying man with the proper kind of air ___, space
suits will also contain a supply of
for breathing purposes,
devices for controlling temperature aDd a radio-communication
system.

------.........................--,
pressure, oxygen (air)
The basic design of the _ _ has been worked out .,.- ttle United
States Navy and Air Force. The suits will be pressurized, that is,
they will use compressed air to maintai.n at least in part the
pressure that exists on
•

--....................- -----.....' -----,
space suit, air, earth
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Transparent helmets will be worn to protect man from ultraviolet
and to allow man to see •

.......

rays
The space ___, floating freely in space in his space suit, teels
strangely unable to control his motions. The center ot gravity of
his body stays put, no matter how he moves his limbs.

man
Because ot this strange teeling ot inability to control his ___ I
the space traveler will generally have to rely on cords or cables
connecting him to the space ship.
motions (movements, limbs)
The problem of weightlessness will continue to give man trouble in
the space ship. It will gi.e him a constant feeling of
,which
could result in serious mental ettects.

.......

taIling
There ia nothing, however, that can be done about
himselt. He
cannot make any radical changes in his own ___ • Men; after all,
are adapted for living in a condition of weight.

----------------,
Some strange things that ___ will encounter in the space ship due
to an absence of gravity are: Tools and eating utensils would have
to be magnetized to prevent them from
away from man. EYen
man's shoes would have to be
•
---

........

_______________ t

------------_.

man, tloating, magnetized
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Hair and clothing would not stay down. Any thins not fastened in
place would be free to
about. Even liquids would not remain
in a container.

float
Bathing would also be a problem in the ______ I but with careful
planning i~ could be managed.

space ship

Man would have to

by using sponges. This would have to be done
inside some type ot:Plastic baS or else in a strong stream of air,
to keep drops of water from ___ around.

-------,
bathe, floatins
Bathing would be a biS ___, but it could be accomplished by using
carefully dampened sponges.

problem
On

"

-

earth "down" always means toward the center of grayity, and
"Dleans and feels the opposite.

up
It is hard to imagine living without an "up" or "down." Hot air
could not rise by itself, since the word "risen applies only when
there is an"
.n

-

up
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Fortunately, most problems regarding the lack of
can be met by
our bodies. we can swallow without
; we can eVen swalloW' when
upside down.

-

----------------,

-------

weight (gravity), weight

On ___ space trips, ___ will undergo severe psychological stresses
of isolation. confinement, boredom, and a new cycle of day and
night.

--------, _._----long, man

A peculiar feature, or problem, or space flight is that tbere is
no day and night. In space ___ and night become meaningless terms.

The reason why there is no
and
in space is due to the tact
that periods of light and t'lirkness "BU'eceed eac,. other in a matter
of hours or les••

------,
day, night
Periods of light and
succeed each other so quickly because the
.pace ship in ellipse-passes a number of times each chro~"ologica1
day through the shadow cast by the earth for a depth of 860,000
miles.
darkness
The shadow which the ___ casta into
IIOne of darkness.

s~lce

for 860,000 miles is a

earth
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For health and efficiency ___ is adjusted, or accustomed, to a
regular dail7 cycle of wakefulness and activity, as well as of rest
and sleep.

man

It will be difficult for man in apace to
of day and night.

himself to a new cycle

adjust (adapt, accustom)
To keep
and be efficient Man must have a daily cycle of waketulne.. aDd ___ , ot rest and ___•

-------, -------,
healthy, activity, sleep
H\~ns are so strongly adapted psychologically to the
cycle, that it is regarded as a biological law.

and

-

-------,

-

day, night

Disregard for the day and night ___ for extended or prolonged
periods of t1me, might lead to a complete nervous breakdown.

cycle
Rapid succession of periods of
and darkne3s in space flight
tends to disrupt the normal day-aRd
cycle.

-

--------,
11gM, night

Complete disregard for the day and night cycle eould lead to a
nervous
•

-
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Psychologically, man is strongly
to the day and night cycle_
Man's adaptation to this ___ is regarded as a biological ___ _

-------, -------,
adapted (adjusted), cycle, law
Much researcb is still needed in order to find a pattern for work,
recreation, and sleep for the man in ___ _
apace
Claustrophobia, or a tear ot being in closed rooms or narrow spaces,
is another psychological problem concerning ___ in space that must
be solved.

man
The abnormal rear of being oontined to narrow places or olosed
roOMS is called
_

-

olautrophobia
By nature, man is a social creature who seeks the company ot his
tellows. Solitary confinement to a
capsule, or ship, with
little or no opportunity to move is &psychologic-al and physiological problem that Space ___ has yet to solve.

------------------,

space, Medicine

One of the greatest psychological problems that man will encounter
in space is boredom_ Man's greatest enemy in epaoe may be _ boredom
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Man is accustomed to meaningful activity which frees him from
monotony.
often leads to carelessness. Success of space
flight deperui'S upon solving this problem of boredom.

Doredom
Since man has lintited physiological and psychological tolerances,
it will be difficult tor hint to survive travel in this totally
new environment tor a number ot reasonsl (1) he must endure for
several minutes the strain of violent launch acceleration that will
increase his weight many times, (2) he must enter the strange world
of ___ due to reduced or zero gravity; (3) he must eat, sleep,
breathe, and perform life functions in a ship or capsule which is
surrounded by an almost perfect
which could cause his blood to
boil; (4) he must be able to wo~or extended periods in a heavily
automated ship ,dth fellow workers under equal stresses.
Will Man's body and
tell.

-

be able to take space flight?

Time will

----------------, -----------------,
weightlessness, vacuum, mind
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